
 
 

             The Complete Trip Report for the Notakwanon, Labrador, 1998        

 

1)  Intro:    Between 3 Aug and 23 Aug 1998, a group of 5 paddlers crossed from the south shore of Smallwood Reservoir, 

Labrador, (which drains to the south and east into the Churchill River), to the north shore, portaged up into Adelaide Lake and then into the 
George River drainage, Quebec, which flows north to Ungava Bay.  After descending some 50 miles on the George through a series of 
interlocking lakes and rivers, we turned easterly, crossing Lac Goelands, Lac Rochereau, Lac Chapiteau, and then up an un-named creek, 
ascending to the height of land which separates the George from the Notakwanon, and Quebec from Labrador.  They then portaged into the 
Notakwanon drainage and descended it, dropping the ~1600 feet to sea level in less than 100 miles.  The total trip exceeded  330 miles, 
(probably >350).  It was a tough trip. This trip report was put together by Tom McCloud with contributions from all the others, and it is Tom 
who must confess to having been the instigator of, and advocate for,  this particular trip and route for reasons which will become clearer as you 
read along.  Ed was the principle photographer using a Canon, taking >250 shots, with Tom (Pentax Spotmatic II) and Curt also carrying 35mm 
SLR cameras, so sometime in the future you might have the chance to see our slides.   And one note about this trip report: it was not written to 
be an entertaining story.  It has a lot of detail that does not contribute to the ‘smoothness’ of reading.  It is intended to contain all the petty little 
stuff that will slip from memory if it isn’t recorded quickly.  Where you see a few words underlined, that is the key to the picture which has been 
inserted nearby.  I hope you enjoy the read. 
 

2) The Participants: 

 
Tom McCloud  C-1-O  Sunburst II   Nate Houser  C-1-O  Sunburst II 
5318 Shookstown Road    8230 Dick Woods Road 
Frederick, MD 21702    Afton, VA 22920 
301-4734546 (home)    540-4566410(home) 
301-8465750 (work) 
tommccld@gmail.com (home)                possum@cfw.com (home) 
 
Curt Gellerman  C-1-O  ME   John Erickson  K-1  T-Canyon 
10 Stephanie Lane    5406 Jefferson Blvd. 
Robbinsville, NJ 08691    Frederick, MD 21702    
609-5852773 (home)          301-3714551 (home) 
609-9840546 (work)    301-846 1979 (work)  
cgellerm@dep.state.nj.us (work)                             erickson@fcrfv2.ncifcrf.gov(wk) 
 
Ed Gertler    C-1  fiberglass custom 
530 Ashford Road 
Silver Spring, MD 20910                    
301-5854381 (home) 
egertler@mde.md.state.us (work) 

 
All five of us have been paddling for 20+ years, and we are all solo whitewater paddlers, so we’re paddling the boats we’re most 

comfortable with.  This particular group of 5 had not paddled together before as a group, but we kind of knew each other.  Nate and Tom paddle 
with the Coastals, and did both the Grand Canyon and the Bonaventure trips together.  Curt and John had also been on the Bonaventure trip, and 
Tom and Curt had done the Soper River, Baffin, and Clearwater, Saskatchewan, together.  John and Tom have done many weekend paddling 
trips together, including some with each of the others.  Ed had not done any wilderness trips with any of this group, but he had done the 
Kaniapiscau on a Yockey trip (as had Tom, except the Whale), authored two river guidebooks, and has paddled rivers around the world, and 
many day trips in West Virginia with us.  Each of us has many dozens of other whitewater river trips under our belts. Although Tom had been 
the advocate for this trip, there was no such thing as ‘somebody in charge’, and the work of organizing the trip had been ‘distributed’.   John 
made calls and set up the air charter, and Curt made the calls that eventually found a shuttle driver.  Nate had actually been lobbying for a trip 
on the Moise, but settled for this one instead.  Ed had promised a buddy he’d go paddling in Sweden, but couldn’t pass up this trip.   What little 
pre-trip organizing there was got done be email communication, though 4 of us, all but Curt, did get together for a Friday night talk session late 
in the spring, followed by a Saturday float down the Cheat Canyon!  Good practice, I thought, for the Notakwanon. 

(Notes to readers:   This report includes minute details, and so does not read smoothly.  It is not intended to.  I’ve put in all those little 
things that will slip from the memory unless they are recorded promptly.   The photos have been inserted as close to the place they are 
mentioned in the text as possible, and there will be a few words underlined.  Those are the key words pointing to the photo.  Original text is in 
WP8.  This is my first attempt at putting digitized images into the text, and I’ve got a lot to learn. Sorry about the small font and narrow 
margins: had to save paper somehow.  TM...)  1. 
 
 
 



 

3) The Drive Up:  
            Ed,  John and Nate assembled at Tom’s house in Frederick late on the afternoon of 31 July 1998.   We transferred boats and gear into 
Tom’s 1989 Ford 250 van  (351 engine, regular gas, 3 speed automatic transmission) pulling a utility trailer fitted with a rack big enough to 
hold 4 canoes.  If we’re lucky we’ll get 10 mpg from this rig.  By departure day I (Tom) had arrived at a sort of slightly down, exhausted feeling 
of depression that the big day  had finally arrived, and there just wasn’t time for me do anything more.  For me the last few weeks leading up to 
this had been exceedingly hectic, and it was not because I had waited until the last minute to take care of things.  I’d been seriously engaged in 
the preparations for at least 10 months. There were just a lot of snafues and last minute unexpected problems.  I had even canceled out of a 
week of professional meetings, in part to stay home and prepare for the trip.   For example: I had ordered boots from NRS, and they came: 2 
right feet.  NRS was very good at exchanging them promptly.   I had ordered urethane coated ripstop nylon fabric from Frostline to sew a rain 
fly of a design that I had envisioned as being perfect for the anticipated wet, windy Labrador weather, and the fabric was not delivered for 5 
weeks: could I get the sewing done prior to our departure?  I spent entirely too much time on this job.  There were some electric wiring 
problems with the canoe trailer which I had repaired, and additional padding was added both outside and inside to prevent damage to the boats 
and gear.  The van had become an unexpected headache: in addition to the normal preparation which had included washing, waxing, vacuuming 
& internal cleaning, Rain-X-ing all the windows, oil change and filters, new battery and alternator, new battery isolator, two new front tires and 
front shocks, at the last minute the air conditioner had been replaced for $1200.  I also added wire mesh over the headlights and underneath the 
oil pan & transmission area, and had glued carpeting onto both fuel tanks to protect from flying rocks  (I inspected this stuff after the trip and 
surprisingly, it all held up, though there is no way of telling whether it prevented any major problem).   I don’t doubt that the others had similar 
last minute troubles.  Libby had prepared far more food than John could pack into his kayak, so he was still trying to figure out how to pack, and 
what gear and food had to be jettisoned, into the early morning hours of the 31st, and he still had to drill some of those hateful holes  into the 
kayak deck for tying on a deck bag (rear) and map case (front).  Among the things not packed were several bags of homemade beef jerky: very 
tasty and enjoyed by all during the drive up. 

We were ready to roll after 6 pm, and I phoned Curt to let him know we were on the way.  Normally it is an easy 4 hour drive up there. 
 Mileage at departure was 91,530.  We drove east on I-70, went around the south of Baltimore, through the tunnel, east across the Delaware 
Memorial Bridge and up I-295 to get to Curt’s place near Trenton, NJ, arriving near 11pm due to some slow traffic and construction delays.  
Curt’s boat went on the trailer and his gear inside the van, and we headed north, up I-87 through New York and into Quebec. Through the night 
we periodically rotated drivers. Two could stretch out and try to sleep on the bed in the back, one on the middle seat, and up front was the driver 
and a passenger to keep him awake.  During the daylight hours we were sometimes all awake and three sat on the ‘extended’ bench seat.  All in 
all, it was not too crowded or uncomfortable.  
            At Montreal we turned east on Rt. 20 to stay on the south side of the St. Lawrence River, but found traffic slow for some reason - poorly 
coordinated road maintenance was part of the trouble.  Since it WAS  Saturday morning, I popped a tape of Car Talk into the player and we 
listened to Click & Clack solve car problems.  We crossed over the St. Lawrence river at Quebec City and continued east on Rt.138, which 
becomes a 2 lane road with unlimited access, many small towns and traffic lights, eventually getting to the ferry at Tadoussac, across the mouth 
of the Saguenay Fjord, in late afternoon.  We were in luck in that we were able to drive right onto the ferry just as it was ready to depart.  It’s 
only 20 minutes across.  We then continued easterly on the narrow two lane, not so good or fast road.  Don’t expect to make  time on 138.  
Somewhere along here the van just stopped. It seemed to be electrically dead, and on trying to start it, the starter motor did not crank.   I don’t 
know why the battery was dead, but as I said, I had just recently replaced the air conditioner, alternator and the isolator, and was still uncertain 
whether I’d solved the electrical problems.  We had been running the air conditioner, and there were other electrical draws in the van. None of 
the drivers had mentioned that the ammeter was to the discharge side of the median line. We don’t know if it was. I knew which contacts to 
disconnect to remove the spare battery from the normal van wiring, so did that.  Then we flagged down a kind motorist, hooked up the jumper 
cables, and my van started right up.   We shut off everything electrical that was not  required.  The ammeter went up onto the positive side and 
stayed there for awhile. We didn’t have any further problems.  

 We got to the large city of Baie Comeau (92370, 840 miles) late in the evening, went looking for a good restaurant, and found one at 
The 3 Barrels (3 Barils).  After supper we headed north on  Rt. 389, which follows along the Manicouagan River for quite awhile.  Baie 
Comeau is, of course, at sea level, and the interior of Labrador, where we are headed, is at ~1500 feet, and the climb up onto the plateau begins 
immediately. The first 125 miles, up to Manic 5, (shorthand for Manicouagan hydroelectric facility #5), is paved, 2-lane, but winding and hilly, 
so maybe an average speed of 45mph.  You don’t get many miles north of Baie Comeau before there are no more houses, cabins, service 
stations, or anything else.  Again, it is paved, but hilly, winding and narrow, and eventually turns to gravel. We got to see a small portion of the 
Manicouagan reservoir, that doughnut-shaped lake which is actually a water-filled meteor impact crater,  (take a look at 
http://dsaing.uqac.uquebec.ca/~mhiggins/MIAC/impact.htm before it got too dark, and also saw a bit of the hydroelectric development at the 
Manic 5 dam, and other places.  
         The next 105 miles was a good gravel road on which 45mph was usually reasonable.   It was a very dark night and there was almost no 
other traffic except for an occasional truck.  Curt drove until about midnight and came down with stomach cramps.  Then Nate took over for 
several more hours. About 50 miles into this section was a gas station and restaurant, i.e. several house trailers joined side by side,  named 
Motel Relais Gabriel, where we pulled over in the middle of the night, like 3 or 4 am, and caught a little sleep in the van, and we were also in 
need of a gas fill-up before going further.   It was a little tight inside the van trying to sleep 5 at the same time.  We had almost dropped off to 
sleep when the only other vehicle parked there, an 18-wheeler, decided to take off.  That involved a long period of warmup, but he thankfully 
left and all was quiet for some sleep.  We stopped at this same place to gas up in the middle of the night on the way home. The closing of a 
‘missing link’ in this road (in the vicinity of the Esker siding of the QNSL)  is what has made it possible, only in the last 4 or 5 years, to drive to 
Labrador.   
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 This was my first trip up 389, and what a ‘road’?  it is.  (Note: On two of my previous trips I had taken the coastal ferry, the RMS Sir Robert 
Bond, 35 hours from Lewisporte, Newfoundland,  to Goose Bay, Labrador.  On my other trip to the north of New Quebec we had driven east of 
Baie Comeau to Sept Iles, then taken the 360 mile train ride on the QNS&L (Quebec North Shore and Labrador), which hauls out the iron ore 
from Lab City,  to get to Schefferville.)   
 

 2 Aug.    In the morning we awoke to find a nearly flat, passenger side rear tire on the van.  We first tried to air it up, but the leak was 
too much, so changed it, putting on the spare and getting a plug put into the flat.  We aired up and checked the pressure in all the tires,  filled the 
gas tanks (92769, 1239 miles), and ate breakfast, our first challenge in reading and ordering in French.  The waitress spoke little English.  Ed 
spoke, or at least tried to, a little French. With some pointing at the menu and food items we at least got something.  Most of the guys got a big 
bacon and eggs type breakfast, but since I can’t eat eggs I had to settle for jelly toast and some flat pastry with raspberries in it. We spent the 
waiting time looking through two scrapbooks of photos of car and truck wrecks, most in snow, which we presume happened nearby on this road. 
 Mighty impressive and scary, and a good reason not to come here when the snow is on the ground. 
            Continuing north from the restaurant there was about a hundred miles of gravel road and then another section of 2-lane pavement, 
reaching to Fire Lake.   There was not much traffic on Rt 389 except for the log-hauling trucks, full going south and rolling north empty at a 
high rate of speed.  Several of the bridges were only a single lane, and of course at every bridge we leaned out to ogle the rapids underneath. 

 Then continuing north, we traveled some of the worst road of the trip, uphill and down, curvy, narrow, and crossing the RR tracks of 
the QNSL a dozen times.  It was 40 miles to Mount Wright, and even 30 mph was sometimes too fast for this poor excuse for a road.  In places 
it was little more than a single lane gravel path between the bushes.  At this point most of the climbing has been completed, but the road closely 
follows the ungraded, rolling terrain which is a natural part of the high plateau. There are several access points into the upper Moise watershed 
along the road, or the QNSL railroad, along here, one of which Curt had used several years ago.  In the middle of nowhere we drove through a 
village that doesn’t exist, a place where there was paved road and curbing, side streets and signs, but no houses.  Mt.Wright to Lab City was 25 
miles, paved 2 lane.  We reached Labrador City in mid-afternoon.  Lab City is the largest community (25,000) of the several along the 
Quebec/Labrador border which exist to dig out the iron ore, and load the concentrate onto the train.  There are some massive processing 
facilities here, as well as at Wabush and Fermont, PQ,  including mountainous spoil banks with retaining walls made of old 10 foot tall tires.  In 
Lab City we made stops at the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary office (P.O. Box 575 Lab City A2V 2L3,  709 944 7602   fax 709 944 5964) 
to register our trip  (I spoke with Constable C.M. Pilgrim).  The two officers there were courteous and even sounded somewhat interested in our 
trip.  We had stopped here rather than at the RNC office in Churchill Falls because of the over-the-telephone experience I had had with the 
officer assigned there.  Our profound thanks must go to Constable Terry Hawco of the RNC in Churchill Falls, who went out of his way, at the 
very last of minutes, to tell us how much more difficult anything in Labrador would be than any of the other rivers, the Moise, Tatshenshini, 
Bonaventure, Kaniapiscau, Whale, Coppermine, South Nahanni, Jarbidge/Bruneau, Owyhee, Grand Canyon of the Colorado, canyons of the 
Rio Grande, Yampa, Soper, Kenamu, Churchill, and others, that our group had collectively paddled before.  Additionally he demanded I FAX 
him our itinerary in advance. He came across as arrogant, a petty bureaucrat who would create red tape out of thin air to obstruct us.  I chose to 
ignore him. 

At the very nice visitors center in Lab City,  the lady at the desk was both friendly and helpful, (both the times we stopped there).  I 
bought a wood picture in the crafts shop in the lower level.  Tours of the mines are offered only twice each week, and this day there was a tour.  
If we’d had the time, and $11.,  it would have been possible to jump on the bus and take the tour.  

We gassed up again (92943, 1413 miles) and headed on to Churchill Falls, another 149 miles of relatively good, relatively wide, 
relatively flat gravel road, at least it was better than much of the more southerly mileage.   A few miles west of town we crossed the bridge over 
the now bouldery bed of the great Churchill River, totally dry now as all the water has been diverted to the hydro facility. We reached the 
company town of Churchill Falls in early evening (93095, 1565 miles).   We still did not have a shuttle driver locked-in, so taking care of that 
was first priority.   We went first to the Breezeway restaurant (709-925-3211)  in the CF town center building.  Curt had done some phone 
sleuthing from home and somehow had contacted Shirley Philpot (709-925-8900), who worked at the Breezeway, and had asked  for help in 
locating a shuttle driver.  Curt phoned her and we were in luck.  She had found a shuttle driver, a guy named Jason Chislett, and he would meet 
with us at the Breezeway around suppertime. There’s not much in Churchill Falls to start with, but even that was closed up tight.  It was another 
one of those 3 day holiday weekends they seem to have so many of around here.  Nobody knew what the holiday was about.  We drove around 
town for awhile, including a trip to the tailrace of the CFL hydro, where we thought we might locate someone with a boat and motor to tow us at 
least partway across Smallwood Reservoir, but we had no luck in that regard.  A couple of workmen who were there told us that only 5 of 11 
turbines were in use because there was erosion of the stone in the tunnels, so they were engaged in a repair and reinforcement project.  We 
returned to the Breezeway for supper.  It was difficult to let loose from work: even this late John was faxing, with some difficulty, reviews and 
abstracts back to the office. We waited for Jason to show up and got increasingly more restless as time passed, wondering if this deal was really 
going to work out, but eventually we did get together.  Jason is a young guy whose family came from Newfoundland to Churchill Falls with the 
power company years ago.  He graduated from E.G. Lambert High School here, and currently works in the grocery store.  He and his fiancé 
Tammy, who works with Shirley, and their dog, live in an apartment nearby (709-925-3282).  Jason will ride with us to the put-in in the 
morning, drive the van back to CF, and eventually to Goose Bay before our arrival there, which was projected for 26 August.   Ed and Tom 
slept in the van, others at the Churchill Inn which had only a single open room. They viewed it as their last chance to sleep on a soft bed 
between sheets, and to take a hot shower.  It was a cool night and we did not have ready access to sleeping bags.  Whatever was available, 
including the curtains in the van, got used for blankets, but Ed was still cold.   
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3 Aug.   Ate a hearty hotcake breakfast at the Breezeway, and while doing so Jason arrived.  Soon we were headed west on the 
Churchill Highway (Trans Labrador Highway,  Rt 500).   A good thing Jason was along because he knew exactly which one of the poorly 
marked turn-offs lead to the Lobstick Control Structure.  In 1971 the Churchill Falls Labrador Corporation (CFL for short), built 88 small 
earthen-fill dykes, totaling 40 miles, around a natural highland bowl, coalescing what was previously hundreds of large and small lakes, 
including Michikamau, Lobstick, Sandgirt and others into a single huge lake: Smallwood Reservoir.    Michikamau previously had drained to 
the east, into the Naskaupi River.  Lobstick Control Structure serves as the control valve for the release of water from Smallwood Reservoir  
back into the old natural channel of the Churchill River, from where it flows into the forebay of the powerhouse.  The waves at the tailrace are 
huge.  It’s not unusual in the summer to find some locals camped out around Lobstick, fishing. The Churchill Falls hydro facility is one of the 
biggest in the world, and one of the unusual features is that it was built almost entirely underground in tunnels blasted into the solid granite.  
There are 11 turbines in the powerhouse and each of them can take 5,000 cfs, dropping it 1025 feet, and capable of producing, in total,  5.225 
kilowatts of electricity.  All this power feeds into the HydroQuebec power grid, and some eventually makes it into New England.  

In the old days Lake Michikamau had a reputation as being a terrible wind lake: quadrupling the area of the lake (surface area of 
Smallwood Reservoir is ~5,700 sq. km., 2,200 sq. miles) has only made the possibility of having wind difficulties while crossing a more likely 
prospect.  It was a typical Labrador summer day, with a lot of sun and a lot of clouds, and some wind, and this situation often leads to afternoon 
squalls.   We passed by the Lobstick Lodge (925-3733), whose owner, Wayne Watkins, we had contacted for assistance - but didn’t get any.  
“It’s shoaly up there, and nobody goes there...”  was his reply to my question about a guide, and he’s been in this business over 15 years.  Curt 
also talked to him and his advice was to drive east along the Esker Road as far as possible, then launch and cross Smallwood from southeast to 
northwest....keep that in mind as you read this trip report. Shirley’s father-in-law works as a fishing guide, and he would not go near the lake. I 
had made an invalid assumption back in 1984 which turned out to be a serious mistake for the success of the trip: that there were locals who 
hunted and snowmobiled and fished and were therefore familiar with the entirety of Smallwood reservoir. I was wrong then and it seems as if in 
15 years nothing has changed. What we found was that since my previous trip up in 1984 little has changed: the locals use the lake very little, 
only in small boats and only along the south shore.  The only person we talked with who had done any inland traveling was a guy, owner or 
employee, at the Ultramar gas station in Churchill Falls, (gas 72.9/l, the most expensive we bought; that’s somewhere around $1.90US/gal)  
who said he had been ‘up north’ during the winter on his Skidoo with a ‘snow patrol’ group.  I got the impression at several places that the 
residents have a certain dread of  ‘The Bush’, and in addition they regard the lake as a dangerous place.  They are right.  
         After crossing over the control structure, the road, i.e. single lane track with grass growing in the center, was still good enough to continue 
another 10 miles or so nearly due east which eliminates an equal distance of flat water paddling.   We looked at several possible put-in spots 
along the way, but the place at the end of the road as far as we could drive was rocky and shallow with a headwind, so we backtracked, west a 
couple miles, until we found a deep water, sheltered cove, (53deg54'N, 64deg43'W).   Even this place was difficult, requiring a carry down over 
the large and unstable boulders of the dyke.  A twisted ankle would not be a great way to start a wilderness trip.  It took a couple hours to get 
boats and gear unloaded, sorted, clothes changed to river wear, and finally release Jason.  Extra equipment was left behind in the van, as well as 
maps we would not need.   This included the topos of Huw’s alternate route into the Notakwanon drainage going north and east from Goelands. 
Although we were not sure about our proposed route through Chapiteau and across the height of land, already decisions were being made that 
rendered any option to this single route impossible.  

 Jason had expressed some concern about getting lost on the way out, as he had never been this far east along the road before - but 
there really isn’t any way to get lost so long as you stay on the ‘main’ road.  We gave him two sets of keys, some last-minute postcards to be 
mailed home and $100 CDN cash.   As we watched Jason drive away, I think we all had a feeling of excitement and maybe some apprehension, 
for we knew we had a long way to go before we saw that van, or maybe Jason, again.  Adventure lay just ahead. 

This first leg of the route, crossing from the south to the north of Smallwood Reservoir in a generally northeasterly direction, was an 
unknown quantity.  To the best of my knowledge no paddlers had ever done this before, though I did have an inquiry about doing it from Stuart 
Coffin following my 1984 trip.  I told him that I considered it possible, but I do not know if he ever did it.   Most paddlers of the Notakwanon 
fly into the headwaters.  In a couple other cases paddlers have accessed the Notakwanon by a surface route which involves leaving from 
Schefferville, Quebec, going down the DePas to its confluence with the George, then upriver on the George to Goelands.  
          There was gear spread out all along the beach, and not much of it was new.  The boats have been dinged and patched: we don’t consider 
them scarred, but rather they have ‘character’.  The life jackets are faded and have a few holes, as do the dirty paddle jackets, pants and packs.  
Not much high-tech stuff here.  There’s Ed’s old onion sack for a mesh gear bag, and his black rubberized Army gas mask bag for a waterproof 
camera pouch, Nate’s Sunburst that he bought used, a boat made 15 years ago, and Curt’s ME, which is at least as old, and my NRS Bill’s Bag 
that’s been on a dozen wilderness trips already.  I have two of these: the one in front of the saddle is mostly clothing and the one behind is 
mostly food.  I regret that I did not weigh everything in advance, but am guessing that it was over 100 pounds, plus boat and paddles means 
over 200 pounds on the portages.  Moving a few smaller items around helps balance the boat.  Both John and Ed, paddling the closed boats, 
have more gear than they can cram inside, so have a waterproof bag strapped to the rear deck. What we have has been used for years. What got 
packed for this trip was selected because it was comfortable, reliable, tough and proven.  Among the 4 canoeists are seven Norse paddles: 
strong, durable and nearly unbreakable aluminum shafts, as shallow water, upriver work and some paddle-poling is expected.  John had an old 
wooden Mitchell kayak paddle and stowed a 2-piece lightweight Sidewinder paddle as a spare. The abuse Mitchell paddles can withstand is 
truly remarkable.  On my 1984 trip up here we had sewn spray decks for our tandem canoes.   This trip there are no spray decks, but as 
whitewater paddlers we put in air bags to occupy any space not taken up by gear. 
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       Whitewater boats are not of the best shape for lake crossing, being relatively slow and with a poor glide ratio.  We are well aware of the 
added difficulties of making portages solo, paddling long flatwater stretches solo - particularly against the wind, but we’re solo whitewater 
paddlers and have every intention to run every possible rapid when the time comes.  That’s when the extra work of the solo boats will pay back. 
       Next we tried to figure out some way to make a catamaran out of the boats, and how to mount the outboard motor.  We had been searching 
for a small, old, cheap outboard for many months, but it was not until the last week before we left that Curt found one for $150.  There had been 
two alternatives to the use of an outboard: find a local with boat an motor to tow us at least partway across, in which regard we were totally 
unsuccessful despite trying hard, or do the entire lake on paddle power alone.  Had Curt not found this motor, the paddle option would have 
prevailed.  We did not relish the thought of using an outboard.  We are, after all, paddlers, and gasoline engines are anathema to us.  The use of 
an outboard, we felt, ‘tainted’ our trip, made us feel ‘impure’.  Even during the drive up there had been discussion about leaving the motor in 
the trailer and just stroking it out. That would have been the ‘pure’ alternative.   But at the shore of the big lake, with the wind blowing and the 
waves crashing the shoreline we were departing from, the weather had made the decision for us.  We would not make any progress today, or 
who know for how many subsequent days, without that motor.  Crossing Smallwood is such a monumental task, particularly when the weather is 
fickle, as it often is, that we were most thankful to have had the motor.  

Curt had brought a 2x4, plus a 2 x 6 ripped in half, all 10 feet long, so these were lashed across the 3 canoes, with the 2 Sunbursts 
outside.  The first problem was that the bite of the motor mount was less than 3 3/4 inches, so a Sven saw was used to cut a notch.  Then the 
height was not right, so a few flat stones were tried as spacers until the right one was found.   

What to wear is always a question, although the sun was mostly out, it was windy and there was going to be water spray. A more 
serious problem, swamped boats or swimmers in cold water demanded the best ‘insurance’ possible.  It was going to be a cold crossing, and 
wetsuits or drysuits were put on.  We decided to put Ed and John in the canoes, and tow their partly-loaded closed boats behind us.   After a few 
yanks the outboard started  and off we went, maybe 3:30pm.  It wasn’t long until we found that our motor mount arrangement was not perfect, 
and the squalls were moving in.  It became increasingly windy and the waves bigger.  We found that we were not making much forward 

progress.  We’re used 
to dealing with 
conditions on rivers, 
but working against a 
large lake is a different 
sort of challenge.  It 
was somewhat scary.  
Big waves and 
whitecaps.  A single 
open canoe might 
easily be filled or 
flipped, but the 
catamaran rig provided 
much additional 
stability.  The 
catamaran rig wasn’t 
working as well as it 
should, and we went 
only about 3 miles, 
then landed on an 
island at  
(53deg55'N,64deg40'
W).   The shoreline of 
this windswept island 
had 3 sets of unbroken 
driftwood ‘fences’, 
several feet in height 
and width, that looked 

like old Civil War vintage fortifications. One of these was over 6 feet tall and that required some nifty balancing to climb up and over with gear 
to get to a more sheltered campsite. These driftwood fences were common occurrences on windward shores and could be treacherous places for 
the weary or inattentive gear-laden paddler. We did some additional organizing, retying and remounting, to get the motor further back.  Some 
wood was gathered and a small fire built in a grassy, protected spot, and we cooked and ate supper, but hoped for the wind to die so we could 
continue.  It did not, and we stayed there the night.  It was not much of a campsite, low, uneven, moist, with many standing and fallen dead trees 
about.   Nate tripped on a bush near shore, fell, and suffered a bruised wrist.  Minor, but it was a reminder to take extra precautions, for we were 
totally on our own from here on.  We had many days to go and would be increasingly further from help.  Even a non-serious injury could prove 
significant up here.   Lobstick Structure is on topo 23H14.  Our departure point several miles to the east, and this first island campsite are both 
on 23H15.  All topos are 1:50,000 scale purchased from the Canada Map Office,  Booth Street, Ottawa, Ontario. See appendix at end for a 
complete listing of maps. 
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4) The Big Lake: 
4 Aug.   Our first full day on the water and morning broke overcast and around 60deg at  6 am.   (A note: Quebec is on Eastern time, 

Labrador is on Atlantic time - one hour earlier, and even though we did not have to contend with it , the island of Newfoundland AND THE 
FERRY TO IT run on Newfie Standard Time which is 1/2hr ahead of Atlantic time.)   With the catamaran re-tied and re-positioned, we quickly 
packed and set out around 8am, without breakfast, on a NE heading, hoping to make miles before the wind got any worse.  We passed a row of 
small rocky islets that we reckoned must be the exposed tops of submerged eskers that were invisible on our maps.   

 Curt’s boat was in the center of the catamaran arrangement with Tom’s Sunburst to the left, and Nate’s Sunburst to the right.  The 
outboard was hung between Tom and Curt, with the two sharing the steering and operating duties.  The two passengers were not always in the 
same places, but frequently Ed was in the front of Nate’s boat, with John in the front of Tom’s.  Most of us wore drysuits for these open water 
crossings, as a long period in the water was certainly a possibility.  We were not lucky as the wind continued to grow and there were rain squalls 
with even stronger wind gusts in them.  We were caught in the middle of a long open water crossing when one of these squalls moved through, 
and 4 foot rollers quickly developed.  It was not the place we would have chosen to be, but the catamaran arrangement of boats rode the waves 
pretty well, and the motor continued to run, giving us the ability to make forward progress despite the wind, and to control the angle the boats 
cut into the waves.   However, when the wind reached a certain force, and at a certain angle, additional ruddering with a paddle was needed  to 
avoid undue slippage.  As the waves grew and progress seemed to be negligible, a couple of the guys grabbed their paddles and stroked, for 
whatever that was worth.  During one of these crosswind open water runs, Curt’s boat began to ship water over the stern where John was leaning 
out to maintain a rudder. In danger of swamping, we turned and ran for the nearest shore, which fortunately was close by, but was very rocky 
(53deg59'N,64deg40'W).   The canoe was full to the gunwales by the time we hit land.  The waves were big enough so that our catamaran was 
taking quite a beating on the rocks. We tried to bail it out, but the waves were filling the back faster than we could remove water, so all of us 
were needed to muscle the heavy rig forward, and lift, to spill most of the water, then bail to finish the job.  I wouldn’t say this was a close call, 
but it is certainly something you don’t want to happen. The wind was biting cold, and Nate and I sat behind a big boulder for protection, and to 
eat a bit, and there noticed the remains of a small fire, so someone else had stopped at this same place and tried to warm up.  After awhile we 
decided to turn and run counterclockwise around this island to get some protection from the wind. Because of the low water we were compelled 
to make several detours in places where supposed channels between islands were now dry.   
 

 We were carrying multiple sets of the very best 1:50,000 scale topographical survey maps available from the Canada Map Office, and 
despite the maps, navigation was a nightmare.   There really are no easily recognizable landmarks.   Each island looks like every other island, 
and every hill looks like every other hill.   I had found this out in 1984 when I had last been here, and the guide I hired to tow the group to the 
north end of Smallwood got lost.   At that time the best maps available had been printed prior to the construction of Smallwood reservoir, so we 
were trying to figure out what portion of the land was really under water.   This time we discovered a slightly different problem: Smallwood 
Reservoir was 10 feet or more below its full pool of 1551 feet, and this seemingly small drop had opened up thousands of acres of land in places 
where the topos indicate that there should be water.  The result is that 2 or 3 small islands now visually appear as one large island.  Really tough 
to navigate when you can’t trust what you see.   But John had recently purchased a Garmin GPS3 satellite navigation device, and he constantly 
took readings and waypointed them.  These waypoints will be found throughout this trip report.  (Ed was also carrying a Magellan GPS, which 
was occasionally used as a backup check.  The two units were generally in pretty close agreement, but sometimes you had to give them time to 
‘recalculate’ before they agreed.)  In any case, we came to rely on the GPS more than the maps: we often landed on an island to stretch legs, eat 
a snack, refuel the engine and take a GPS reading.  According to the maps the land we were standing on should have been water!  But the 
position the GPS gave us was almost always right on the money.   As I’ve stated, I plotted out this route in 1983, and was carrying 
topographical series maps that I had marked up at that time, cut into sections that were easy to carry and use in a canoe, and laminated  between 
plastic sheet to make them absolutely waterproof.  1983 was in the days before GPS, at least for civilian use.   What I came to learn on this trip 
is that there is information necessary for GPS use printed along the edges of the topos that I had cut off and was not carrying, many times the 
lat/long numbers.  In other situations the lack of this additional data could be serious.  We were not carrying any radio, emergency locator 
beacon or other electronic apparatus. 

It is because the prevailing winds in this region are from the west that we had chosen a put-in point that 

would allow us to cross Smallwood headed in a northeasterly direction, using the west (leeward) shore of the 

mainland and of islands for protection.   In this way I had figured out that the greatest open-water crossing we 

would have to make would be around 4 miles, but in many places there can be an exposure of several miles both 

to the east and the west where the wind can whip up the intervening lake into a froth.  Having to do all this 

detouring and some backtracking to find an open channel didn’t help, costing us both time and fuel.  
At a late morning stop, during and between rain showers, we stopped on a somewhat protected SE point, we ate some GORP, and tried 

to warm up.  A brief attempt was made to light a fire, but that turned out to be not so easy, so on we went. 
After negotiating the “narrows” that Tom’s guide on the ill-fated 1984 trip had missed, we motored steadily due north without event 

until late in the day when we came upon a large landmass that was not on our maps!   Surmising that the low water had exposed the western 
edge of a submerged hill, we tried to round it to the west, only to run into more uncharted islands without a clear passage to the north - our 
destination. After an anxious meeting of the minds, we decided to back track easterly were the map indicated the highest probability of ‘open’ 
water.  This put is in a more vulnerable position for windswept crossings, and we were now faced with the uncertainties of an unreliable map. 
But our worst fear, which we all shared but chose not to speak of, was that we would face numerous blockages ahead, and perhaps even a “dry” 
upper reservoir entrance to Adelaide Lake. None of us had come to Labrador prepared to paddle endlessly around a damn reservoir!  
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  It was around 7 pm, and the GPS told us we were at  (54deg10'N,64deg28'W on topo 23I1).    This was on the south shore of a large 
island which the map said was supposed to be at least 3 smaller islands.  The beach area was wet, with many trickles of water oozing out of the 
sand.   A wide windrow of dead, sun-bleached wood lay between us and the forest, plenty of ready fuel but a real hazard to cross over.  I tried to 
find some drier land to pitch the tent on so went back 100 feet, but found only a marginal benefit. 

 We had made 26 miles of headway, but really traveled more miles with the detours.  We had taken more risk than we really cared to, 
but we had made good progress, had passed through the narrows (54deg04'N,64deg35'W on topo 23I2),  joining the west bay with the  east bay 
containing the former Michikamau.  We had experienced cold rain, strong wind, black flies and mosquitoes, but also saw our first caribou of the 
trip.  Throughout the day I had been flashing back to my 1984 trip and in part trying to recognize something: constantly asking myself  ‘Was I 
here before’–‘Did the guide take us this way?’  I recognized very little.  I think our ‘98 put-in point was east from the ‘84 trip launch point, and 
I’m 99% sure the guide NEVER took us through the ‘narrows’ between the two basins.  I just don’t recall passing through any place as narrow 
as 500 feet on that ‘84 trip. 
 

5 Aug.   The morning was partly sunny and cool.   We started out early again without breakfast to try and beat the wind.  We found the 
next channel to the east of our camp also dry, so this necessitated a long detour of probably 12 miles to the east, reaching about 64deg15', on 
topo 23I8, Petscapiskau Hill,  and then almost the same distance back toward the northwest, to get back to where we had hoped to be yesterday. 
  On the maps there was some possibility for a channel to the west, but if we had gone that way, and it was dry, then we would have had to 
backtrack past this same spot and make the detour we actually did.  We decided to go east, as that is where we think the lakes prior to 
Smallwood were located, so more probably guaranteed water there.  Again we got rain squalls in the afternoon.  But at times the surface of the 
lake is glassy.  A mile from shore, and somehow the bugs found us out there.  The name of the topo map we were on is Petscapiskau Hill, and in 
this mostly flat country a hill should serve as a landmark.  There is a set of small hills toward the west shore in about the position indicated by 
the map, but I had a feeling that the real Petscapiskau is hidden further back, and shielded from view by the smaller hills.   I took a couple shots 
of these with the telephoto lens on the camera.  
      At one place Curt steered a straight line, shortest distance course directly northerly up the center of the lake rather than hugging the shore, 
and another nasty little squall, though not so bad as yesterday,  caught us out there, so we had another episode of frantic bailing and quartering 
of the waves.  The wind was constantly from the west, and was pushing these intermittent squalls past us. We continued motoring up toward the 
narrows near the north end of Smallwood, and instead of more lake, we found a river!  Again, because Smallwood was below full pool, some 
areas the map indicated as lake are actually a few feet higher than the present pool level, so we had a broad, bouldery, shallow ‘river’ of a sort, 
draining into Smallwood from lakes to the north.  It was late in the day with no good spot to camp, as the north end of Smallwood is shallow 
and swampy, so we were forced to backtrack a mile, and found a long sand and gravel finger sticking out from the west shore, also not on the 
map and underwater at full pool, into the lake, at 54deg31'N, 64deg24'W.   It has no vegetation on it, but has abundant sun-bleached driftwood, 
and since it is totally exposed, the breeze helps knock down the bugs.  There were mounds of a sort of peat-mossy material in the lee, which I 
believe is what happens to the caribou moss after it’s been washed into the lake, and then gets deposited on land.  All in all, not too bad a place 
to camp, the best we’d had so far, and the evening was not bad either. We had plenty of dry wood, a dry, sandy place to sit, and could relax a 
bit.  There was some bear scat nearby.   Ed photographed a patch of cotton grass (Eriophorum sp., Cyperaceae), a plant typical of marshy areas 
in the arctic.  We had done around 40 miles this day, including a long detour necessitated by ‘dry islands’. We could feel a bit of 
accomplishment and relief in having crossed the worst part of the lake safely, and that the really nasty, big water was now behind us. 
   This stop was the first where I had a little time to unpack/repack and organize.  I came to the reluctant conclusion that I had left my 
good compass in the van, though I did have a poor backup, and I still couldn’t locate my duct tape. Additionally,  I discovered that my plastic 
squirt bottle of Welches strawberry jam was badly broken, probably as a result of it being sat on for two days while motoring.  I washed out the 
bag it was in, and the bottle itself, and dried it, and borrowed some duct tape to wrap around it and managed to salvage probably 80% of the 
jelly, my only jelly stock for the entire trip!  It was important that I save it if I could. 
 

6 Aug.   The sky was a peculiar gray all day, almost like thick forest-fire smoke, yet the sun was bright and it got pleasantly warm, 
maybe near 80 deg.  There was a light wind in the morning, which became heavier out of the WNW in the afternoon.  We came to call the 
afternoon increase in wind  ‘The 4:15 Labrador Express’.  This day we took the time for a real hot breakfast, and to partly dry wet gear, and 
reorganize.  I had had time enough to go through most of my gear and had come to the conclusion that I really had left my good compass in the 
van.   I still had a poor spare, but I was very unhappy about my own absentmindedness.  I had still not located the duct tape I knew I’d packed 
somewhere. 

 We untied one canoe and worked up through the current several hundred yards by paddling and poling until we reached another lake.  
We knew there was very little of our 5 gallons of gas left, but tied the canoe and 2 closed boats behind the now 2 canoe catamaran, and 
continued to motor northerly.   By late morning the motor, which had become known affectionately as Little Teddy, in large part because it had 
continued to run reliably through the worst of conditions, a Sears Roebuck Ted Williams model, 3hp, of vintage design, had consumed every 
last drop of gas.  We carried it into the woods above the high water mark (54deg34'N,64deg23'W), tied it to a tree with a black plastic bag over 
its top, set up the 2x4's like an “A” above it so it could be easily found by someone at a later date, sadly said good byes, and left, now by paddle 
power alone.  It was 11am and we still had about 15 miles to go on what the maps said was Smallwood Reservoir. I had hoped to be able to 
motor all the way to Adelaide Lake.  We hadn’t made it that far, largely because of the stormy weather. 
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We would not recommend to anyone that they attempt a crossing of Smallwood by paddle power alone unless they are willing to take 
an unlimited amount of time and only travel under optimum conditions.  Smallwood is a dangerous place!   We were able to make excellent 
progress by using the outboard motor, and travel in conditions that would have absolutely precluded paddling, and had made the south to 
northeast distance in about 3+ days travel time.   I doubt we could have done the distance in a week by paddle power alone even in excellent 
weather. 
           We paddled until afternoon, stopping for lunch at a place where a long, narrow sandspit, not indicated on the map, (54deg37'N, 
64deg21'W),  nearly bisects the lake.  It was a pretty lunch spot with attractive surroundings. It was cool and sunny but still windy, and we 
hugged the west bank as much as possible for protection, working hard to make only slow progress.    Saw an osprey and probably a bald eagle, 
along with an otter, 12 Canada geese, and late in the day a lone caribou.  The top (north end) of the lake looks nothing like the map: with the 
lower water level there is a LOT more land area.  When we got to within about 2km from where the portage into Adelaide Lake is supposed to 
start we had only moving water and rocks, so we began wading and pulling the canoes behind us. We had come about 85 miles across the big 
lake to get to this spot and were not yet to Adelaide. The upriver walk was difficult, with very slippery rocks, the abrasive edges of which were 
very hard on the vinyl of the boats.  We reached a small lake which, on the map, shows as an arm extending from Smallwood, around 6:20pm, 
and saw that the waterway leading down from Adelaide was virtually dry. We camped almost across from this waterway, on the south shore of 
the little lake, 54deg42'N,64deg22'W on topo 23I9, Signal Hill.  It was not a great site.  There is a surprisingly broad apron of medium-sized 
boulders to be repeatedly walked across before getting to spongy land.  The cooking fire was sited among the boulders near the water, some of 
which became decorated by John’s wet maps, laid out to dry, a small rock on top of each, flapping like Tibetan prayer flags on an Himalayan 
trek in the evening breeze.  There were also a couple good sized dead trees which provided ample dry firewood, as well as a place to hang wet 
clothing, which included some washed-out laundry.  Tents got set up on slightly flatter, higher ground 50 feet or so further back, behind a thin 
screen of trees.  Just downhill from camp it became swampy, and interestingly, if you study the topos, it is easy to pick out an ‘island’, except at 
this low water level the island is an island in a sea of grass.   John bathed in the cold lake, and  Nate took a lukewarm sun shower, as it turned 
out, the only one of the trip.  Still, the sunshower bag was a good water carrier later on.  We had done only 14 miles this day. At 10 pm it started 
to drizzle again.   At least it sounded like rain, but sometimes the blackflies and bugs were so thick and they hit the tent with such intensity that 
it also sounded like rain. 
 

7 Aug.  Up at 6am and started the fire and got water boiling before calling the others.  There were a lot of small birds around this 
campsite, which, of course, would not sit still long enough for me to get a photo, and many flowers in bloom, which I took a couple photos of.  
There was a swampy area that had a lot of Canadian burnettes, and there was a light purplish ‘aster’, and a couple bright yellow, 5 petaled 
somethings - maybe potentilla?    We all did some repacking and consolidation in preparation for the impending portage, the first full portage of 
the many that were anticipated over the next two weeks.  
       It was not much more than 100 feet of paddling across the lake from our campsite to the start of the portage.   It was a rough landing, as 
there were big boulders with water underneath and poor footing, and the wind was blowing hard.  There’s lots of dwarf birch, alder and willow, 
dense and about 2 feet tall, catching your feet and making it difficult to walk.  After you got through this, it turned into bog.  The wind was 
again from the WNW for the 5th straight day.   This was to be the first test for my attempt at a new type of portage pad to assist in carrying a 
boat with a saddle in it.  The saddle in a whitewater canoe creates a problem when trying to portage the boat, as it is at the balance point of the 
boat, exactly the same place the portageurs head has to be.  I had spent much time at home trying various configurations of rods, pads and wings 
attached to a backpack, hoping that I could transfer much of the weight of the canoe through the pack frame and onto the hips.   None of these 
arrangements felt comfortable.  At the last minute I tried something simpler: I forced two threaded rods sideways through the saddle so that the 

ends stuck out on both sides of the saddle. 
  These provide a place to secure two 
pieces of ethafoam, 2 inches thick, 6 
inches wide, and 2 feet tall.  These rest on 
the floor of the canoe, and on the 
shoulders.  The third point of support is 
the head, and I wear the helmut when 
portaging as the padding helps distribute 
the weight.  I attached the two ethafoam 
blocks to the saddle, and tried to pick up 
the canoe.  The wind caught it, spun it and 
me, and as I stumbled over someone elses’ 
canoe, dropped my own boat, and in the 
process got a nasty 2 ½ inch cut across the 
meat of my right hand below the thumb, 
probably from an aluminum burr 
somewhere on the gunnel.  Not much to 
do but tough it out, so I drug the canoe up 
to a better location and tried again.   The 
spongy, swampy ground gave way 
underneath every step. 

 



. 
 
 
 I carried the canoe for  awhile, then stepped knee deep into a hole in the bog, and had the boat come down around my ears.  Not fun.  From 
there on I simply dragged the canoe through the bog.  The wind, and risk of falling again, particularly into a hole in the bog and breaking a leg,  
was too great for me.  During this portage I noticed several small sundews (Drosera rotundifolia, I think, or a similar carnivorous plant), not 
much more than 2 inches across, tucked away under the much taller grasses.  Nate was also dragging. John was trying out new equipment, a 
kayak backpack from Salamander designs.  He took a particularly roundabout route trying to avoid the bog, and arrived last, unhappy with the 
way the pack felt.  He decided it was too much weight at one time.  This portage was around to the east of a small, swampy lake, in essence 
bypassing it completely to get to the second lake north (54deg43'N, 64deg22'W).  

 
  We pushed off, worked through some shallows, and paddled across it to where we found a nice, clean little stream flowing in from 

Adelaide, and it was possible to walk up it pulling the boats.  It would have been possible to run it, downstream without hitting a rock, class 2!  
The wind continued and became even stronger.  We went another half hour or so, now 1pm, then climbed up on a rocky point of land, a very 
nice spot with many bakeapple berries to pick and eat, for lunch.  After lunch we continued in a northwesterly direction, quartering the wind and 
waves, to get to the more protected western channel where a large, long and thin island, which runs N/S splits the lake.  Although this channel 
was about as protected from the wind as possible, it was still hard work.  As we reached the narrows at the north tip of the island it became so 
shallow we had to step out of the boat and drag through 3 inches of water for about 50 feet.  We then passed to the west of the first little island, 
and Nate and I went to the east and around the second island trying to get protection from the wind, while the others went east of that island.  I’d 
heard military jets flying low, and caught a brief glimpse of a big black iron bird to the east, a few hundred feet above the treetops. Perhaps one 
of the German air force F-16's based at Goose Bay.  

 
The decked boats tracked well into the teeth of the stiffest  winds we experienced, and Curt was able to muscle his Mad River to make 

good progress, but the wind became TOO strong for the open canoes (Blue Holes) to make headway. Nate and I catamaraned, off and on during 
the afternoon.  We fought the wind for 2 plus hours but finally had to stop and pulled into a protected, scenic cove at a wooded outcropping at a 
point on the east shore of Adelaide, just south of the last big bay that goes to the east (54deg46'N,64deg30'W).  The wind was just TOO high to 
make the crossing of the big bay from where we were.  It is in situations like this were a full spraydeck might help ‘streamline’ an open canoe.  
It is a situation where paddling tandem would have been a big advantage.  It was a situation where knowing something about how to sail a canoe 
might have been useful.  Last year I’d heard Stape Shields give a program to the Monocacy Canoe Club on canoe sailing, and he talked in 
glowing terms about the ability to go upwind, but that was in a boat with daggerboards and other heavy accessories that are totally out of the 
question for a wilderness trip.  Some years ago I’d given some thought to using a kite to pull a canoe in situations just like this and had 
purchased a Jalbert parafoil, but I never followed through to try and make it work.  

To our surprise, despite the wind the black flies here, only 20 feet from the water behind a little screen of shrubbery, were fierce, but 
out on the rocky point where the wind was blowing they were almost held at bay.  John took the opportunity to dry out his maps that had gotten 
soaked for the second time.  We napped for awhile, then built a fire and ate supper, Ed’s group meal, ratatouille over rice, and copious 
quantities of rice it was!   Ed ate extra rice 3 times a day for the next 3 days!  (Note: Each of the paddlers was essentially self-contained, much 
as a backpacker would be.  Curt carried a two-man tent that he and John shared throughout the trip.  The group gear consisted of first aid 
supplies (John & Curt), two Svea backpackers stoves (John & Ed) with stove fuel spread out several places, which, as things turned out, was 
never used,  large pots & pans and a large fire grate, along with a bag to haul out unburnable trash (Tom), a rain fly (Tom), a single Sven saw 
(Tom).   Curt carried a small ceramic water filter pump which was used quite a bit for filling personnel water bottles, but the cooking pot was 
always boiled for 5 minutes, and for myself, I dipped the cup directly into the lake and drank, with no apparent ill effects, though I did be 
careful to drink in deeper water far from shore, and to avoid the shallow, warmer lakes for drinking water.   Each of us was carrying our own 
food for 20 days.  In addition, each person carried one ‘group meal for 5' that he had prepared, as well as 3 ‘side dishes’.  The group meals, in 
addition to providing some variety, and a change from our own fare, gave us an additional option, as you see, and the ‘sides’ which were not 
supposed to be fancy, just to provide extra calories and some variety, were a welcomed supplement to the aluminized bag of freeze dried glop.  
Also, I had told everyone that I would carry enough pancake mix to provide 2 pancake breakfasts for the group.   Thus, we had, on paper at 
least, enough food to last us through a 25+ day trip.  We didn’t make any big effort to forage or to fish.  We did eat a lot of blueberries and had 
one fish supper.   These food arrangements seemed to work pretty well.   Since I have a freeze drier in my lab I can experiment with drying 
different things.  Many vegetables are easy, but in addition I dried such things as ground turkey and ham chunks.  For Ed I dried a big potful of 
ratatouille and some lentil stew.  Both of those seemed to work pretty well.  John’s wife Libby had really gotten into the drying and  made, 
among other things, lots of beef jerky, which everyone liked, as well as some chocolate cookie things that miraculously did not spoil and lasted 
until late in the trip.  She had heard somewhere that one should eat 4,000 cal on a wilderness trip.  It’s not easy to cram that many calories into a 
reasonable diet with reasonable weight, but she did her best.  I think it was John Weld who said that they ate pats of butter and even lard during 
their trips to keep up the caloric intake.  We didn’t resort to those extremes.  I had loaned Nate my plastic food dehydrator and his wife Melba 
got into the spirit of things, drying lots of fruit and vegetables for him.  For my own food packing,  I was about half and half grocery store 
bought and things I got from the freeze-dried companies.  Part of my food was stuff I had freeze dried for myself, and some things were dried in 
a simple Ronco food dehydrator.   Beginning the previous fall I had started to dry things, and also trying them out in various new recipes.  Not 
everything had worked well. Dried foods DO take longer to re-hydrate and to cook, and then there are the pots to be cleaned up afterwards.  
There are times when you are so tired, rushed, haggard or cold that you really don’t want to spend any time cooking: you just want to eat and 
crawl in the sack.  The freeze dried things in foil pouches that only require boiling water and a 10 minute wait, which may seem like an eternity 
in a cold rain,  are ideal for those situations, plus are very easy to clean up, as there are no dirty pots.  Nobody eats a freeze dried meal in a 
pouch labeled ‘one serving’:  a ‘two servings’ pouch is sometimes adequate. 
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 I packed my food into breakfast, lunch and supper items sealed in plastic pouches, three of each, which were labeled 5 suppers, etc.   Based on 
my past experience I’ve always had food leftover, so planned to make each 5 day package last for 6 days.  Then there was a big group meal and 
the ‘sides’, and I intended to catch some fish too.  I came back with enough food not consumed to have gone another week.)  Despite having 
plenty of food I think by the end of the trip we had all lost weight, except Ed, of course! 
 
     It was here that I found a gold anodized aluminum tent rod in a bush.  Someone with rather modern equipment had been at this same spot, 
probably not so long ago, yet we did not see evidence of a fire ring.  We carried out the rod. 
 

Around 6 pm the wind had slackened a bit, so we finished off Adelaide.  The terrain at the north end of Adelaide, and in this whole 
general region, was pretty flat, often swampy, and not particularly visually interesting.   Though it was getting late in the day, there was no good 
place to camp, so we just kept going. We helped each other to drag the boats north across the small, flat, wet spit of land into another small lake. 
 We crossed that next small lake and repeated the process, dragging boats across the bog which is the height of land that serves as the 
Labrador/Quebec border designation and separates the southward flowing Churchill River drainage, which feeds into the Atlantic, from the 
George River drainage, which flows directly north to Ungava Bay. It seemed counterintuitive to cross from Labrador into Quebec while 
traveling due north, since we had done just the opposite in the van driving up 6 days earlier. This feeling of disconnection was compounded by 
the traditional phrase “height of land”, which in this place is a flat bog, with seemingly only inches of elevation separating the Churchill from 
the George.  It is totally flat there, and was like walking on a sponge.  Thus, the long-anticipated height of land crossing was anticlimactic, 
consisting of a hot, sweaty, bug-infested dragging of boats and gear across a bog. Imagine hauling a 120 lb. log across a soft and soggy sponge. 
Labrador was certainly full of surprises. If we assume Smallwood was 10 feet below full pool of 1551', then we have climbed just 13 feet to get 
here, and from put-in, have come 92 miles. 
 

 We were now in Quebec, at historic Lac Hubbard, named for journalist Leonidas Hubbard who never saw it, but starved to death on 
an expedition to the region in 1903.  The “Hubbard Expedition”, and it’s unfortunate outcome, were a national rage in 1903.  Hubbard, a 
journalist and junior editor of the New York magazine OUTING, had this idea of traveling into central Labrador to Indian House Lake, a long, 
narrow widening of the George River, and meeting with the Naskaupi Indians who intercepted the caribou herd there each fall, slaughtering 
hundreds as they swam across the lake.  Hubbard enlisted a friend, Dillon Wallace to go with him, and they hired a guide, George Elson, to 
accompany them.  In this case guide does not imply that he was familiar with the route, only that he knew the ‘land’.   No maps were available 
in those days, and the group made a critical mistake right off the bat: they had intended to use the traditional Indian route to ascend onto the 
central Labrador plateau, gain the George River headwaters, and follow that river downstream, northerly, into Indian House Lake.  This route 
ascended the Naskaupi River, which flows into the north end of Grand Lake, an extension of Lake Melville, to Lake Michikamau which was on 
the central Labrador plateau and drained easterly into the Naskaupi.  A dyke constructed across the headwaters now  steals these headwaters for 
the Churchill powerhouse, and Michikamau is now a part of Smallwood.  Several other rivers also enter Grand Lake at the north end including 
the Red Wine and the Beaver, but the Hubbard group mistakenly started up the Susan, a much smaller river.  Not realizing their mistake, they 
ascended, ran out of water, did an enormous amount of portaging through a series of lakes, and as autumn was approaching and they were 
running out of food, realized they were not going to make it to Indian House Lake.  The way Dillon Wallace’s narrative reads, they climbed a 
high hill and saw Michikamau in the distance, then started to retreat but were caught in an early season blizzard.  Hubbard eventually starved to 
death, Elson went for help and the rescue party he summoned found Wallace nearly frozen to death, and saved him.  Hubbard’s wife, Mina, 
blamed Wallace for the disaster.  She returned to Labrador two years later and hired George Elson as her guide, determined to complete the trip 
that her husband had started.  Wallace returned to Labrador two years later as well, to do the same trip, but with his own party, so there as a 
race, of sorts, to get to Ungava Bay.   In fact, both parties did make it. [References:  The Lure of the Labrador Wild (Fleming H. Revell Co. NY 
1905) and The Long Labrador Trail (The Outing Publishing Co., 1907) by Dillon Wallace, and A Woman’s Way through Unknown Labrador 
(The McClure Company, NY, 1908  by Mrs. Leonidas (Mina) Hubbard, Jr. and Great Heart (Penguin Books, 1989) by James West Davidson 
and John Rugge] .  Several lakes in the area were named after the participants in these 1903-5 events.  

 There was some small feeling of accomplishment and mild elation for us that we had reached this spot, which had cost us 4 long days 
of hard work, and some relief that we would be going downstream for several days.  It marked the completion of one of the significant 
milestones along the route.  Everyone was tired, and wanted to find a campsite, but everything around here looked flat, poorly drained and 
probably exceedingly buggy.   We headed north,  toward the outlet of Lac Hubbard, and upon reaching it found only shallows and more swamp. 
 We retreated several hundred yards to the east, finding a sphagnum swamp a couple feet above lake level.  It was a poor site, with limited 
space, (64deg30'N,54deg49'W).  We had covered 11 miles with one long portage, 2 short ones, and some upstream lining.  With every step you 
took here, you could feel and hear the water beneath you, hardly a luxury campsite despite its ‘softness’, but good enough for sleeping.  
Nonetheless, we saw no prospect for anything better, and it was 9:30 and starting to get dark.  We didn’t build fire, just pitched tents to sleep.  
There were clouds of bugs around.  We were pretty beat. Curt passed out a wee drop of blackberry brandy to celebrate the crossing of the height 
of land.   During the day I had seen a bald eagle, many small birds including chickadee, shrike?, oven bird?, Canada geese, terns, and various 
other wading birds like avocet?, curlew? and sandpiper?  Even though we were only 4 days into the trip, in reality there was no alternative any 
longer to completing the remaining 250 miles of this proposed route.  Going back across Smallwood by paddle power alone would almost 
certainly take as long as would going on to Davis Inlet.  If there ever had been an option to turn back, it was now gone. 

We were now in a place where our route coincided with the route that Huw Jenkins had done, so we had some idea what to expect.   
Huw’s report also served as a sort of ‘gage’ that we could compare our progress to. 
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4) The George Watershed: 

8 Aug.   We were up early and immediately got out of the swamp without breakfast.  In these parts the wind seems to blow least very 
early and very late, so you have to adjust your paddling schedule accordingly.  Sometimes that means leaving camp in the early morning 
twilight, paddling until the wind gets too strong to fight, then resting and eating for several hours, only to resume the paddle late in the 
afternoon, and go on until dark. It was already windy from the west at 7am.  The first little rapid we came to was just moist rocks.  Lack of 
water here came as somewhat of a surprise to me, as I had thought there would be enough drainage into Lac Hubbard to float a canoe.  
However, Hubbard is not on the ‘flow’ of the George. The main George enters into a southeasterly bay of Lac Elson, and there appears to be a 
substantial area to the east which is the true headwaters of the George. 
       This dry rapid was a couple hundred yards long, which John and I dragged through leaving red marks on rocks, while the others, after 
trying, seeing the problem, and determining that the price was too high, decided to portage around the right.    In the small lake that is an 
appendage to the southwest of Elson,  I played tag with a pair of river otters.  Through here the wind was pushing strongly from behind.  Also I 
saw a duck with 5 young.  I wondered if these little ducklings could grow fast enough to fly out of here before winter, maybe only 2 months 
away.  During the Elson crossing, John encountered a trio of curious terns that attempted to alight on the tip of his upraised kayak paddle while 
he was using the blade to help “sidesail” across the lake.  Not very efficient, but a welcome relief from having the wind constantly in your face. 
Actually, if we had been proficient at canoe sailing, we could have made good headway during many of the lengthy flatwater stretches.  Soon 

again in a big lake, Elson, rather than hugging the leeward west bank, Curt immediately set out on the straight-line route which took us to an 
island, and to a place where we were subject to the increasing wind.  Through this area we were traveling mostly northerly, while the wind 
continued to be mostly westerly, so we had it off our left shoulder, or a little behind the left shoulder, almost all the time.  Nate and I had been 
having a lot of problems with the wind, expending a great percentage of our paddle effort just keeping the boat in proper alignment.    When the 
wind reaches a certain speed we both found it impossible to prevent the stern of the canoe from coming around on us.  We decided to tie our 
Sunbursts together,  (for the record these are identical hulls, but Nates’ is an ‘original’, while mine is from the new stamping.  More on that 
later.) catamaran-style.   My logic was that one of us could steer while the other provided some forward power.  The two together would be 
more stable, and present only half the surface area to the wind.  If separately each of us was steering with 90% of our energy and progressing 
with 10%, then together we should be able to steer with 50% and progress with 50%.   Three ropes were used to join gunnels, and one of my 
aluminum poles was tied across for stability.   The arrangement seemed to help, and in future big-water crossings, particularly if there was mild 
or heavier wind, we tied up again.  Nate & I eased out into the wind, trying to get ‘the feel’ of the new arrangement.  We headed nearly straight 
north for a couple hundred yards and took a rest stop at a clump of rocks only a few feet above water level.  We decided to try to work our way 
straight west, into the wind, to get above these rocks, then turn and let the wind push us toward the outlet of Lac Elson. After a couple false 
starts, because of the wind, the waves, and the rocks protruding just above the water, we were able to cross despite the wind, though we still 
could not keep up with the other 3 boats.  On the maps there is an insignificant rapid marked at the north end of Lac Elson, and I guess this is 

considered the dividing line between Elson and Lac Cabot, the next big lake to the north. We continued to slug it out against the wind during 
the afternoon.  Whenever possible we tried to hug the shoreline for some protection from the wind, and part of the time I used my Sylvester pole 
to push the canoe along. That worked equally as well as paddling, and was a little faster, but it seemed to me that I got tired faster when poling, 
so I constantly switched from paddle to pole and back.  At one place I walked across some shallows in order to gain a better angle to the wind 
for crossing a large bay.  The sun was very hot and the sky hazy.  The temperature must have reached 85 deg., with a continuing very strong and 
hot wind.  Around 2:30 we stopped on a very small sandbar on the lakeshore of Cabot that we accidentally stumbled onto, ~54.33.8N, 28.1W.  
It turned out to be nearly bug free and had lots of bakeapples in the woods just behind.   Considering the continuing wind, we made fire and ate 
Nate’s group supper, summer sausage with stovetop stuffing, and everyone took a short bath in the lake and washed out some clothes.   The 
water was cool, maybe the high 50's, but not frigid.  A short swim and some sun bathing, a rare luxury up here, felt good. This was the one and 
only time Ed tried the lake water for a bath.  He had said before the trip that he might try to beat his previous un-washed record of 21 days, but 
this broke the string. Ed never bathed again, but surprisingly, we couldn’t smell him.  I think we all smelled so bad ourselves with sweat, 
fermenting polypro and campfire smoke that we were unable to pick up any other odors.  Ed also claimed that he slept in the same clothes he 
wore while paddling, and that way they were dried out by body heat overnight. His tent was a big, yellow Sierra Designs, more than large 
enough for him and all his wet, dry and other gear to be stored inside. The rest of us had smaller tents and more conventional habits, getting into 
something warm and dry each evening after leaving the water, and changing into something clean to sleep. Ed’s wilderness technique was 
unique. 

 The wind seemed a bit less at 4 pm so we started out again.  It was here that I discovered my watch was not correct, and this became a 
source of continuing dialog.  I was wearing a Timex Ironman which has a digital display as well as hands.  I always looked at the hands, but 
after I announced that it was only 2:30 everyone else who had a watch said I was wrong.  Looking at the digital display, it indicated 4pm.  I 
think what happened was that the stem had been accidentally pulled out by clothing, stopping the hands, but not affecting the digital portion.  In 
a way this is a good feature. But in the future when someone asked what time it was I usually waited for someone else to answer first. 

We had been in the George headwaters since crossing the height of land the previous day, but had still not encountered anything you’d 
call a river.  There was only flat water, wind, bugs and the monotonously low-lying scenery.  Everything looks like everything else. Curt 
remarked that he could smell faint smoke in the air, perhaps from a far-away forest fire, which may have accounted for the unusually hazy air 
quality this day. During the afternoon a bolt holding in Curt’s kneeling thwart snapped and he repaired it such that he could not squat or kneel in 
a level position. This probably contributed to Curt’s development of a nagging hip problem which plagued him later in the trip.  The first set of 
rapids had too little water to run, so I walked beside the boat, dragging it.  The river is broad, shallow and rocky.  There are only a few visually 
interesting spots.  
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           The wind continued making it even more difficult to put the boat into the narrow spots with water in between rocks.   And the rocks are 

very hard to see.  We kept slogging on until 8pm, finishing off the crossing of Cabot Lake, taking the westerly exit channel, which was well-
watered and a spicy class 2+ rapid, that dumped us down into a small jewel of a lake.  This may have been the rapid where Huw swamped  
(references to Huw are from an unpublished  trip report written by Huw Jenkins, from Newfoundland,  who had flown into Adelaide lake and 
done a similar route about 5 years ago in 2 tandem canoes.  One of this party of 4 had done no previous canoeing and another was described as 
an ‘outdoorsman’, but not paddler.  They did a lot of lining in the rapids, more portaging than we did, had some problems with high water in the 
Notakwanon and it took them 28 days to go from Adelaide to Davis Inlet).    It was time to find a place to camp, and there was a sweeping 
sandy beach to the east so we headed over there. The last 100 feet near shore was only inches deep over a sandy lake bed.  We probably camped 
at the same place Huw used as his camp 2, on river right, a very sandy area with a light-brown, 20 foot wide sand beach, at 
(54deg57.3N,64deg22.7W),  having gained a hard-won 14+ miles, and we worked long to do it.  Flat and well drained, with adequate firewood, 
it has a plague of blackflies.  This shouldn’t be a surprise just below a stretch of rapids, as blackflies are creatures of the rapids rather than the 
lakes.  We would occasionally see a lone dragon fly.  Why, we puzzled out loud, when there are billions of blackflies and mosquitoes for them 
to eat are there so few of the predator dragon flies?  Curt and John set up their tent on the sand almost at lake level hoping for enough wind to 
keep the bugs away.  The rest of us tented back behind a berm of sand and bigger trees.  Our fire was built down on the beach only a few feet 
from the ‘lake’. The scenery seemed to have changed abruptly at the rapids. There was a distinct feeling of being at the high end of a drainage 
even though there was no sign of high elevation, such as dropping tree lines - but the feeling was definitely there. The trees here are 
magnificently contorted, with old, twisted, sun-bleached branches.  This is a place where I would hope all travelers leave even the dead wood as 
it is!  It adds so much to the beauty and uniqueness of the spot to have the twisted, bleached, gnarled wood as is.  There is plenty of firewood to 
be had just a few feet back into the woods without touching the trees close to the water.  It would have been a wonderful evening to sit out 
around the campfire, but following supper the hoard of blackflies quickly drove us into the tents. At 10pm, lying in the tent and writing a few 
notes, it was still too warm to crawl inside the sleeping bag.   

9 Aug.    Up early with fire going for oats and coffee.   I took a short hike along the sandy beach just to look around.  The black flies 
continued to be very bad here at the base of a rapids, and the temperature was warm in the morning, so we ate fast, packed fast, and were on the 
water by 7:30, but immediately there was trouble: Nate left the campsite first, rounded the rocky point which extends from the east shore out 
into the main body of the lake, then turned directly easterly into a long, dead-end bay -- not where we wanted to go.  John went after him, but 
could not catch up with him.  When looking toward the north from the tip of the rocky point there are numerous featureless little bays indenting 
the northern shore of this small lake, but nothing signals the one outflow. Tom left third and saw that Nate and John were headed in the wrong 
direction, but was not able to catch up with or contact them.  Since John had both a full set of maps and a GPS, I knew they would not be lost 
long, and it would just be a matter of time until they came back, but time was precious, particularly to make miles before the wind increased.     
I also rounded the rocky point, turned east for a few paddle strokes, then tucked myself in against it.  While I was waiting on them to return, 
Curt and Ed pulled out of camp and headed straight north, far off the rocky point, directly across the lake toward where it exits, and I was also 
unable to contact them despite paddling after them, hollering and blowing the whistle.  And off they went, not waiting on me, down through the 
exit rapid – which was, in fact, pretty long and a decent class 2+/3.   Those two guys had undoubtedly seen me, and would wait at the bottom of 
the rapid for me to come.  I posted myself on a 
large boulder on river left at the top, enduring 
wind and light drizzle, waiting there to signal to 
John and Nate where the other 3 of us were.   
They didn’t come and didn’t come.  I knew Ed 
and Curt would begin to wonder what was 
happening and eventually I saw Ed at the bottom, 
ferrying over to the right side, and get out of the 
C-boat and try to see me up above.  I decided to 
run down the rapid  and tell them why we had to 
wait, even though I had misgivings that this was 
the appropriate thing to do.  I ran down, and the 
first thing Curt said was  ‘What did you do, get 
out and bank scout it?’  I told them I was waiting 
on Nate and John, and of course they thought I 
was mistaken as they had assumed John and Nate 
were downriver ahead of the rest of us.  It took a 
little convincing that I really did know that those 
two were still above, and far to the east.   After 
Curt was convinced of my explanation he 
immediately bushwhacked through a thick tangle of head-high willow and beech, up river right to the head of the rapid, and just as he got there, 
saw the other two, far off shore,  now headed far to the west!   He waved the paddle and blew the whistle and got no response from them.  So 
already an hour had passed.   Ed and I waited at the bottom for awhile, not knowing that Curt had seen the others going in the wrong direction, 
and finally I bushwhacked to Curt, who was fuming partly about the foul-up and lost time, but exacerbated by the fact that he had not carried his 
DEET up there and was being eaten alive.  I had mine, and gave to him.    
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We talked about hauling Ed’s boat back up and sending him after them, but that would have been difficult and time consuming.  Ed used the 
time to untangle the bag of fishing lures and line, most of which he had salvaged from tree branches along various rivers, and try to catch a large 
fish he had seen jump at the base of these rapids. (Ed caught nothing on his hand line throughout the trip, but didn’t try very hard either.)  We 
just waited, and eventually they came out of the western bay, and saw our paddle waving, and came to the head of the rapid.  This little episode 
had cost us two valuable hours!   Had I stayed at the top of the rapid, as I should have,  it would have cost only one hour.  If you look at map 

23I16 you will not find a name on this little lake, only the designation 468, but for us this will forever be Lac Confusion.  This little episode 
served as a wake-up call, emphasizing how easy it was to be separated, to go astray in this featureless country and unable to communicate with 
each other.  It could have ended up much worse than it did. To be lost and alone up here would be near certain disaster. We resolved after this 
experience to stay closer together and always keep the person behind and in front  in sight.  It was a somber reminder of the simple things that 
make a real difference in this kind of country.  So it was nearly 11am before the entire group was back together and headed downriver.  What 
we found were several nice, moderate-volume rapids that had not been mentioned by Huw.  The river stayed rather broad, even at these rapids, 
and nearly all these class 2/3 rapids are of the boulder-fan type with no bedrock.  The biggest problem always occurs in finding a way through at 
the bottom, where the fan becomes broader, shallower, and more boulder obstructed.   The day had started coolish with a little drizzle, but 
slowly cleared to partly sunny.  The temperature climbed until it was again a very warm late afternoon.  We had a little westerly breeze all day, 
which was sometimes a help and sometimes a hindrance, depending on which direction our lake/river was headed at the time.  Even though this 
is the George River, it was mostly lake paddling.  We passed several scenic spots along the way, particularly past an esker at 
55deg06'N,64deg24'W that jutted into the river from the east and formed a lagoon bordered by a high lookout spot, and was covered with ripe 
blueberries.  Too bad it wasn’t after 6pm, as this would have been a lovely spot to have camped.  We saw 2 bald eagles.  We continued 

plugging along traversing Lac Lacasse,  until after  7pm (in large part to make up for the time lost in the morning, since this was SUPPOSED to 
be a big mileage day for us) .   

The wind had picked up late in the day, so the last couple miles were particularly tough, as the arms were tired.  We went into camp at 
the north end of Lac Lacasse, very near Huw’s #3 camp, a pleasant enough spot, at 55deg11'N, 64deg28'W.   This was on river right on low, 
rocky point, and only a short distance above a very small rapid.  I strung the safety rope as a clothesline, and hung river clothes out to air.  Fire 
was built on the rock shelf near the water, which made a good place to sit and tents were put some couple hundred feet away, behind a skirt of 
heavy, woody, shrubby undergrowth, back in the wooded area.  It was actually rather pretty back there, reasonably flat and well drained, but 
took a little saw-work to clear enough space for tents.  As the water kettle got to boiling some of us cleaned up, particularly John, who was 
experiencing some skin irritation in addition to black fly bites. To use up some of the excess cooked rice that Ed had been eating at every 
occasion, I raided my food pack for some rice pudding mix and made up a big pot full with extra raisins thrown in, which everyone enjoyed for 
desert.  Unfortunately, rain drove us into the tents soon after 10 pm.  This had been a Sunday, but no day of rest for us. Up here it is the weather, 
mostly the wind, and not the calendar, that tells you when you can travel and when you cannot. It had again been another long, tough day, but 
we had made 20 miles progress. 

10 Aug.  Eighth Day of the trip.  We had received heavy rain overnight in several different episodes, and in the morning it was 
overcast and warm.  We took the time to have our first pancake breakfast, which took longer than usual, but I think everyone was ready for the 
change, and appreciative.   Nate and I floated away from this camp first, at about 9am, intending to wait for the others at a tiny rapid just below 
when we saw about 15 caribou, cows, calves and bulls in the rear,  swimming across the lake from right to left.   We went through the rapid and 
moved stealthily toward them, trying not to spook them, and watch, and snapped photos, as they emerged from the water, shook themselves dry, 
snorted, and moved back into the bush.  Thirty seconds later you could not see that they had been there.  They had  just moved away when a 

second group, also about 15 animals, repeated the process.  The weather was clearing very slowly.  We made good time toward Lac 

Resolution, named because this is the place where Mina Hubbard, widow of Leonidas, determined that she would continue north on the George 
River, along the route that her late husband had intended to follow.  It is through these George River miles, Lacs Elson, Lacasse and Resolution, 
that we were paddling exactly the same route as had Mina Hubbard, George Elson and Dillon Wallace some 93 years previously.  There are a 
great many parallel eskers running across 
Resolution – maybe it should have been 
named Zebra Lake, and these are not all 
shown on the topos.  You have to pay 
attention to the maps and be sure to stay in 
the eastern bay of this lake, though we did 
stay toward the western shore of the eastern 
bay.  The northern third of the lake is 
shallow, bouldery, and requires some 
maneuvering to get through in some places.  
We saw a great number of seagulls and terns 
of all kinds here, and a few loons.  We 
stopped at around 12:20 on the point of an 
esker that juts out into the north end of the 
lake from the west shore, at 55deg18.3N, 
64deg30.2W, ate some lunch and went over 
the maps.             
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        We had come 8 miles since breakfast.   Ed, hungry for wildlife to document, tried to photograph a lone bumblebee collecting pollen from a 
bright purple fireweed flower. It was now sunny and the wind was picking up, but it was not enough to keep the bugs off us.  Part of the time the 
wind was a help in pushing us along, generally off the left shoulder and not strong enough to be a severe problem.   We headed straight north 
about a kilometer and into the easterly high-water bypass channel, shown on the topo 23P7, Lac Raude, the channel which Huw had taken and 
said he floated through to Lac 441 in 3 hours, a distance of some 7 miles. We were not so fortunate.  This channel contained very little water.  
We tried floating until we ran out of water, then poling and forcing our way through, then walking beside the boats, then dragging and pulling 
the boats over the smallish, slippery boulders.  It was slow progress and hard physical labor extending in 8 or 10 individual sections each, over 
several hundreds of yards in length.   Toward the late afternoon, as we were engaged in this, the rain squalls started to move through.    I’ve 
heard someone say that canoeists’ hell is bumping down a dry riverbed in a driving cold rainstorm, and that is exactly what we got.   There were 
several episodes of heavy, driving, blinding rain including thunder and very strong wind.  A couple times we had to just stop and hold onto the 
boat, and endure the punishment of the weather, as progress was, at least for a few minutes, totally impossible.    In between these squalls there 
was a vivid double rainbow, which was brilliant with a perfect arch unobstructed in view.  And just above it another rainbow arched out.  It 
made the pounding we took from the wind and storm less frustrating. We had nearly completed this awful section, and could finally see the next 
lake below, but the creek dropped more steeply and broadened out even more at its base, so some serious heavy lifting was going to be called 
for to reach the floating water, and we could see another squall approaching from the west.  It caught us only a hundred feet from the lake, and 
again we sought shelter until the worst passed.  But the strong westerly wind driving these squalls through had, if anything, increased, and this 
little unnamed lake had 3 foot rollers.  No way were we going to make progress from here under these weather conditions.  I found an aluminum 
V-8 juice can here in the rocks, I picked it up intending to carry it out, but later lost it.  There was no place to camp on the left, and the right 
bank was poor and swampy.  A short distance along the lake to the east we could see some small rock outcroppings, and after some discussion, 
not without differences of opinion, asked John to paddle ahead to scout for a better campsite.   Nate and I lashed boats together and we all 
managed to work our way through the pounding surf along the shoreline.   The first little outcropping was not satisfactory, but the second was 
pretty good.   We had a wide, shallow solid bedrock shelf to work on, to pull boat up, and unload  gear, (55deg23.9'N,64deg30.5'W).  It was 
around 4pm when we got here, and we were still thinking about trying to make some progress later in the day, if these squalls moved through 
and the wind dropped.  We’d made 16 miles before the storm stopped us. We carried gear back behind a thin brush and tree screen and up a 
small hill to a little promontory where a few trees broke the wind.  This turned out to be the best accident of the trip.  First off, it was a very 
interesting place geologically.  It was at least partly bedrock, but with swamp all around it, and there were several large boulders with deep 
chasms between them that appeared all to have been cleaved from a single humongous boulder.   There was also a 1 foot rock drop-off between 
the lake and the boulders which provided an ideal, wind-sheltered place to put the campfire.  The vegetation was particularly lush here.  We 
discussed  trying to make some progress, but the wind intensity continued unabated.  By 6pm it was obvious that we were not going to travel 
again this day.  We found enough nearly flat ground to pitch the tents.   And what we noticed after being there for awhile was what a good job 
the few trees did of breaking the force of the storm wind.  It was actually pretty comfortable here.  Every time we walked back down to the 
boats to get something we noticed the cold, but in the protection of the campsite we felt pretty good.  It continued  very windy at 11pm when I 
wrote some notes, and in fact, was windy all night and into the next day, with the temperature staying down.   This had turned into a particularly 
frustrating day.  Not only had that side channel been dry, and took us more than twice the time, labor etc. as it had Huw, but getting caught in 
the rain and subsequent wind squalls had slowed us and stopped us about 3 hours short of the point where the portage to Lac Goelands started.   
That had been our target for the day, and once there, we could have at least completed the portage up to Goelands irregardless of the weather or 
how hard the wind was blowing.  That made it doubly disappointing and frustrating.  It could easily end up costing us not 3 hrs, but a day and a 
half! depending on what the portage was like.  It was a cold, wet and somewhat bitter camp that night, the low point of the trip.  It turns out that 
it was both an emotional low and a geographical low.  GEOGRAPHICALLY, this little lake is at the lowest elevation we touched at 441M, 
1433', prior to starting the climb to the height of land to the east.  We had dropped a little over 100 feet in the past 50 miles, since crossing the 
height of land.  Though it has been many years since I’ve read Wallaces’ books, I seem to recall that they also had a Disappointment camp, and 
theirs was not so many miles from where we were camped this night.  Regarding the emotional low, there was some talk about significantly 
lightening the loads, jettisoning a lot gear to travel ultra-light and fast, even of leaving a boat and finishing the trip tandem, so that two could 
help on portages, and to fight the wind.  I sensed there was some feeling that maybe we had bitten off more than we could chew, at least in the 
time set aside to do it.  None of these drastic measures were carried out, but it was typical of something which always happens when the going 
gets real tough and unpleasant, and maybe you start to question you ability to do the trip, or even your sanity.  But things are never quite as bad 
as they seem when you are tired, cold, wet, and under siege from the elements.  A little warmup of Jack Daniels helped raise spirits. Though the 
wind continued, there was actually clearing going on. 
 



11 Aug.   John rose early and got a fire going to try to cheer our spirits, but to little avail. The wind was just as intense, and the little 
lake still had 3 to 4 foot whitecaps.  We could hear the wind inside the tents, and it was pretty obvious without taking a look outside that we 
were unlikely to move very far today.  After a few groans we rolled over in the sack and slept extra late.  Then for awhile we talked about trying 
to work our way around the longer westerly side of this lake in a clockwise direction to make some progress, but Nate and I concluded that 
thought we might do it, the cost in time and labor would be great.   We all had, after all,  paddled every day and worked very hard, fighting the 
wind and enduring rain and cold for eight consecutive days prior to this. It had taken a toll.  With some objections we decided to designate this 
a wind day and stay in camp, though holding open the possibility that if the wind decreased a lot we would still move on at least to the foot of 
the Goelands portage, later in the day.  Several folks expressed the need for extra rest, both to sleep and to heal, as well as to do some 
maintenance and repair to gear.   Last night we had pulled the canoes well up from the water and turned them over.  I was horrified by what I 
saw: big bubbles between the ABS and the matrix, and a couple small holes which were oozing water!    I had no idea that so much damage had 
been inflicted on the bottom of the boat.  This was not a new canoe.  I had paddled it hard the previous 4 years.  But there were no bubbles or 
delamination when I left home with it.  This is a disaster!  Only 1/3 of the way into the trip, 200 miles still to go, and I’m in jeopardy of having a 
hole through the hull! There is no way to repair the boat here, in the wet.  Even at home this is not an easy thing to try to repair.  I resolved to do 
whatever I could to save the bottom of the canoe from further damage.  This resulted in some walking, lining, and portaging in places that I 

normally would have just barged on through. We applied a big patch of duct 
tape, but despite my best efforts at avoiding rocks, all traces of the tape were 
gone in two days.  Curt also had boat trouble: one of the bolts holding his 
kneeling thwart in place had snapped.  The stub was long enough to force 
through the wooden thwart and support it, but it was now at an uncomfortable 
angle.  Lacking a bolt of the proper length, there was little that could be done 
to repair this.   I had other repair to do: several of my gear tie-in loops had 
been broken during the time we were catamaraning with the outboard motor.  I 
found some little pieces of rope, and did those repairs. Though these things are 
minor, and really not entirely necessary, it does give you a psychological lift to 
get things back into, what you consider to be, first rate shape.  I also noticed 
that 8 days of constant wear have taken a big toll on my Saranac neoprene 
gloves, which have nearly worn through the right thumb and forefinger.  These 
were not new when we left, but they were not worn out either.  Since starting 
the trip they have been wet all the time, and in use 12 or more hours per day.  I 
consign them to a pack, hoping that in a few days they will dry out and I can 
apply some Aqua-Seal to the thin areas.  In fact, I subsequently checked them 
several times and they always felt moist, so I never did anything.   In the fire 
grate bag I found a pair of Army leather gloves that I had put there long ago to 
handle the hot grate, hot pot handles, etc., but I had not intended to bring them 
along on this trip.  I used them as my primary paddling gloves, wet all the time, 
throughout the rest of the trip.  It was a lucky accident that I had them to wear. 
      I had designed and sewn a “rain/wind fly” specifically for this trip and the 
conditions I expected to encounter, wind, rain and cold.  Having a stormy day 
in camp gave me the first opportunity to try it out.  This fly was made of 
yellow light weight coated ripstop nylon, (for high visibility and to let 
available light through), with sections of reflective space blanket sewn inside 
to reflect and bounce campfire heat and light around the inside.   The design 
has 3 walls and a roof, and is somewhat wedge-shaped, with the intention that 

the point of the wedge be pitched into the wind.  It was 10 feet long along one dimension, starting at the back corner- intended to be into the 
wind, at 5 feet high, and in the front, close to 7 feet high.  These dimensions were chosen, in part, by the length of my canoe paddles, and by the 
length of my aluminum “Sylvester” pole for canoe poling.  I’d huddled underneath enough flys to know that I wanted one with sufficient 
headroom to be able to stand up underneath without my hat hitting the roof.  The 10 foot wall was supposed to be pitched parallel with the wind. 
  The other wall leaving from the 5 foot corner comes off at an angle, climbing to about 6 feet, where there is another pole.   Running out of 
time to complete this before leaving I did not have time to make an aluminum pole to fit, and had  purchased an extendable pole, such as a 
window washer, or ceiling painter might use, at a homewares store.  Length and diameter- wise it was perfect, but I did not like it’s excessive 
weight.  I used this pole as a lever in creating a Spanish windlass to help control the angle at which the outboard motor entered the water.  
Despite its weight, the pole received several dents, and when I tried to extend it for use, found it to be very stiff, with evidence of internal 
rusting!  It was marginally useful, not really doing the intended job.  From this pole the next wall is to be pitched such as to be parallel with the 
10 foot wall.  The sidewall continues to get higher, reaching about 6.5 feet in front.  In any case, I set this thing up by myself, but within an hour 
John had tripped over one of the front guylines, which initiated a rip along the top seam of a foot length.  In order to use this fly at all, the rip 
had to be fixed, so out came the needle and thread, and John and I worked, probably a couple  hours or more, hand stitching this.  As we came 
to the webbing it was too thick to push a needle through with our fingers, so used a spoon as a thimble.  It seemed to work.  The fly remained 
standing until late in the day when we struck it.   Inside, it actually felt pretty warm.  On the down side, it created an eddy that trapped campfire 
smoke, making it impossible to lie around inside and breathe at the same time.  Our only recourse was to tie up the lower edge so some wind 
would come in and blow the smoke away, of course losing some of the heat too.   The space blanket aluminized Mylar really did not hold up 
and several rips had started.  We still need to work on this design, but we learned something from our experiences.   
       This day I made my group meal.   I had brought salt-cured ham, which does not require refrigeration, but is so salty that it has to be soaked 
for awhile, and the water thrown away.  Ham lightly grilled on the open fire, potatoes au gratin, along with peas & carrots were the fare, and Ed 
made a pot of chocolate pudding later.   At 8pm the sky was as clear as it had been in over 24 hours, and there were few whitecaps still on the 

 



lake, though the wind was still blowing.  In many ways a typical Labrador summer day.   We resolve to make preparations to get out of camp 
very early in the morning, so partly pack what can be.   
 
 

15. 
 I realized that the batteries in my mini mag lite were dead, and I have only a single set of spares.  Too early in the trip for this to happen.  It 
became increasingly cold that night.  One of the few benefits of a very common old man’s condition is that there are more frequent 
opportunities to see shooting stars, the Milky Way and the aurora.  At some point from the darkness of my tent I heard Ed and others talking 
about the aurora, and got out briefly to look at it.  It was not a spectacular one, only white lights, and hurt further by the bright light of the near 
full moon.  I didn’t stay out there long.  It was too chilly to be standing around in sleeping clothes.  Ed and John stayed out for quite awhile and 
seemed to be enjoying the show, judging from the “oohs” and “aahs”. 

The layover day had been a good day.  We all got some much needed rest, studied the maps and planned for the next few days.  From 
the maps and our experience thus far we realized that we had a lot of hard work ahead to cross the remaining big lakes, but we still did not know 
how many places in the creeks where the water might be too low and we would have to portage.   We had no control over the wind, and really 
needed some good breaks to allow us to cross some big water.  The rest day gave us the physical recharge we needed to push on and tackle the 
next two-hundred miles.  
 

12 Aug.   Up at about 4:30.  There was barely light enough to see, but enough to see the light frost on our packs and tent flys.  The 
wind had stopped and the lake was calm.  We skipped breakfast, packed, and were on the water before 6.  Rather than having to work around 
the edges of the lake, it was possible to make a bee line directly for the northeast, where the drainage from Goelands enters, and now that the 
wind was not roaring, we could hear the dull rumble of George River rapids in the distance.  There was a fog hanging over the west part of the 
lake, the direction this little lake drains it’s water and Goelands water down into the main George, as the water was much warmer than the air.  
I’ve got to guess that it was up this channel that Herb Pohl traveled in 1984 on his solo trip starting from Schefferville, crossing Attikamagen, 
portaging into the George drainage, then upriver to here on the way to the Notakwanon.   

 From this lake we would be climbing for several days to reach the height of land which separates this drainage from the Notakwanon.  
We were able to paddle up-current through several small rapids, plus a couple short lift-overs or lines up. This was really a rather enchanting 
place: there are multiple channels divided by thousands of rocks,  rocky islands and wooded islets.  The water was crystal clear.  It would seem 
to be an ideal place to spend a day floating and fishing, since it should be perfect speckled trout habitat. Wish there had been time.  In the bay 
almost across from the creek leading to Goelands on the northwest corner is, we assume, a fish camp. Huw had mentioned the same thing, also 
saying he saw no activity.  It looks to be pretty large, but we also see no activity over there, and it is too far to paddle over for a look without 
good reason.  We briefly examined the easterly channel of the river, and soon found a 4 foot ledge with plenty of water spilling over.  It would 
have been a nice class 3 downstream run, but since we did not know how many more of these falls might await upstream, we chose to back off 
and go to the  portage at the base of the westerly channel, (55deg28'N,64deg28'W), which we knew Huw had used.  The foreshore was rocky, 
and it was treacherous footing to reach dry land. We found a slightly maintained trail there: some bits of brush and branches had obviously been 
trimmed.  There was a very old fire ring and some little pieces of trash, but nothing major.  It was not an ideal camping spot, though we could 
have made due had we reached this place 2 days earlier, as had been intended.  We prepared for the portage, and began the hike.  It was really 
not too bad, except the sun was out and the bugs were flying, so we sweat and swatted.  It was maybe 500 yards across, somewhat uphill and 
down, crossing a little swamp and stream, 
but quite a pretty walk in the woods.  The 
gain in altitude is only 9 feet, according to 
the topo elevations, which is why we 
thought there might be a chance for poling 
or lining up.  Only Curt and John were 
packed light enough to complete the 
portages in 2 trips. John had worked out a 
system whereby he could portage boat, 
paddle and nearly all his gear in one trip 
using the Salamander backyak, which 
worked nearly optimally on this portage 
until a shoulder strap snapped. His 
portaging efficiency deteriorated quickly 
after that, and required a minimum of two 
slow trips.  The backyak experiment was 
not very successful; even if it had not 
broken down, the fulcrum-lever problem of 
having a long vertical load on your back 
combined with the required head clearance 
(imagine having a 14 ft -120 lb  log 
strapped upright to your back)  make 
portaging in anything other than open, calm, level trails a significant hazard. This system is clearly made for the new breed of playboats, short 
and squat, where a lengthy carry to a put-in along a well-maintained hiking trail is sometimes needed. 
 

The portaging routine that eventually evolved was that Curt would carry his two packs up, then return for his boat, completing the 
portage in two trips.  Tom, Ed and Nate required three trips, and often Curt would return to help them with a pack.  Ed and John had multiple 

 



smaller packs, although these were clumsy to carry, they could complete their three trips as quickly as Tom & Nate, with Curt’s help, had 
finished.  

16. 
 This was mostly due to the weight we were carrying, but in John’s and Ed’s defense, portaging the gear for decked boats is a challenge owing 
to the strategic problem of dealing with the multiple small packs that are necessary when you’re trying to cram everything inside a pointy boat.   
I don’t recommend 3 trips, but realistically, you’ve gotta realize just how much weight you are capable of carrying without hurting yourself, and 
everyone had a lot of weight in food.  This portage delivered us to a side channel, which we paddled out of and into the main lake by 10am, and 
since we really needed food, took an early lunch stop on a rocky point, where we hoped the breeze would keep the bugs off.  Curt dropped his 
peanut butter knife between the boulders he was sitting on and into the water, but managed to retrieve it.  The weather had become near perfect 

for a crossing of the huge open water of Lac Goelands: sunny with a gentle westerly breeze.  At every lunch stop or leg stretch we picked up 
new entourage of blackflies, the paparazzi of the wilderness paddler, who pestered us for hours, even across big lakes. The big esker to the 
south was very distinct, and there were some peculiar rocky islets, just boulder piles, probably the remains of other eskers.  Nate and I 
catamaraned up again, and we made an almost straight line crossing, west to east, of about 8 miles, finishing around 4pm.  The catamaraning 
helped in several regards: it’s kind of nice to have someone to talk with, we can shift positions around in the boat and stretch, or sit up part time 
and still make progress, but there is one disadvantage, which is that you cannot switch paddling sides.  I was always on the left and Nate always 
on the right, and those muscles did get tired.  There were also long periods of silence when you just look around the area, taking it all in.  You 
take in the wonderful scenery, enjoy the great weather we were so lucky to get.  Goelands in French translates as White Gull Lake in English, 
but it is such a huge lake, and appears to be very deep, that we did not see much wildlife, bird or otherwise, while crossing.  There are long 
periods  when the mind is not occupied, so just wanders in 
unpredictable directions.  For no obvious reason I was doing 
mental math: if I take a stroke every 4 seconds that’s 15 strokes a 
minute or 900 strokes each hour and 7200 strokes in an 8 hour 
day.  If this trip lasts 20 days, that’s 144,000 strokes!  Sounds like 
a lot!  And say we’re making 2 miles per hour, and the trip is 300 
miles long, that means we have to spend 150 hrs in these boats.  
Spread out over a 20 day trip that’s 7.5 hrs per day.  Now that 
doesn’t sound so bad.  So why have we put in some 10 hour days 
already, and we’re not ahead of schedule?   
 
     Toward the northeast side of Lac Goelands there extends in a 
northeasterly direction a very large bay.  It was up this bay that 
Herb Pohl, Shawn Hodgins and Huw Jenkins parties had traveled, 
taking a route leading first to Lac Leif, and dropping an 
additional 94 feet to elev. 1352', the lowest point of this route, 
then easterly toward Lac Machault, 1426', then ascending to 
the height of land at an elev. of 1592'.  Then threading through a 
series of small lakes and traveling on ‘the north branch of the 
Notakwanon’, they would have reached Esker Lake at its northwest 
lobe.  Huw and Herb apparently feel that this was the 
traditional route of the Indians, and perhaps it is, as that route 
would be shorter if the intent was to travel down the George 
River to Indian House Lake or to the town of George River on 
Ungava Bay.   I was unaware of Huw’s, Herb’s or any other 
previous trips through this area when I plotted my route out in 
1983, and had chosen a path, which looked best to me on paper,  
through a series of long, easterly-running lakes (i.e. 
Goelands, Rochereau & Chapiteau) with short portages 
between them.  Curt compared my route with Huw’s and agreed 
with me that it was a bit shorter and maybe with a little less 
portaging. This route picks up almost due east across Goelands, 
about 55deg26'N, 64deg08'W, where we found a nice little river 
running in with plenty of water to paddle and pole up, but we 
arrived there toward the end of a long day, having covered 20+ 
miles, so looked for a campsite.  There aren’t many good ones, but 
we settled on a place just to the river left of the mouth of the creek. 
 Fire was placed on the boulders near the water, and tents 50 feet back in the midst of the blueberries and maze of game trails. 
   Nate soon had caught 3 nice fish,  speckled trout & ouananiche, one of them a 4 pounder, so  supper was a big fish fry, along with pea soup 
and cous-cous.  In this case we tapped on some extra supplies without eating one of the programmed supper packs.  There was time for a quick 
bath before dark.  All in all, it had been a pretty good day, as crossing Goelands is a serious matter, and would have been impossible with windy 
conditions.  (You should read Huw’s trip report!)   Foul weather could have delayed us for days, or caused us many extra miles of paddling to 
stay in the lee.  We had gotten lucky. 
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13 Aug.    This 11th day of our trip did not start good, 
as in my haste to get up and going, in the foggy-headed dimness 
inside the tent, I sat on my river glasses and snapped off a hinge.  
There was no easy way to repair them.  I borrowed a Croakie 
from John and wore my good glasses for the rest of the trip.  Ed 
had picked blueberries  from around the area, so we used them to 
make a big batch of blueberry pancakes, with maple syrup, for 
breakfast.  In fact, throughout the trip Ed was the blueberry king, 
keeping us supplied with fresh bluets for pancakes, oatmeal, and 
desert.  The cakes were good, and none were leftover for lunch.  
While we were eating, a yearling black bear ambled by, stopped, 
and looked at us from across the river.  

 
          Maybe here I should mention that we took no special 
precautions with our food.   We kept a clean camp, of course, 
never took food into the tents, and generally camped a hundred 
feet or so from where 
the cooking fire, food 
and boats were located. 
 But we did not have 
bear-proof storage 
containers, nor did we 
ever hang the food 
from trees.   In many 
places the trees were 
not tall enough that this was  practical.   We did not 
have any problems with bears or any other critters 
getting into our packs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 We started paddling around 8.  From Goelands to 
the next small, unnamed lake the gain in 
elevation is about 18 feet in a little over 2 miles.  
Looking at the map in 1983, I had thought there 
might be 4 short portages at the narrowest 

points and had put a red P at each of these places, but there 
were no portages: we could paddle up it with some poling and 
a few short linings.  
 The attaining part of this upriver segment went pretty well.  
There was plenty of water in the river, flowing through multiple 
islands and channels, and the scenery was very nice. Actually, 
Ed did all the attaining by paddling and poling without 
getting out of the boat.  The day had started out cool, but the 
sun soon warmed things up.  Most of the day there was a 
breeze, again from the west.   We saw more gulls, terns, and a 
whisky jack (Canada or gray jay).    Before long we had 
reached a long bay leading toward Rochereau, and on the 
right bank was a huge boulder which, in profile, looks just like a 
giant bear gazing out over the lake.  Coincidentally, as we 
continued to paddle up this lake we saw a big black bear on the hillside to the left.  
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 He was just ambling around, in no 
particular hurry, but a couple of us 
hollered to the others to watch him, 
and that was enough to get his 
attention.  He started running off, but 
upriver, toward the place we were 
going to be portaging within the hour.  
However we did not see him again.    
 
          As we paddled around one last 
bend and saw the mouth of the stream 
we had to ascend to reach Lac 
Rochereau,  we found a big bedrock 
formation with the water cascading 
over it, a good creek class 4.  There 
was plenty of water coming down.  No 
attaining this one.  We knew that we 
had to gain 90 ft in elevation going up 
to Lac Rochereau, so we anticipated a 
big portage here, and we got more than 
we’d bargained for.  We started out 
from the base of the rapids, river left, 
and began the hike through the woods. 
 Aside from some brush near the start 

the trees were generally sufficiently far apart so that walking was not bad.  There was a complex web of game trails through the woods that 
you could often follow, and you really could not get lost because you could hear or see the rapids. There were a couple of small areas of 
swamp, as well as some uphill/downhill.  The length, maybe 1½-2  miles.  But it was by now a hot, sunny day, and the blackflies were 
swarming.  We again made the mistake of trying to do it all at one time instead of staging, and we compounded that mistake by not taking the 
time for lunch.   We were sweating profusely, and the bugs were awful, feasting on all of us.  I initially carried up to where there seemed to 
be a small lake to paddle across, but that didn’t last long, and the portage all the way to the top had to be resumed.  Just at the point where I 
pulled the canoe out I noticed a single orange plastic flag tied to a bush.  Can’t be the mark for a portage: must have been someone’s trap 
line.   I partly portaged, partly drug the canoe higher, leaving the canoe in the woods short of the end of the  portage, and backtracked to help 
Nate drag, and when I returned for my canoe, could not find it.  Nate and I went looking, and walked all the way back to a small, steep hill 
that I positively knew I had carried past, then we split and walked back up toward the high end of the portage.  For awhile there the thought 
crossed my mind that Curt and Ed had played a rather unfunny practical joke on me, as I had mentioned earlier in the day that I did not like 
dropping things on portages where they might not be easily located again. At this particular time I was not the least bit amused.  But 
eventually I saw it, right where I had left it, a little higher up in the woods than where Nate and I had walked. 

With four of us now to the top, we had to go looking for John, who was experiencing equipment problems with his kayak pack and 
had a lot of difficulties. The broken strap of his backyak made it unstable enough so that every motion, including lifting, walking, stepping 
over logs, and bending under branches became a monumental  balancing act to keep from tipping over. He also heard some other strap snap 
during this ordeal. After over an hour of stumbling, sometimes falling and having to unharness, re-harness and lift again, he was forced to 
abandon the backyak and resorted to dragging his partially loaded boat through the rocky undergrowth, stopping occasionally to blow his 
whistle to locate anyone nearby. He had gotten well away from the rest of the group and was reluctant to lose eye contact with his boat and 
gear for fear of not being able to retrace his steps.  Eventually, he began to head directly towards the riverbank, feeling that he must surely 
have overshot the end of the portage due to his inland passage to avoid the bogs, and must be well upriver of the group which would also 
explain the lack of response to his whistle. He was surprised to find that he was still below the uppermost set of rapids. At this point, he 
determined to line his boat upstream until Curt managed to spot him, wave him over and, along with Tom and Ed, muscled his boat the last 
couple of hundred yards. John was drained of reserves at this point and thankful for the assistance.  

  This was the worst portage of the entire trip, made worse by trying to do it all in one step and without taking the time to eat.  We 
eventually got everyone together again, and ready to paddle. It was not that late in the day, but we were in bad shape.  Everyone was really 
hot, hungry and miserable toward the end of this carry.   
         We moved on up and out of the bay and out onto the bigger lake, and within a mile found a sandy area on the left (north) shore where 
there were a number of orange fuel drums, (55deg25.25', 63deg58.39'W).    This could really have been a nice place to spend a half day, 
resting, cleaning up and swimming on the wide sandy beach, trying our luck at fishing, but we were in no mood for it. We quit early: it had 
been a really rough afternoon.  We had covered only 8 miles this day, but that portage had done it to us.  We all had dozens of blackfly bites, 
and some of us took antihistamine to try to prevent the worst effects of multiple bites.  I think I had 50 on the left ankle, 15 on the right, a 
ring of red around the waist, and another dozen around each wrist.  As we walked around we found other intrusions: a rusty mattress frame, a 
wheelbarrow, some pieces of rubber and plastic, and rusty steel cans.  This spot had obviously been used for quite awhile, at least as a fuel 
dump, and maybe as a hunting or fishing camp.  There was plenty of flat space for tents just above the beach area,  with driftwood and dead 
beech for firewood.  The fire was built on gravel near the water, and with the breeze, adding a few rocks to the upwind end helped with the 
cooking.                      
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 I spent some time picking up pieces of burnable trash and throwing them in.  Before it got too late some of us cleaned the sweat and bug 
juice off of us and rinsed some clothes in the lake.   
         I had noticed that the f-stop ring of my 85-205 zoom lens was getting progressively stiff.   I thought it might have sand in it.  If I forced 
it, I could break it worse, or maybe it’s really not working and all the frames I expose will be worthless.   I got out the short lens, and lo and 
behold, there is my duct tape.  I’d used it as padding inside the can containing the lens.  The long lens got put away for the remainder of the 
trip,  (and when home, to the shop for repair). 
         Later in the evening, when it would have been nice to just sit around, and we would really appreciate a strong west wind to keep the 
bugs away, the wind died.   With the black flies out, not long after supper everyone was in his tent. 
 

14 Aug.   We seem to be in an unsettled weather system.   It was again warm, with no wind early, then wind from the south, 
southeast, then southwest, and later in the day, stronger westerly.  At least today the wind never became a problem, and sometimes provided a 
little help.  The weatherlords seem to be sparring with each other, pushing each other about here and there, trying to find the weak spot.    We 

crossed all of Lac Rochereau, and all of Lac Chapiteau, at the same elevation, though we could feel some current at the narrowest place 
joining the two, in total, about 17 miles.  Both lakes are rather long, thin, east/west trending bodies of water.  We had crossed most of 
Chapiteau before stopping for lunch on a rock point on the east end of a very large island.  Earlier in the day we had seen a deep red 
floatplane come down somewhere over there, and here we could see, to the south but on the north shore of a large island in Lac Chapiteau, at 
about  55deg23'N, 63deg45'W, a large complex of buildings, some boats and people about.   As we were eating another plane landed, and 
later two of the boats, of the Peterborough type, wood/canvas with a square stern and 20hp outboard, motored over to us.  Each boat had a 
decal which said Whale River Camps.  Each had a guide, and 2 ‘sports’ with rifles, obviously caribou hunting.  The Francophone in the rear 
of one boat spoke with us: where had we come from, where were we going...basic pleasantries only, but the message was clear...we were on 
his turf and he didn’t want us there.  And as he was leaving, the last thing he said was ‘and if you see caribou swimming the river, don’t shoot 
them. What were we supposed to shoot them with???!!!  Our spray cans of DEET??!!  We didn’t tell Frenchy that we had seen hundreds of 
caribou.  You see, caribou are both curious and stupid creatures.  The caribou saw these peculiar, brightly colored creatures with two legs 
and a huge red banana shaped head walking through their territory, and trotted up close to figure out what we were. They squinted their eyes, 
and we could hear the grunting and sniffing s they tried to get a whiff of us.  Maybe it was Ode’ du Polypro that caused them to bolt, but after 
only a hundred feet they stopped and repeated the process.   I can see it now!  Picture Frenchy talking to his crop of sports next year.  “OK, 
listen up.  You are here to shoot the caribou.  This year we have a new camouflage for you.  We dress you up like the rich Rockville Yuppie 
Whitewater Paddler.   Here, Claude, you wear this mauve Kokotat drysuit, and for you Giles, a lavendar High Float personal flotation device 
with color coordinated gloves and helmut, and Yves, you carry this simulated papier-mache lightweight bright scarlet imitation canoe, which 
has, instead of thwarts, gun racks.   You walk across the tundra, and when the caribou come up close to sniff you, you drop the canoe, take 
the rifles, and blast the hell out of them!” 
 

As we continued easterly across Lac Chapiteau, a following breeze helping us,  we saw some of Frenchy’s sports dressed in day-glo 
orange sitting up on rocks.  I assume he was out herding some caribou close enough for them to shoot.  Further along the lake we saw several 
small groups of caribou swimming across, both south to north and north to south across water over a mile wide.  Water and distance doesn’t 
seem to be important to them.  We stopped for a leg stretch on a 1/10th acre tump of rock, which had so little landing area that we had 
difficulty getting out of the boats,  and up on top of it was evidence of caribou.  They wander everywhere.   We made infrequent stops; after 
leaving camp in the morning it was not unusual to go for 3 hours, but later in the day more frequent stops were needed to alleviate knee 
discomfort. 

I started to notice that a lot of the trees here, rather than pointing easterly as they had throughout the previous distance, were now 
pointing westerly.  Apparently the severe weather in this place comes from a different direction.  

When you’re crossing very large lakes on a calm day there is a lot of time for your mind to begin wandering.  The clouds take on 
familiar or fantastic shapes.  The Labrador sky is an overachiever when it comes to clouds.   They are found in every size and shape 
imaginable.  It’s not at all unusual for there to be 3 separate layers of clouds: the highest layer you don’t pay much attention to, but then 
there’s the  middle layer of big, puffy clouds of ever-changing shape and size, and that lower layer, often obscuring the tops of the hills, 
which bring you brief episodes of rain or cold.   You have to learn to pay attention to the clouds, and try to learn what they are telling you 
about the oncoming weather. 
     Another trick an unoccupied mind plays on you is that you begin to see shapes of familiar things in the clouds or, in my case, the 
landscape:  I started to see shapes in the hills just to the north of the lake.  None of these hills are given names on the maps, but one hill 
deserves to be named Elf Ridge.  It looks like nothing so much as one of Santa’s Elves lying down, taking a nap,  a long nightshirt on, glacial 
erratic boulders looking like the shirt buttons, his feet toward the lake, a big belly, chin, nose, brow, and with a long tassel-topped stocking 
cap on, stretching toward the north. 
       At a leg-stretch near the east end of the lake, on the north side, I found where trash consisting of plastic food wrappers and Labatt’s Blue 
aluminum cans had been dumped.  Too much for me to carry out, so I left it, to my chagrin.  Was it just coincidence that this was on 
‘Frenchy’s Lake?’  When we finally reached the northeast corner of Chapiteau we found a broad and very dry riverbed.  In the spring at 
1,000cfs this should be a fun class 2/3 run, but we had probably 10cfs today.  I’m not sure why, but the other 4 all landed on ‘river left’ and 
got out to scout, while I headed for the opposite bank.  Eventually they joined me there.  We were unloading the boats, prior to starting the 
portage, and a young caribou bull came trotting up the trail, and did not notice us until he was only 30 feet away.   He gave us a surprised 
stare, and stood there for quite awhile trying to figure out what to do before he ran off.  A strange looking black duck-thing was running 
around the grass where we landed.  Does it have a nest nearby?   So the long portage began.  This was the longest portage of the trip, maybe a 
mile and a half.                  
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We had noticed that the tops of the hills were increasingly bare, and the apron of trees near the water was becoming diminishingly thin.  The 
portage was over dry tundra with lots of blueberries.  Since this portage was starting at the end of a long day of flatwater paddling my packs 
seemed even heavier than they usually were, so I took frequent sit-down breaks without removing the pack from my back.  But there were 
lots of boulders of the appropriate size to sit on, and with a little foresight I could pick a rest boulder from which blueberries could be picked 
without moving.  The walking was easy, but the distance was great.  It took us awhile, and a couple false starts, to decide where to go.   
Staying close to the creek was not the best option, as it made a wide oxbow to reach the next lake up, so we set a more direct course across 
the bend, which shortened the distance by maybe half a mile.  Being higher and away from the creek also gave us a look as some different 
topography, which was interesting to see.  There were several small lakes which were many feet below full, indicating, I guess, a very dry 
summer. After we were up at the higher elevation we could see what looked like patches of flatwater, perhaps some small lakes in the 
riverbed, that might have floated a boat, but we really didn’t check them out.  The portage, though long, was otherwise about as easy as they 
get, as footing was solid and unobstructed and you got an entirely different look at the landscape during the carry.  Nate branched off toward 
the creek too early, which put us at a wet, wooded place not so good for camping, so we moved up-river several hundred additional yards, 
and found an easier to walk trail further away from the water.  John was again struggling with the portaging, as the salamander pack for 
carrying the kayak had disintegrated.  He was trying to use it and some rope and mesh bags as a sort of backpack to make the carrying of the 
many oddly-shaped waterproof gear bags easier.  It was still a chore. 
        There was evidence of many hundreds of caribou up here, with trails running every which way.  Following in one of their tracks made 
our walking easier. In places the turf looked like a poorly-maintained high school football field after the 9th game of a 10 game schedule.   In 
fact, we did not make it to the next lake this evening, stopping a few hundred yards short.  We might have pressed on, had we known how 
close to it we were, but our campsite was adequate, flat, dry, with firewood and access to clean water, and another rain squall was 

threatening, tho aside from some wind, didn’t amount to much.  ‘Tundra Camp’ was at 55deg22'N, 63deg31'W, on the right bank of the 
little stream. We’d covered 19 miles. We made two trips across the portage before quitting.  All that remained on the far end were two 
Sunbursts.  There was the normal population of blackflies and mosquitoes, but what was different here was the large number of small gray 
moths.  They were here on the high tundra by the millions.  But at least they haven’t developed a taste for people. Another interesting feature 
that was perhaps more noticeable here because of the lack of vegetation to obscure the view of them were the great granite boulders 
composed of sugar cube sized granite lumps, as if compressed by giant hands into a granite snowball.  And some of these had weathered 
away into large, pointy-top pyramids, as if some giant strain of mutant ant had build a massive nest from granite gravel.  The wood up here 
was of pretty good size, but highly contorted, difficult to break, and even difficult to Sven saw through.  It made an excellent fire.  I wish I 
had cut a disc of one of the larger trees, brought it back, and maybe found a dendrochronologist to look at it to determine how old it was.  As 
far as I could tell only black spruce and tamarack grow here. We carbo-loaded on Curt’s group meal, spaghetti with pesto sauce, with a 
banana pudding desert.  There was plenty of it and it was a good  feeling to be full. Around 9:30 some light rain began to fall, and there were 
bigger storm clouds in the west that looked like they were closing in.  We tightened up camp before turning in.  It had been a pleasant 
evening, but we were too tired to sit up late and enjoy it. 
 

15 Aug.   Another wonderful Labrador morning.  Early morning of the 13th day of our trip was pleasantly cool, and there were 
whiffs of ground fog about. This was the day we had been driving toward: the crossover into the Notakwanon watershed, and then downriver. 
 No big storm had developed overnight.   We did the oatmeal and coffee thing prior to going after the last two boats.  The simple oatmeal and 
coffee breakfast was standard fare but seemed to hit the spot.  For coffee most of us had brought the coffee in tea-bags, like Folgers or 
Maxwell House.  Nate ran out of coffee early, but John had a considerable surplus of gourmet varieties to share.  The oatmeal was of the 
instant variety for all but Ed.  Often there were fresh blueberries to add, and if not them, then extra raisins.  So with a big pot of boiling 
water, breakfast was ready.  The big pot was on the fire early, and by the time tents were down and some gear packed, it was time to eat.  
Sometimes, in hopes of getting a little morning 
sun for drying, the tents stayed up a bit later.  

After breakfast everyone walked across 
to help Nate and I with our Sunbursts.  This 
portage was the best test for my ethafoam portage 
pads, and I thought they really helped.  You can 
shift some of the weight around between 
shoulders and head, turn your head down to look 
at footing, and generally walk farther between 
each pause. Ed, John and I carried my boat, one 
at a time, taking turns, and in between Ed 
photographed some of the hundreds of caribou 
that were checking us out.  Nate and Curt got 
Nate’s boat across. We carried all the gear not 
very far up past where we had camped to the next 
little lake, and floated across a few hundred yards 
to where the next portage began, a place where 
the map might lead you to believe you can float 
through, and carried over to a bigger lake.  It 
didn’t take long to cross it.    
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At the far end, in a little cove, there were red, rusty looking rock cliffs to the right side and a steep climb up the left, where we did the next 
portage. The wind had picked up and the weather was again threatening light rain. It was a  walk across 100 yards up to the TOP lake in this 
George River drainage, Lac 502 (elev 1631'), a gain in elevation from the previous lake of 18 feet, and from the low point of the trip of just 
under 200 feet. From the lowest point to the top was 50 miles.  Already the scenery looked different, and better, hillier and greener.   Back on 
the water, a pretty good breeze was blowing, pushing us to the far side of the lake, where the bows of the canoes ground into a gravelly 
beach.  We found a gully to walk through, some hundred feet or so, rising only 4 or 5 feet, and then the land started to drop off the same 

amount to the first lake that drains to the Notakwanon,  Lake 501, elev 1628'.    
The gully looked water-scoured.  Could it be that at very high water times there is flow between the two drainages through here?  

Was it imagination, or does it really look a lot different on this side?  You had a feeling that you could see the valley of the Notakwanon 
dropping off into the distance, very different from the mostly flat and uninteresting terrain we had already spent so many days crossing 
through.  There was a wide, light brown sandy beach on this lake, and it was wooded, flanked by green hills all the way around. It was a good 
place to sit, enjoy the scenery, experience a minute of satisfaction at achieving another significant milestone along the route.  We had come 
nearly 100 miles from the last height-of-land crossing some eight days previous, and were now back in Labrador, setting next to water that 
was bound for the north Atlantic. 
            Before resuming the paddle we sat on the sandy beach eating lunch.  Though we had relocated only a couple hundred feet, we were 
now on the side protected from the wind, and so the flies found us real soon.   I had a few moments to reflect, and, I must admit, take some 
enjoyment in being here.  Not exactly the same as Moses, after 40 years, looking down upon the promised land.  Yet there was a similarity. 
My tripping companions had been on a journey to reach the Notakwanon for 13 days.  For me, being here was the end, or maybe the start, of 
a journey I had begun 18 years earlier.  In 1980 a group of 8 Coastals had come to Labrador to do the Notakwanon, but the weather was so 

bad that for 8 days LabAir would not fly us in.  Determined that I would not be undone again by the fickleness of the weather, I had poared 
over the maps and plotted out a surface route, and returned to Labrador with a 6 person group in 1984.  I hired a local with a small boat and 
motor to tow us across Smallwood Reservoir, since the maps available at that time were really inadequate, made before the reservoir had 
been built.  This old gentleman said he had been to Adelaide before.  He got lost. It took 3 days to return to the road near Lobstick, and my 
group ended up floating the Churchill River back to Goose Bay.  As it turned out, he had not been to Adelaide since Smallwood had been 
built.  The experience left a bad taste, one that had lingered for 14 years and could only be removed by doing the route I had proposed, and 
demonstrating it was possible.  Better maps were available in 1998, but still no guides, and GPS devices, unheard of in 1984, have become 
readily available.  So I was finally here, after all the previous adversity, I’d finally made it, and my long-delayed paddle of the Notakwanon 

 



was about to begin.                                  
 
       Almost smack-dab on the height of land just behind us was a badly decomposed caribou carcass.  Whether killed by a bear, old ago, 
illness or the winter, it was obvious from the several large piles of bear scat nearby that a big black bear had returned here repeatedly to feed. 
 That was good enough reason not to linger here long.  We have 152 downriver  miles to go and 1628 feet to drop to sea level, and to keep 
our schedule we have to do it in 10 days.  We know there’s some great rapids ahead, and as whitewater paddlers, that’s the only reason we’d 
endure so much flatwater and portaging to get here!  We promptly pushed on across the lake at the top of the Notakwanon. 
 
(NOTE: Only a short time before leaving on this trip I’d purchased a book through the CRCA bookshelf titled “Canoeing North into the 
Unknown”, by Bruce W. Hodgins and Gwyneth Hoyle, pub. Natural Heritage/Natural History Inc.,   PO Box 95, Station O, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada, M4A 2M8, 1997.  What this book is is really just an index of rivers in the north and trips that have been done down them.  I was 
somewhat surprised to find the trip that Curt and I had been on to the Whale River listed there, on p.220, and in addition was surprised that 
there were a couple listings for the Notakwanon, p.232.  Of course they listed Harry Collins and the wild river survey of 1975, as well as 
Davidson and Rugge’s trip in 1976,  both of which had been fly-ins to ‘Esker Lake’ at 55o 35'N, 62deg55'W.   But there is a separate listing, 
which I had no time to check out, of a group which, in 1986,  started from Schefferville, went down the DePas, portaged to the George, came 
upriver to reach Lake Goelands and descended, as Hoyle has put it, ‘the south branch to the main Notakwanon’.   I’d never heard that phrase 
used before, but if that other group and ourselves are doing the south branch, then Huw’s route would have been on the north branch, and 
since both branches flow into Esker Lake, all the fly-in trips have done only the main Notakwanon.  At least a portion of that south branch 
route must be the same as the one we are doing, but in fact we really saw no evidence of previous travel through here by people.) 
 

     The breeze helped us as we floated 
across the first lake in the Notakwanon 
drainage, in fact, it picked up, spit rain, 
and got so strong that it pushed Nate and I 
into a small cove on the north side just 
short of the exit stream.  While walking 
around there I found one of the very few 
pieces of trash found on this trip: a piece 
of black plastic, like from a garbage bag.  
I pocketed it and later burned it.  Nate and 
I tied together and got around the point,  
and soon we found ourselves at the stream 
where it exits.  We found barely enough 
water to float a canoe, and worked our 
way down, with the deposit of the 
characteristic red vinyl on many rocks, 
almost to the next lake.  At this point 
there is a boulder cascade which would 
take much more flow to be runnable, so a 
150 foot portage, through the swamp 
around to the right, was required.   

 
          This lead to a long, skinny lake 
with a creek exiting at its northern end.  
We reached the head of the creek, which 

we estimated dropped 90 feet over 1.4 miles before it emptied into a larger flowage coming in from the north and west.  We crossed this next 
lake and found the place where it exits.   It’s creeky, and looks like it might have enough water to get through.  On the left is a huge esker, 
which we climbed steeply up maybe 50 feet to reach the top, then walked along the heavily caribou-used ridge.  This was one of the scenic 
high points of the entire trip, with the hilly country now visible all around, the greenness of the area, the crystalline lakes and whitewater 
below.  We determined that getting down this stream was going to take some time, more than we wanted to risk at 5pm, and since there was 
no suitable camping right at the exit of the lake we decided to backtrack perhaps a half mile to a place where there was a sandy beach we had 
noticed.  This was in a deep bay formed by hillsides that rose steeply from waterlevel, on the south side of the lake.  Since we had a little time 
this evening Nate and I tried the fishing and quickly caught a few small ones.  Another interesting thing about this area is the large number of 
little springs that are coming out of the hillsides, dropping into the lake.   Our camping site was in a very pretty setting, a small cove with 
sandy beaches on the east side several hundreds of yards above the exit stream, (55deg28'N, 63deg24'W),  after 11 miles of progress,  the 
13th camp of the trip.   Several of us washed ourselves and a few clothing items, which we hung in the trees to dry.  The cooking fire was 
placed on the beach among boulders, with tents back behind a screen of trees, except for Curt & John who had elected to pitch theirs at the 
boundary of the beach hoping to gain some advantage from a bug-clearing breeze.  Just before dinner it began to rain, at first lightly, then 
becoming a downpour.  As John headed towards the tent to get his waterproof gear a strong gust of wind uprooted the tent and had it kiting 
so violently that he was forced to wrestle it down and run additional securing stays while the downpour fell.  So much for bug-free breezes, 
not to mention his one last dry set of land clothes which would remain wet for some days to come.  Of course, the wind and rain subsided as 
soon as John donned his raingear and restored order at his tentsite. 
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For dinner Curt made up a group meal of a non-meat containing Hunter’s Stew, poured over noodles, which was very good, and in 
large quantity. Unfortunately, we were unable to totally enjoy the fine meal, because just as it was ready to eat, the rain started again.  We 
were huddled around the fire in our raingear quickly shoveling the hot stew into our mouths as a hard  rain fell.  The rain also spoiled the 
preparation of trout as a side dish, and we saved them until next morning.   This was one of only two meals where there was so much food 
that even ‘garbage can Ed’, who usually licked the pots clean, could not finish it.  The cook pot was hung in a tree some distance from camp, 
and retrieved in the morning, when Ed ate some more of it.  Without much cleaning up afterwards, we soon headed to the tents, at least with 
our bellies full.   It rained all night. 
 

5) Down the Notakwanon: 

16 Aug.   The Hands.  
They become the first thing you 
noticed as you woke up.  They felt 
fat, ache, and didn’t work very well. 
 You moved them and they hurt. 
You removed the duct tape and 
Band-Aids last night to look at the 
sores and attend to them.  Days ago 
you switched from Jergen’s  lotion 
each night to smearing them with 
lanabiotic, but they still had blisters, 
sores, and cracks, some of which 
were oozing.  This had happened 
despite wearing gloves all the time 
for the past week, but the gloves 
were wet inside and out, and so had 
been your hands.  If you rubbed 
them across cloth, it stuck as if they 
were velcro-coated.  You would 
massage them, pull on the fingers 
and crack the joints, and that 
seemed to help.  But everything you 
tried to do with them has become 
difficult, and handling small things, 
like buttoning a shirt, takes 3 or 4 
tries.  Tying a rope, opening a zip loc: everything takes more time than it should. Finer work, like tying a swivel onto the monofilament,  is 
near impossible. There is nothing to do but continue to do what you can.  
         The morning sky was heavy gray with a light wind.  It was maybe 55 deg.  Everything soggy: obviously none of the clothing had dried. 
  The clothing I’d hung on bushes near the lake were even wetter than last night.  A fire was got going and felt good. In addition to the usual 
breakfast we had a choice of rewarmed Hunters stew and fried trout. We were slow getting out of camp.   On closer examination, and despite 
the considerable overnight rain, this mile-long set of rapids, which drops about 90 feet, was too low to run, but we did it anyway, walking 
part of the time, and paying the price in wear to the hulls, but without portaging.  Along this section are several steep boulder drops that are 
highly obstructed.  With enough water this section would be a nice class 3 creek run - down to the last drop which might be class 4.   But with 
the dragging it took us over 2 hours to traverse.   At the bottom the creek T-bones into a large esker, and veers to the right.  It is a small creek 
with only a hundred or so cfs, but with a sandy bottom, so enough to float a boat, and we moved right along.  We had reached a region of 
many large eskers, and lots of sand, so some distinct and different scenery from that above.   The river stayed small, gradually picking up to a 
couple hundred cfs, with miles of eskers along the banks, and the stream bounding back and forth from side to side.   Since this is easy, 
unobstructed paddling with some current, our progress was quick.  We saw only a few critters during the day: some ducks and Canada jays, 
small birds, and sandpipers.  What we noticed was how quiet it was.   You could have heard a single leaf drop.   Ed and I were at the back of 
the group, and Ed asked me when Curt and Nate were going to stop for lunch, as it was already well past noon.  My reply was that I guessed 
that they would push as far as the one major rapid which is marked on the map, before stopping, and that they would then complain about 
how bad the black flies were there.  We paddled on and found a mid-river gravel bar without trees or large boulders just above the marked 
rapid, with Nate and Curt on it. They had already scouted and pronounced it runnable.  Then the complaints about the black flies started.   I 
took a look at the rapid myself, and saw a bouldery, technical run, but no ledge or big drops, so decided it was a runnable class 2/3.  We all 
ran it no problems.  Where this creek eventually flows into the next lake, which is ‘Esker Lake’, was a large sandbar delta.  From a distance it 
appeared that the sandbar completely blocks you from the lake, but by moving toward river right we found the open channel.   After about 3 
miles travel in a northeasterly direction we came to a narrows which connects to a smaller segment of the same lake, and at the north end of 

this narrows was an abandoned Indian campsite.  Esker Lake, no name actually given on the map, at elevation (449M, 1459 feet), is kind of 
shaped like a 3 leaf clover, and at the point where the three leaves would be joined is a narrows, where this camping site is located.  
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Huw’s north branch route would come  from the northwesterly leaf, and through this same narrows.  His trip report also comments on an 
Indian camp he inspected. There were no people in the camp, just their remains. We walked around this unsanitary dump for awhile, looking 
things over, taking photos, and decrying why the Indians would live that way and make such a mess of their environment.   There are skidoos, 
whole and in pieces, clothing, bottles, rusting tin cans, soiled Pampers, and empty gas cans,  plastic bags, pieces of animals and birds, wood 
and tools, shoes and toys scattered around over a 5 acre area, with the wind blowing things even further.   I’m sorry to say that this is quite 
typical of other Indian living areas I’ve seen before.  

 The east lobe of the lake is where float planes traditionally have landed to drop off paddlers, including the Davidson & Rugge and  
Ferguson parties.  They are starting 170 feet lower, and about 23 miles downstream from the height of land. 
             Looking for a place to camp for the night, we paddled off in a southeasterly direction only a mile or so, found a place with a wide 
sandy beach, and pulled up at  55deg36'N, 62deg59'W, having made 16 miles progress for the day.   This place had also been an Indian 
camping spot some time earlier, but the amount of trash was such that we could live with it.  I picked up and burned a number of pieces of 
plastic and other junk I found there. There was lots of well-seasoned, sun bleached driftwood there to burn. Another thing that was striking 
about the Esker Lake region was that it is more barren, more grim and foreboding than had been the land higher up in the watershed.   It is 
somewhat flatter here, and perhaps with poorer drainage, and maybe because of the winds roaring through this bowl in winter, the vegetation 
stays stunted,  I don’t really know.   But if paddlers only just fly into this place, and get their initial impression of the uppermost Notakwanon 
from the appearance of Esker Lake, without knowing the hilly, green alpine-like area above it, the sweeping panorama of the watershed 
falling away and the mountains on the horizon, then I can understand the stories about the bleakness of the interior of Labrador.  Those folks 
have missed some wonderful country to be explored, and they just don’t know what they’ve missed.  
      Because there was a continuing wind, again from the west,  we built the cooking fire in the lee of a large boulder on the beach.  It was a 
nice site to sit around.   But there was some light rain, and a vivid double rainbow, at suppertime.  Nate produced a flask of Wild Turkey to 
celebrate the occasion, and it really hit the spot and made for a jovial occasion.  I prepared one of my ‘sides’,  the Hindu Kush salad.  I had 
carried 3 fresh onions, two of which were still in pretty good shape, a pound of Swiss cheese, and a small plastic bottle of red wine vinegar 
for this dish.  It is supposed to satisfy the craving that wilderness travelers have for a fresh salad, at least according to the book I found the 
recipe in, on p.117,  “GORP, Glop and Glue Stew” by Yvonne Prather and Ruth Dyar Mendenhall, pub. The Mountaineers, Seattle, 1982.   It 
is made by dicing the Swiss and the onions into a bowl, adding cooking oil and vinegar, and bacon bits.  You can then add other things to 
perk it up if you have them.  Stir that around to coat everything and serve.  Everyone seemed to enjoy, even Nate who initially expressed 
reservations, but then asked for a second helping. And I think I remember some almond cous cous, and cornbread at supper too.  These side 
dishes really helped fill out supper from an aluminum pouch.   I sat around the fire until past 11pm, one of the few nights that weather, and 
bugs, allowed for this activity. 
 

17 Aug.    It was dry at dawn at Esker Lake, though there was dew as usual.  We watched a remarkable deep purple and yellow 
sunrise while eating the oats and coffee, and were ready to paddle fairly early.  Continuing east across the eastern-most lobe of Esker lake, 
there was a mild following breeze to help us.   John, leaving camp later than the other 4, didn’t see me waiting in the lee behind an island, and 
headed off on the long way around, to the north of said island instead of following the other 4 of us around the smaller south channel.  The 
problem with the north channel was 
that it had a bay, and point of land 
extending to the north, which made 
the route around that way quite a 
bit longer. Since there was nothing 
I could do, I also headed east, way 
behind the others, and eventually 
John caught up with us.   I saw 
two big caribou bulls swim the 
lake, then get out and shake 
themselves dry, and later saw a 
cow and calf swim across.  There was 
another spot along the south shore 
where more orange oil drums 
were scattered about.  We made a 
brief leg stretch break at a point on 
the south shore, and I found an 
empty plastic quart oil bottle 
which I picked up and later burned.   
        At the east end of Esker Lake 
the maps show at least 3 exiting 
channels, and they are not close together.  We chose to inspect the first channel we came to, the westerly-most one,   and came upon a pretty 
decent sized little river, maybe flowing at 5-600 cfs.   
Although we did not see the more easterly channels, I’ve got to think that this western channel is the major outlet to Esker Lake.  Well, after a 
quick bank scout at the top, the securing of bags, and addition of paddling helmut, we ran on down.  In the next couple miles of pool-drop 
river were a half dozen or so boulder-fan type rapids, involving some maneuvering to get through, and flowing with some authority, about 
class 2+/3.  Fun running.    
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          Further along, at a lake-like place was this trophy bull caribou, apparently by himself, who kept a very close watch on us as we passed 
through his territory.  He walked out onto the edge of the lake and looked, and as we moved along, we trotted along the bank until reaching 
another promontory where he stood on top, surveying us, looking like nothing so much as the hart in the insurance company commercials.  
This behavior on his part lasted for at least a half mile.    A little later a bear crossed the river ahead of the group, and I also saw a mink, or 
some other little weasel type animal, and some ducks. 
   It turned into a steady drizzle/rain by afternoon, and we reached the top of the Falls.  I knew from Paul Ferguson’s trip report that they 
had scouted all around, and determined that at the water level they had, the best way was to get to the midriver rocky island, line around the 
right side of it to the back, then ferry to river right just at the lip of the falls.  They then worked down through a rocky cleft, a high water 
overflow chute next to the falls.  Having spent many days on the river with Paul, Larry and Russell, I knew I could trust their judgement.  We 
immediately landed on the right, looked things over, and really didn’t like the looks of that chute. With the rain falling the footing in there 
would be treacherous, and there was a trickle of water running through too, though not coming from overflow of the river itself.  We walked 
all around the top of the Falls, marveling at it, and trying to evaluate possible routes to get past it. Getting to the top of that island was not 
going to be a piece of cake, and running through or lining the rapid to the right of the island was also a tough job.  We ferried to river left and 
looked it over more closely: too trashy to risk, so back to river right.  The channel to the right of the island was definitely runnable, but not 
easy, and the penalty for a foul-up was severe, so all of us (except for Ed) decided we really didn’t want to risk running or lining there.   The 
frequent little drizzles had apparently reached the main river now, as flow had increased up to the 1,000 to 1,200 cfs range now, and it was 
pushy.  With some sense of unpleasant resignation and disappointment we began a somewhat longer portage around the right, going uphill, 
and through a boulder field, difficult walking and difficult carrying, to a point about 2/3 of the way to the falls.  I’m cold and wet, and the old 
joints and muscles have begun to tighten up.  I had to force myself to slowly persevere, and  had a terrible time of it with the boat, as I had 
removed the pins that hold my portage pads that very morning, assuming we would be using Ferguson’s route around the falls, and that 
portaging of this sort, boat over the head, was done for the trip. Curt carried my boat part of the way.  There was some flat land down in a 
little bowl encircled by rocks, trees and the hillside, where we will get some protection from the weather, (55deg39'N, 62deg42.5W). We had 
lost 210 feet in elevation in the 20 miles since leaving Esker Lake.  Though getting to this spot has involved more work than would a float to 
the right lip of the falls, it put us into a good position to use either the high water chute, or something else, tomorrow to get past the falls.  It is 
well drained spot for camping, and just a short distance further there was another small opening with a 3-foot boulder to build a fire against 
for protection from the rain, giving us a good place to cook.  It was not a happy camp that night.  I’m sure the constant drizzle was a factor in 
the mood, and the black flies, mosquitoes and no-see-ums  were uncommonly aggressive.  Dry wood was not to be found.  Up underneath 
and near the base of the thickly overhanging branches of the spruce are usually some small dead branches that have been protected from the 
rain.  We snapped off some of them as kindling, and with some effort got a small fire going. It felt very good.  We then built it up with larger 
wet wood, which sizzled, smoked and steamed into a  big cooking and warming fire, and ate the simplest of freeze-dried suppers, the ones 
that require only boiling water in the pouch and 10 minutes of waiting.  As I was obtaining wood to keep the fire going I had an unexpected 
tinge of conscience.  I suddenly realized that I was using a saw and that those flat saw-cuts on the trees would be there for many years to 
follow, and that other travelers would see them, and that knowing others had been there would degrade their experience.   Maybe this is a bit 
extreme, but it occurred to me that I really should just snap off the deadwood whenever possible, as the next person would have no way of  
knowing that the branch had been removed by a person.  I tried to minimize the use of the saw from then on.   It’s really highly unlikely that 
anyone else will again choose to camp at most of the sites we used. Here near the falls is an exception.  Everyone paddling the river has to be 
funneled past this spot, and whether they choose to camp here or not, they will walk through and see cut branches, fire rings, or any trash we 
drop.   Almost at the top of the small hill, between our camping spot and the lip of the fall, we found a very old fire ring.  Someone else had 
left something we really did not care to see.  It was rare throughout the trip that we saw any evidence of river travelers.  There are no 
‘designated camping sites’, stone fire rings or stacks of cut, split firewood, and that’s the way it should be.   I’d heard that the Notakwanon 
gets paddled about once a year.    
        The falls, by the way, in case there is someone reading this who has not previously read anything about this river,  is a big one.   After 
passing the rocky mid-stream island, in the next 300 feet the river constricts and moves to the left, becoming little over 40 feet wide, then 
dropping about 10 feet into a white cauldron, swirling out of that in a arc to the right, splitting around a rock dagger, and dropping maybe 60 
feet.  The drop is into a cleft in the geology which runs at a right angle to the river at this point, so the tail of the falls, and the spray from it, 
beat against a solid rock cliff, the right bank, below.  Among other things, as I’m walking around the falls and looking over this marvelous 
natural feature, I also see a number of plants I’ve not seen prior in the trip, including one little guy that is a succulent of some sort - like a 
‘hen and chicks’.  
    The rain and cold, and the portage, and the bugs, and the foul mood they have conspired to create, drove us into the tents around 8:30.  
Everything was wet.  Everything stank!  Crawling into the sleeping bag and getting warm was a small pleasure.  We had made 20 miles and 
good progress, but the weather and the realization that getting around the falls was not going to go as easily as it had for Ferguson, 
contributed to a general ‘down’ mood that evening. 

18 Aug.   It had rained or drizzled, on and off,  all night, and some of the cook pots left, unwashed, around the cooking area 
contained around an inch of water.  We were not up early.  Even the light rain hitting the tent fly sounded like hard rain.  All the clothing 
hung out to dry yesterday, even where it had been protected from the rain,  was dripping wet, and nobody was looking forward to putting 
their soggy stuff on again.  I decided that I was going to wear the drysuit, even though that was hardly the most desirable attire for doing the 
heavy work that we all knew was going to come in getting the boats past the falls and down to the water again.  Even in the drysuit I was cold 
to begin the day.  Nate got a fire going somehow and we had the usual oats and coffee.  The sky was totally gray, with intermittent drizzle 
continuing to fall, and the temperature maybe 55 deg.   After breakfast the drizzle tapered off for awhile, and we immediately packed up and 
started moving equipment.  I tried to obliterate the evidence of the fire.  
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The night before, Curt and John had descended the embankment to scout out the belaying possibilities for gear and boats.   In the morning, 
and after some additional scouting, they selected a route that required a two-stage lowering, the first down a 50 degree, vegetated and 
slippery slope to a flat, grassy table above a small pool near the base of the falls.  To reach the spot where the lowering would begin, it was 
decided to first move everything to a high point located to the right above the falls.   With everything at the top, I took some time to snap a 
few pictures, grousing at the same time about how poor I knew they would be because of the poor light.   To get a better look at the falls and 
gorge, I took a short walk along the top of the hillside, where the ‘traditional’ portage route runs.  I’d seen Paul Ferguson’s slides, and it 
looked to me like we had more water going over the falls than he did.  The rock that splits the flow over the falls into two sections looked 
smaller to me, and the big white tail of the fall was cascading way out into the pool at the bottom, and pounding against the far rock wall.  
Paul had told me that we could run through there if the water level was not high, but that he though there would be problems at high flows. 
We discussed whether we thought there would be problems for us getting through the tail, and although it appeared that there would be a 
challenge, we decided we could make it.    

It took two safety ropes and all the carabineers we had to accomplish the lowering. In the first stage our gear was in the boats. The 
first boat down the first stage was John’s kayak.  He walked along side of it and steered it past the trees, and to the table area.  It was not an 
entirely smooth process because the guys on top could not see him after the first 50 feet, and we did not know when to let out more rope, 
stop, etc., so a signal system was devised with the whistles.  Based on his days working on an assembly line operating large presses, John 
knew that the safest and most efficient procedure required that no action be taken until both parties on either side of the press stepped on the 
pedal.   Our signals consisted of one blast to let out rope, two blasts to stop, and 3 blasts meant off belay - meaning the load was unhooked, 
so pull the rope back to the top.  It took some convincing, but eventually the group realized that  by having the top and bottom always answer 
each others’ signals, things went more smoothly.    Every time the 
junction of the two safety ropes reached the belaying 
carabineer we had to secure the leading end, unclip, pass the 
‘knot’, reclip, and resume lowering.   It has been drizzling steadily 
and the black flies have been bad.   With all the gear lowered 
to the second staging area, John and Ed moved through a steep, 
wooded cleft further to the right and scrambled down to water 
level to serve as gear catchers.  This descent through a wet, 
slippery, steep, muddy gully with loose gravel was pretty close to 
rockclimbing caliber work.  At the top, Curt, Nate and I tied, 
belayed and lowered gear vertically, piece by piece.  A couple 
times something got hung up partway down.  Nates’s boat 
stopped, so we pulled it partway back up, and then lowered it 
again at an accelerated rate.  It hit the same small outcropping of 
rock, and this time did an end-for-end on the way down!  Luckily 
no boats or gear were damaged or lost, but this was certainly 
rough treatment of it.  At the bottom is a pool of water separated 
by a pile of large, slippery boulders from the river at the base 
of the falls.  While Ed did some gearcatching, John ferried 
most of the gear across this pool to the falls runout.  The footing 
here was treacherous, and even reloading the boats in the 
turbulent water was not easy. 
      Getting out from the base of the falls is not a piece of cake. 
 There is severe turbulence, strong currents and poor 
visibility.   As you look out from the right side, where we were 
getting prepared, you have about 50 feet of relatively calm 
water, then a very strong right to left flow of water which has hit 
the right wall and is being recirculated up to the falls.   Maybe 10 
feet further is the strong left to right water being pushed toward 
the wall by the force of water falling from above.  This also has 
waves of two feet or more.  And there is the impenetrable veil of 
water and mist of the falls.  I watched first John and then Nate go 
in there and vanish.  We really couldn’t see them on the other side. 
 I knew that I would see nothing through wet, fogged up 
glasses, so pocketed them.  I had decided to treat the exit 
through the tail of the falls as if it were a dynamic forward ferry.  
It is 11:30.   I was in the canoe, loaded and tied down, helmut and 
drysuit on, paddle in hand and thigh straps tight, ready to 
stroke, when - for no reason, it occurred to me that I had 
not seen the butt-pack that I wear all the time.    
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I frantically looked around the canoe, trying to remember if I had stashed it in some uncommon location, or remember where I had last seen 
it.  My only sure thought was that I had had it on that morning.  John and Nate were already through the outwash, and undoubtedly waiting 

 



safety-boat for the rest of us below, ready to do a rescue if anyone should have trouble.   I told Curt that I had a problem.  Briefly the thought 
crossed my mind that there was nothing in the pack that was truly essential, and I could survive if I just left it behind. But it would be both 
inconvenient not to have it, and intentional littering to know it was missing, and not go looking for it.  So I got out of the canoe, and started 
walking along the shore, looking everywhere we had carried.  Not seeing it at water level, I scrambled up that slippery ravine, through the 
mud, wet grass and trickling water,  to get to the second stage, where I looked around and saw nothing, so again climbing through the wet 
vegetation, I again got to the top.  Looking around the place we belayed gear, I saw nothing, nor in the place the gear was piled while we 
worked there.  I walked to the cooking fire area, and there it laid, up on a boulder.  I strapped it around my waist, and retraced the route down 
to the river.  I had made myself very uncomfortably overheated in the drysuit by trying to complete my errand as quickly as possible. While 
working around the pile of wet boulders near the base of the fall, I dislodged a 1' x 1' x 3 inch rock, which slid down on top of my right foot, 
pinning it between larger boulders.  It would not have been an easy matter for me to get myself out of this foot entrapment, but Curt lifted it 
just a little and my foot came out.  It did not feel too bad then, but the next day I noticed a bruise near the back of the ankle, and I developed 
a stiffness in the right Achilles area. This right foot injury was not disabling, but continued to ache throughout the remainder of the trip, and 
as I sit here typing this, 3 weeks later, I can still feel it.  This had been a costly delay, one clearly my fault for not thinking and keeping better 
track of my gear.  It shouldn’t have happened.   Back in the boat again,  I watched as Curt got bounced around in the squirrely eddy currents, 
pushed toward the falls, and had to make a couple tries to get out of there. I pocketed my glasses; they would be a hindrance wet in the fog. I 
powered forward, felt the force from the right, then the turbulence of the falls, and everything was white!  It was very disorienting.  I didn’t 
know whether I was going forward, right to the wall or left to the falls!  Certainly didn’t want any part of the falls!  I forward stroked, not 
really knowing what that was doing, but soon found myself up against the right side wall.  Bouncing up and down a couple feet in the 
outwash, I managed to work along the side to calmer waters and out the other side.  John was waiting there on the boulders, river right, with a 
throw bag, and Nate further downriver.   There was a good current and some smallish, though powerful, rapids down here between the 100 
foot vertical stone walls.  In a few hundred yards we rounded the bend to the right, and the canyon started to open up. It’s an open question in 
my mind whether our choice of lowering boats with ropes was easier and less time consuming than would be the traditional portage route 
which runs from the same place we started, along the right side ridge, and back down to the river below the chasm .  We had passed the falls 
and chasm in less than half a day of work.   There remained about 110 miles to go, and 1050 feet to drop to sea level.  

 We were now in the section of river with the steepest, most sustained gradient,  50 feet per mile, for about 5 miles.  We found mile-
long rapids in the 2+/3 range, with big waves, holes and mid-stream boulders to be avoided.  Since visibility to the next eddy was often pretty 
good it was possible to boat scout and run most of this, but there were a few exceptions.  About a mile below the falls is a big ledge, which 
you really cannot miss from above, because as you approach you cannot see the bottom - a sure sign for a whitewater paddler that he’d better 
step out on the bank and take a good look.    We did that and immediately agreed with Paul Ferguson’s trip report that this was a short 
portage around the left side.  There are several chutes, but 90% of the water goes into a single, huge tongue in the center slot, green and 
glassy for a 10 foot drop into white hole backed by a single massive boulder.  Class 5.  Not a place I would ever run.   Since we were already 
out of the boats, and carrying packs, the smooth rock shelf on river left was a good lunch stop.  The 200 foot portage took no time at all, and 
the descent of the endless rapids continued.   We run on through miles of class 2/3, boat scouting as we go.  In places the scenery is 
spectacular, despite the continuing gray, drizzly weather.  The narrow gorge section has opened up and you get a view of the greater area.  
The trees are taller, straighter, bigger, greener than above, and there are mountain peaks here and there, some in the 1,500 foot range above 
the water level.  This has the looks of some of the pictures you see of Idaho or Oregon rivers in a mountainous region.  There were little 
waterfalls here and there.  When we reach the first sizeable ‘pool’ we have seen in hours, at (~mile 103, 55deg42.4'N, 62deg34.0W) it is 
4:30, and we decide we’ve had a decent day, passing the falls and going another 8 miles and can go into camp.  In total we’d lost 630 feet 
elevation today.   We located a well-drained bluff on river right where there was firewood and a level area for the tents.  I know I’m ready for 
camp, being cold and wet inside the drysuit all day. Although running those long rapids had been fun, it would have been so much more fun 
on a warm, sunny day when you could have played the rapids.  We did straight downriver paddling.  I strip and risk my remaining dry 
clothes, just to feel warm and dry for a few hours.  The wet stuff festoons a nearby tamarack.   The camp is perhaps 10 feet above the level of 
the river, and the steep bank up is constructed of round, loose rocks that perpetually shift under foot.  We got set up, and built fire among the 
shore boulders close to a good sized spruce tree which provided some protection from the elements.   The rain fly was set up despite the 
steepness of the site, and helped a little as the drizzle turned  into a rain, with some wind to go with it.  Everyone crawled back inside the 
little yellow shack as the rain intensified. A drying line was strung near and above the fire, but it didn’t do much good in this weather.  I 
ended up in the tent early due to the cold and insects.  The odor of fermenting Polypro, wool socks, neoprene boots, wet now for 16 days, has 
become offensive, even to the wearer.  

19 Aug.   It continued to rain right up to 6am.  Then it broke and the sky cleared.  It would have been nice to be able to hang around 
here for a half day to dry out, but we did not.  It was cool, but pleasant in the morning partial sun, and we did take the time to do a big 
blueberry pancake breakfast, and that permitted at least some drying to occur before the moist gear was packed.   We were late breaking 
camp - maybe 9:30.  With the clearing of the weather, we had a wonderful sunny morning, the first good day for shooting photos in the last 4. 
 There was mile after mile of class 2+/3 rapids plus a few surprises.  We bank scouted at maybe 6 places. And the black flies, those blood 
sucking vampires in white spats,  creatures of the rapids, were everywhere.  I wore  a helmet while running the biggest whitewater, and there 
can be few things more distracting, as you are lining up to put a 30 inch boat through a 35 inch slot between boulders in the midst of a class 3 
rapid than to have one of those damn black flies find its way through your earhole, and start flying around inside your ear.  It sounds like 
nothing so much as the Concorde gone berserk inside your head.  And you can’t do anything about it!  There’s a rapid to be run, you have the 
paddle in your hands, and even if you could let loose, with gloves on you cannot stick a finger in your earhole anyway!  Maddening! 
 

One place of special note was a place with a bigger drop at the end of a long run: this was the only really anomalous rapid of the 
entire river.   Why anomalous?   Because it started out like all the others, just class 3 boulders and waves and holes to avoid but as it dropped 
down, moving gradually left, it carried you without much fanfare into a small eddy against the left wall just at the lip of a much bigger  drop, 
and this drop was through bedrock.   We found ourselves in a spot from which it would be impossible to work upriver either to run the rapids 
from a more favorable right-side slot, or to portage along the right bank. The left side of the river is a solid rock cliff, with very large 



boulders fallen from it blocking a portage there, though a quite difficult one is possible.   John had been in the lead, and scrambled over these 
to view things from below.  He reported that the second slot from the left could be run.  I also decided to look at it from below and decided 
that I did not want to risk it with so much weight in the canoe, so I carried the two packs over the boulders to below this drop.    John stayed 
below as safety,  and provided direction, while Ed, Nate & Curt ran the drop flawlessly, and so did I with a lightened boat, taking only maybe 
3 gallons of water.  As I bailed and reloaded packs, John ran through, flipped and swam – the only combat swim we had. Curt fished out 
John’s now soggy map case, the only thing not tied on.   

 Another place that got our attention I’ll call the Island Rapid, (on topo 13M10, 55deg45'N,62deg35'W)  a place where the river 
makes a sharp bend to the west.  As you are going downstream there is a smallish initial channel dropping to the left, then a large, rocky 
island, then the major channel, which is easy to see, and it is drawn that way on the topo.  Paul’s report indicated that he had worked around 
the right side of this second channel, or so I had interpreted it, so we first went over that way for a look-see.  On studying it from the boat it 
was clear that a closer inspection from the island was warranted.  The second channel appears to carry 60% of the volume, is steep and 
boulder-obstructed at top, and long, easily a class 4.  It didn’t look like a sure-thing for a canoe loaded with clothes, camping gear and food.  
I saw John begin to 
closely examine the 
right side of this 
larger channel.  Curt, 
Tom, Ed and Nate 
paddled to the center 
island, got out of the 
boats, and inspected 
the small initial 
channel, carrying 
about 30% of the 
volume, and found 
the channel to be a 
mini-gorge, with very 
fast flow into at least 
2 channel-wide 
keeper hydraulics, 
somewhere in the 
class 4-5 range. A 
portage seemed a 
likely possibility and 
we started to search 
for the easiest way 
around, probably on 
the rocky island, we 
concluded, so hiked across it in several different directions looking for paths.  But while walking up the big island from downstream, on the 
right side, facing the larger second channel, we noticed a ‘creek’ entering the second channel, coming out of the woods from far river right.   
We got back in the boats and ferried to the far right.  Looking closer at the top, we discovered a small and very rocky third channel carrying 
only 10% of the water, which is not indicated on the map.  Probing it, we were able to go part way, and then with some lifting, lining, and a 
50 foot portage at the bottom, reach the second (center) channel some 100 yards below the initial drop, where the ferocity and the penalty 
were both less.  Getting back in the canoe in a place where we could safely begin to run the rapid was not easy, and both Curt and I lined 
down to an eddy from which avoidance of an obstructing boulder was easier.   
       But in the scouting and probing we had again allowed ourselves to become separated  into three different groups in the midst of some 
serious whitewater.  John had run the center channel solo after lining on the right side around some initial obstructions.  He flipped in a hole 
about halfway down but managed to roll his loaded boat. John, seeing Ed walking high up on the left island, pulled out below after his run 
and hiked up to the top to assist in the portage. Unfortunately, he could find no one to help, since they had changed their minds and ferried to 
river right.  

John had parked his kayak on boulders with water flowing inches below in between them, just where the channels come back 
together.  By the time he got back to the boat, Nate had arrived, and Ed soon thereafter, while Curt and I were still working down the small 
channel, out of sight from this spot.   Since everyone was back together, we picked this unlikely spot for a lunch break.  Scenery was great 
here, and nobody but a paddler would ever get here, but the seating was bad.  Ed and I watched a couple 3 inch fish, dark with light bands, 
pick at the algae in shallow water around the rocks.  
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 The sun came out finally and warmed us up, and John took the opportunity to dry out his maps for the third but not final time. (Part of the 
reason he was being so protective was because, even though they were redundant, he had painstakingly calculated and entered in lat/lon 
readings on the margins. Although, once on the river there was really no question of where we were - a definite advantage of river tripping).   

 



We spent a longer-than-usual time munching, then started downriver again. 
I’m (Tom) in the drysuit, and have been overheating badly.  As the near-non-stop rapids continued I periodically poared some river 

water over the sleeves, or took off the helmet, dipped it into the river and put it back on, to cool myself. The scenery was incredibly good as 
the canyon continued to open up and we saw more of our surroundings. There were many little waterfalls, and changes in the vegetation, 
including some poplar and birch trees showing up, and the spruce and tamarack bigger, straighter, more columnar,  and more lushly green.   
At places we enjoyed the strong, pleasant odor of pine from the warm woods. Curt said he saw two caribou which he thought looked 
different, with smaller antlers, so maybe the woodland caribou.   Around 5:30 we came into an area where the river begins to broaden and 
there are a number of islands (mile 88 from the end).  Nate selected a place to camp on river right where there was a gravel bank leading up 
to a flat area with tall grass, (55deg52.5'N, 62deg34.4'W).  The tents went into the grassy area, and the fire down near the water.  Firewood 
was partly driftwood, and partly dead wood cut from trees that had been felled by ice digging into the bank, just below where we were 
camped.  Walking along the angled, loose-stony bank was not easy.  I strung the safety rope along out front, just downriver, where there were 
some small trees, and lots of wet gear was hung.  After supper, a couple tiny white-bellied mice scampered progressively closer, presumably 
looking for dropped food morsels.  One even hid underneath Curt’s leg, while we were laying around the campfire. It had been a good day.  
We’d made 16 miles, dropping about 480 feet, an average of 30 feet per mile, and had completed the steep part of the canyon without any 
trouble.  It would not be correct to say that we either played the rapids, or purposely ran all of the biggest stuff.  In fact, there were several 
places where we chose to stay close to the bank and thread through the boulders where the current was slower and less powerful, and the 
waves much smaller.  The dry weather gave us some badly needed clothes drying that evening.  It was one of the few ‘leisurely’ evenings 
around camp.  And there was a little bit of an aurora around 9pm. 
 

20 Aug.   There was frost on the gear when we awoke, and John said his water bottle had ice in it, so it had stayed below 30 deg for 
a long time.  Early was a special time, with heavy patches of fog hanging over he river.  Standing around the fire was wonderful, as we slowly 
sucked on a cup of steaming coffee, watching the sun come up over the hill across the river.  When the fog burned off we had another sunny, 
clear day which we hoped would give us more drying.   We noticed evidence of beaver in this area, chewed off branches in the water, and 
sticks cleaned of their bark,  but haven’t seen the animals or their lodges.   I noticed some little fireweed  (Epilobium angustifolium, 
Onagraceae) plants growing under water.  No way they would have germinated and grown there!  This told me that the river had come up at 
least 4 inches, and this was at a wide spot, from what it had been running most of the summer.  I wonder whether the couple days of rain that 
had fallen upriver has now run off and caught up with us.  The next section of river started out with some current, but quickly turned into a 
lake.  Still, the scenery is spectacular.  There were big rock cliffs and waterfalls in many places.  We lunched on a mid-river gravel bar.  In 
the early afternoon we reached the last of the big rapids, occurring as so many have, on a sharp north bend of the river, (55deg54'N, 
62deg07'W).   Paul Ferguson’s trip notes had specifically mentioned this set, saying to be sure to get over to the left side well above the 3rd of 
this 4 rapid set, which extends for about a mile and a half.  The first rapid went ok, as it was no different from so many others we had already 
run.  The second turned into a long, long, long class 3+ rapid, and we were not at all certain whether we were still in the second, or had begun 
the third set that Paul talked about.  I headed over to river left with Curt and Nate following, but as this rapid continued on it’s long right-to-
left-to-right curve, we ended up in a cul-de-sac, with no channel through the boulder fence big enough to pass a canoe.  There were some 
really big waves and holes in river center, that we really wouldn’t choose to be in, but in fact, the way to run this rapid was to be near the 
center with this boulder fence just off your left shoulder.  We hadn’t seen this from above.  Nate worked almost straight out, through 
boulders.  Curt worked upstream, did a short lift over the boulder fence, then turned downstream again.  I decided I would go to the 
downstream end of the pool, and lift/drag through wherever I had to to get to the main flow.  We had signaled to Ed and John to stay further 
center, so they had already run the rapid.  For reasons I am not sure of, they  had ended up on river right just past this short section of a very 
long, continuing rapid.  A short way below the spot where I got back into my boat was a large mid-river boulder.  I decided I would use the 
eddy behind it to help me make it over to the right where the others were.  In fact, I knew I wouldn’t make it to where they were unless I did 
catch a part of that eddy.   What little muscle I possess did not generate enough power to get there, and I was blown past into some of the 
bigger waves of the rapid.  There was no choice but to run it where I was, avoiding boulders and working to the right whenever possible.  
This was one of the few times I found myself clearly out in front, with nobody close behind me.  I succeeded in making it to river right, but 
some distance downriver from the others.   I eddied out and bailed in this continuing boulder garden, and waited until Curt and Nate caught 
up.  The rapid was continuing its gradual bend to the right, but there was a sandy/gravelly/bouldery hill on river right, and this had suffered a 
major sluff sometime not too long previously, dumping some debris into the river.  Since we couldn’t see around the bend we did a little 

walking along the bank.  It didn’t take long before I realized where I was: just a short distance below, on the right, was “The Wall”, the third 
rapid in the set.  The Wall is a smooth 45 deg. sloping slab of gray rock up against which the river runs on the right for a distance of maybe 
200 yards.   Paul had said it was too tilted and slippery to portage there, and I didn’t really see any way of getting there to portage anyway. 

Ed and John had started working their way across to river left well upstream of the rest of us even though the river was heavy and 
pushy in that stretch because they saw that the right side looked bad downstream.  They had gotten out of their boats and started to walk 
down the left side to scout the remaining rapid ahead.  For us to work back upstream would have been extremely difficult, and the difficulty 
of the rapid was not less there.  It was not possible to progress along the right, unless to portage up into the forest and over a hill. If we were 
to paddle the river we faced a big, wide class 3 rapid to ferry across to get to the left.   
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      Curt headed out and muscled through the waves, obviously working very hard before making it to a far side bank eddy.  I know he’s 
stronger than me.   Nate was next, and after getting about 2/3 of the way over suddenly came up, almost out of the water, obviously thrown 
up on top of a big boulder.  He says he stepped out with one foot and felt the boat shift, so decided to try to work it off.   I saw him teetering, 



rocking back and forth for a couple minutes before coming off and continuing the frantic paddle to the far shore.   With a gut now in knots 
having seen this, with the realization that this was not a 9-of-ten-er for me, not because it was too tough, but because it was so wide I 
wondered if I would have the muscle power to last long enough,  I resolved to make it further left than Nate had and clear that boulder to its 
upstream side.   I stroked out at a sharp angle, trying to use what small eddies and waves were available, but as I approached Nate’s rock I 
could see I was not going to clear it, and certainly did not want to have the same experience as him, or worse.  Wrapping the boat, with loss 
of boat and an extremely unpleasant swim were definitely possibilities in this situation.  I turned right, straightening it out toward river center, 
hit a smaller boulder just to the right of Nate’s rock, took on water, and was out of control.  I flailed at the waves, trying to regain proper 
angle.  I dropped over several 2 to 3 foot steps formed by lines of boulders,  floated through lots of small curlers, going sideways or 
backwards, unable to get the canoe pointed downstream, reach the left bank or into an eddy and in control.   I could see Nate standing up on 
the left side bank boulders watching, and called to him, asking where I should try to get to. He couldn’t hear or couldn’t help. I was pushed 
on downstream past him.  I used whatever little muscle power I had left to try to get up against a boulder, rub against it and slow my descent. 
I bounced off a couple but was still unable to slow the canoe enough to pull it into a bank eddy. Through absolutely no fault of my own I 
found myself in the last eddy behind the last big boulder above the final drop of the rapid, in a place where I could stand in water crotch deep 
and bail the water out of the boat.  

        I’d seen Paul Ferguson’s pictures, and knew that he had run this rapid through a slot between boulders, going from left to right.  
Standing there in the water, studying this rapid, I’m pretty sure I recognized which boulders Paul went between.  They were nearly 
underwater at the flow we have.  I’m thinking that we must have twice the flow that Paul did.  Ed and John had walked quite some distance 
down the left bank from where I was scouting the rapid.  They reported an absolutely terminal river wide hole, and recommended everyone 
portage along here rather than risk getting sucked in.   
       Now in a position to see for myself, I had to agree: this was one of the biggest, strongest holes I’ve ever seen.  If you were lucky enough 
to find yourself on the main tongue toward river right, there is a chance you might be blasted through the hole, though not in your boat.   But 
on the left was a hole 5 times bigger than Big Nasty on the Cheat at 3000cfs, and bigger than Greyhound Bus Stopper on the New around 
4,000cfs.  The crest to trough drop was at least 6 feet, and it was really smiling at you!  This hole would spit out only molecules!  Maybe I’d 
call it a class 5, maybe 6, since being in the wrong spot is certainly a risk-of-hide run.  I just don’t know.  And I had come within 100 feet of 
dropping in there, not knowing that it was there, with a boat out of control and half full of water.  The river gave me a pass this time. 

31. 
 
       Well, Nate & Curt carefully worked the bank and got to where I was, and we all lined/lifted past the edge of the hole and to safer 
paddling water, while John and Ed, ignoring their own advice, worked the bank down to where they could slide by the left edge of the hole.  I 
remember the fireweed I saw underwater, and have to think that the 4 inch rise upriver at a wide spot has given us a couple feet of water here, 
at this constricted spot.  “The Wall” is a place river travelers should be well aware of, and not get too close to.   After returning home I 
studied the topographical map of this and found a tiny constriction marked at one place, really nothing you would normally notice, but I 
believe this must be the location of the big rapid. 

 



      Finally past the bad stuff, there is one more section to go, and thankfully, though it is another long one,  it is easier.  By staying toward 
the right side of the right-to-left bend we avoided  the big waves in the center.   At the base there is a 50 foot soil cliff being cut into by the 
current, and as I floated by I noticed a layer of what appeared to be very high quality gray clay, the type pottery is made from.  From the 
topos you would conclude that this 1.5 mile section of river we have just passed drops at around 70 feet per mile, but having been through 
there I gotta tell you it feels like more, and on a big volume river.  It was really crankin’.   This section will long be recalled, not necessarily 
fondly, by all of us.   (I subsequently studied my pictures of  ‘The Wall’ side-by-side with Paul Ferguson.   My slides show only a couple 
boulders to the left side of the big hole: Paul’s show a rockgarden in the same place.   There is one huge boulder toward the bottom left.   We 
estimate this boulder is in 3 to 5 feet deeper water in the 1998 trip.) 
 
       We paddled on a little further, the river now flowing swiftly, but without significant rapids.  Somewhere along here, on a gradual left to 
right curve where there was a dense stand of spruce on the left, but no good place to land in a canoe, I saw a tree into which someone had 
carved JOE, in large block letters.  We found a pretty good camping place on river right where the bank is made of small stones, leading up 
some 15 feet to a flat, well-drained area, (55deg55.4'N, 62deg05.5'W).   A few steps behind camp in the woods are some huge mushrooms,  
Amanita muscarina, the biggest fly agarics I’ve ever seen, maybe a foot tall and 8 inches across, orangish, flaky on top.  This was one of the 
few ‘leisurely’ evenings. We built fire down among the boulders.  Some of us cleaned up with a fast bath in the river despite swarming 
blackflies, and the stinky Polypro got washed and hung it in the bushes to dry.    
      Sitting around the fire that night I saw a bunch of tired paddlers.  None of us do hard physical labor as part of our daily routine, yet we 
had been at it pretty steadily for 17 days. The toll it was taking was beginning to show.  We had been living out in the weather through days 
of rain and drizzle, frost and 85 deg sun, and a lot of wind and we looked it.  The clothes we wore looked dirty and used up.  We had 
probably lost some weight.   There has been the expected number of cuts, scrapes and bruises, John probably winning the prize for most skin 
lost, but we’ve had no injuries you’d consider serious, no illnesses, and as far as I know not even a sore throat.  Curt was taking Ibuprofen for 
some stiff neck muscles, which were probably due to the combination of long hours of paddling, and the broken kneeling thwart that put him 
into an un-natural kneeling position.  No question he was not the only one with muscle soreness.  The three of us who are normally bearded 
have about the same salt and pepper look as usual except for being dirty and disheveled, and the two normally clean-shaven, Nate and Curt, 
had sprouted quite a crop of whiskers.  Nates’ was thick and mostly gray.  I asked him if Melba had ever seen him with a beard and he 
answered no.  I asked if he intended to wear it until he got home, and he said yes.  I wonder what Melba said.  Even Curt’s mostly reddish 
beard showed signs of gray.  His kids will let him about that. Gotta face the fact that were a bunch of rough-lookin’ old guys.  But we have 
already completed most of the trip, surmounted some major obstacles, portaged over two heights of land, and successfully made a descent 
requiring ropes of a waterfall and a canyon, and what remains should be pretty easy.   We’ve worked hard, haven’t always agreed on what’s 
best to do, and at times have acted like five billygoats (ever tried to get a herd of goats to do anything in unison?), but there’s been no 
whining, no fighting, and we are getting the job done. It’s now pretty obvious that we are going to be able to make it to Davis Inlet before our 
charter flyout date of 26 Aug., barring a major storm along the coast.   We can settle in with some satisfaction that the worst is over, and the 
goal will be met.    
      We had made 25 miles on the day, losing 100 feet elevation, but how deceptive that is, as nearly all the drop was in a mile and a half.  
We’d finished the last of the big rapids.   During the day John had seen another bear, and we also saw some geese and a few small birds.  
Nate tried to fish in front of camp but had no luck.  Ed had wanted to try Labrador tea  (Loedum groenlandicum,  Ericaceae), which grows in 
profusion everywhere, so picked a few leaves and steeped in a cup of hot water.  I don’t remember hearing any comments about how tasty it 
was, so I have to guess it wasn’t.   The last of the Jack Daniels went down. 

21 Aug.   We awoke to a bright, sunny, cool but no frost morning.  I’m up first around 6, and get a fire going.  Throughout the trip it 
has taken a long time to get the group going in the morning, and today is no exception, as we float away around 9.    We’d heard squirrels 
chattering back in the woods before here, yet had not seen them.  Curt had a close encounter with a red squirrel and visually confirmed their 
presence. The current in the mostly flat-fast flowing river was strong, and we ripped off many miles quickly.  Nate, Curt and I again tried to 
cast the pools and eddies, but had no luck.  Surely there are trout in there, but they just didn’t bite on this day. We reached the last rapids 
marked on the topos, coming off a sharp left turn, and found them to be class 3,  long and with big waves in the center, but open enough to be 
easily run along the side.  We saw several Canada geese with some chicken-sized goslings, a kingfisher, and some red squirrels.   At mid-day 
I was paddling along with a single layer of Polypro on, but the wind had started to kick up from the west, pushing clouds in front of it and 
getting colder.   I added 2 layers of clothing.   At about the (55 mile) marker there is a zone of clay and sand that is being eroded away by the 
river, so the clear water quickly became turbid below there.  These high sandy banks, as they fall into the river, have been spread out and 
deposited downriver.  We’ve floated over wide, sandy bottom areas only a foot or less deep.  Part of the time I trolled a heavy lure behind the 
canoe then noticed that the tip-top has fallen off the rod (Cabelas telescoping graphite).  Of course it was on the line.  So I retrieved it.   At 
lunch stop I cleaned things up as best I could, and pulled a tube of Super Glue out of my pack, and attempted to reattach the tip-top.   After 
several minutes set up time I reached for the rod intending to put it into the canoe for the rest of the day, and the tip-top fell off again! this 
time into the gravel.  Curt and I looked for it for several minutes, then Ed came over and asked what it was we were looking for.  I explained 
what it was and what it looked like.  He reached down and said ‘Is this it?’  It sure was.  I did not try a second repair and did not fish again.  
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      By 2 pm it was drizzling steadily with occasional harder rain and gusts of wind.  We had been making very good mileage because of a 
helping current and following wind.    The scenery all day had been spectacular.  Throughout the trip whenever we’ve seen a shiny, white 
patch high up on a mountainside we’ve wondered if it was some snow that has survived into late summer.  When John has trained his 
monocular on the place he’s always said that it was just water, i.e. a wet, shiny flat rock, or a seep, or a high pond.  Well, one place around 
here I saw a white spot that I am 99% sure was snow, high up on the north side of a peak.   By 4:30 the weather has become cold and drizzly, 
with a steadily blowing wind.  We had made over 20 miles already and started looking for a place to camp.   The first place Curt checked he 



said was not so good, and I made the call to go on a little farther.   Not a great call, as we next found a wide, shallow sandbar that compelled 
us to move far over to river right before we could return to the left again.  It was work fighting the wind around the edge of this sandbar, as 
the storm seemed to intensify just at that time.  In less than a half hour my mind had been changed from paddling further, to finding any camp 
we could.  We stopped at a place where a rock outcropping from the left extends out into the river .    We sat in the boats for quite awhile 
waiting for Curt to report on the camping possibilities, and wondering why it was taking him so long.   He eventually reported that the site 
was not great, but that if we cut a path through a screen of big beech brush and willow, and went up over, then down behind, a little hill, there 
was a place we could make do.   With a recommendation like that it was tempting to say look further, but it was after 5 and I was now cold 
and wet.   We pulled boats up on the smooth rock and started to unload, having made over 28 miles, considering some of the detouring we’d 
done  (56deg00.2'N, 61deg30.8'W).  The first tool I got was the Sven saw, and I started to open up a trail.  Before long we had carried 
everything we needed back some 100 feet into a rather low, wet but reasonably flat and protected area.  Most of the forest floor was thick 
sphagnum moss, which rebounded from footsteps.  There were game trails, and what looked like moose scat - but there are no moose here.  
Could it have been woodland caribou?   The choices of firewood were not good, but there was a lot of dead willow.  We soon had a roaring 
one going and the wet pants were putting out a cloud of steam as we warmed up.  Curt passed around an additional warmer-upper, the last of 
his flask of blackberry brandy.  This was far from the best campsite of the trip.  Tents were set up here and there, as there were no clearly 
superior sites.  For supper I made myself a maccaroni and cheese, the small box you buy at the grocery, and threw in quite a large handful of 
ham hunks.  I’d intended to share the excess  with someone, but found that I ate the whole thing and could have eaten more.  Throughout the 
trip I generally ate what I felt like, and never really got hungry, but for sure the intake of food by all of us had increased during the trip.  
There was no question throughout the trip who ate the most: Ed.  Every morning a huge potful of oatmeal with 2 cups of blueberries in it, if 
he had them.   And Ed cleaned up whatever anyone else couldn’t finish, including licking the pots.  It is still a mystery how Ed crammed 
everything he ate into that C-boat.  You would have thought a big guy like Curt would have eaten the most, but he probably ate the least.  His 
usual supper fare consisted of several of the ‘cup-of-soup’ type things sealed in a seal-a-meal bag.  He would open the top, put the pouch into 
his Army surplus mess kit cup, and ladle boiling water in.  No dishes to be washed, just burn the pouch.  One thing he does have is a lot of 
food items the rest of us have never seen or don’t know where to buy, like the heavily smoked German sausages, land-jager, and others, 
perhaps because of greater ethnic diversity in Jersey than in Frederick or Charlottesville.    
        Nate was in the mood for fresh bread this evening, so made himself Martha White fry bread in a skillet.  By 7:30 the rain had stopped 
and the sun was out, though standing out on the rocks was not pleasant, as it was cold, and the blackflies were bad.  Back in the area 
protected from the wind where we were camped the bugs were intolerable, and drove us into the tents by 8:30. 
 

22 Aug.   It was clear and cold in the morning, a few clouds about and no frost   I woke up at 5:15 for no particular reason and got a 
fire going. The walk out front to the rock shelf on the river to fill the water pot brought some good news: there was still downstream current.  
We had wondered if we’d reached a tidal area and would have to fight it, or change our paddling timing.  There remained 33 miles to Davis 
Inlet.  The others were up at 6, as usual.   While eating we had a visit from several boreal chickadees, and some other small, non-descript 
birds.   I could hear the distinctive call of the whisky jacks in the area, but they did not come into camp.  As a precaution against not being 
able to find fresh water, we filled a number of plastic sacks with river water, though even here it’s quality is not as good as it had been a few 
miles above.   In addition to the current we also got a boost from the trailing westerly breeze.  The river continued to slowly widen, and 
before long we reached a place where, on a distinct right bend, there is a high rock face on the left, and what appears to be a boulder-choked 
shallows across the river.  By staying near the left side we found plenty of water.  It was at this point, less than 30 miles from take-out, where 
we passed the furthest north of our journey, 56deg 01.5N.  This must be the place where Merrifield Bay starts, we think.  But somewhat 
surprisingly, the helpful current continues and the river now widens out a lot.  For untold thousands of years this river has been pushing sand 
in this direction, and it has succeeded in nearly filling the westernmost 5 miles of Merrifield Bay.   A mile across and a few inches deep, it 
soon becomes a problem to find sufficient depth to float a canoe.  Perhaps it isn’t this way at high tide, I don’t know. We muddle along, 
occasionally poling, and sometimes out of the boat walking it through, a half mile from shore.  The sun has vanished and the wind picked up. 
 We are near the left (north) shore, but the channel we need  to head into is to the south, so a cross-bay track, unfortunately also cross-wind, 
will have to be done.  Not much fun.  Nate, Ed, and John start in that direction, and Ed floats sideways, allowing the wind to push him 
easterly, almost to the left bank before turning south.  I’ve been left far behind again, still occasionally walking the boat over the sandy 
shallows.  Eventually I reached the drop-off of the great sandbar and the water became deep enough to paddle again, but the wind was now so 
strong that I have to struggle to prevent the stern of the canoe from coming around.  Reaching the south side and headed into the correct 
channel of the many possible channels through these islands, there is a neat little cabin just in behind a point (56deg01N, 61deg24'W), the 
first habitation of any sort we’ve encountered since leaving Lobstick. We experienced alternate periods of sunshine, when we find we have 
too many clothes on, with cold wind and drizzles, when you wish you had 3 layers on.  The miles fly by with the help of wind and current, 
and we assume that the outgoing tide was permitting the current to continue at this point, as the water now tasted salty.  We began to see 
shorebirds, including gulls, terns, guillemonts, diving ducks.  Looking down into the clear green water, a very different color from what the 
river had been, was like staring through a 10 foot thick pane of green glass.  You could see many different types of sea weeds and grasses, 
some with leaves, some with air bladders, and many little critters on the bottom, including mussels, barnacles, and urchins.   
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       We made a brief leg-stretch stop on a small island around 11:30, a most interesting place where Ed wanted to stay to eat, observe and 
take photos, but we decided to make ‘just one more little crossing’ before lunch stop.  This turned into a very long open water paddle, and 
toward the end of it the wind had picked up, and the rain was falling again.  In fact, for the only time in the trip we did not all eat lunch at the 
same place.   It was a tiring chore for Nate and I to make it across the final wide bay to land, and we just sat there, behind a big boulder for 
some protection, on salt-water-wet, seaweed-covered rocks, rain falling, eating a snack.   Curt and Ed landed further up the shore, and John 
yet further along.   The shoreline right here was broad and bouldery, then quickly rose up to some good sized hills.  In places there was little 



or no shore.  While walking around to warm up and limber up the knees I noticed a couple garbage bags full of trash that someone had 
pitched out nearby, a sure sign we were approaching ‘civilization’.   The route took us easterly along this rocky coast for quite a few miles, 
and our luck with the tide seemed to be holding: at least we weren’t fighting against it.    We passed by a cabin with a couple kids there.  John 
and Ed stopped to chat.  When they first approached, the kids got excited, began running back and forth in front of the cabin, and eventually 
ran inside when the boaters neared.  John, checking out the scene with his monocular, found he was being watched by mom with a binocular 
through her window.  (John)-We waved paddles and they waved from behind a screen door, and eventually mom decided that we were 
friendly and let the kids outside. They made a mad dash to the end of the dock where we had parked,  then promptly came to a halt and 
smiled, but didn’t say anything, obviously trained to not speak until first spoken to. We said hello and then they proceeded to tell us their 
names, where they lived, what they do during the summer, etc. Typical kids having a last summer fling before the beginning of school. 
Although, as we were to see first hand later,  Davis Inlet, where they live year round, is anything but a typical place to live by any standard. 
When we were saying goodbye, the mother came out from behind the door and pointed out into the bay. When we turned around we were 
treated to a horizontal rainbow emanating from the northern shore of a nearby island in the bay.  A peculiar rain squall had conspired to 
create a most unusual, broad rainbow at water level across an island just to the north, so spectacular and unusual that it got photographed 
several times. 
          The group was, at times, spread out across hundreds of yards of water, though generally in sight of each other.  We arrived at 
(~55deg57'N,61deg07W), the southwest corner of a steep-sided island named Uyagaksuak Island on topo 13N/14, around 4:15.  Paul 
Ferguson’s trip had camped on this island, almost certainly close to this spot, but although it was late enough in the day to stop, and we were 
tired enough to stop, and fighting the wind for another mile was not attractive, still, we decided to make the nearly one mile crossing to the 
south side of this channel while the weather was  as good as it was, and we seemed not to be fighting a tide.  Although we were only 11 miles 
from the end of the trip, we were very much aware that we were separated from the storms of the north Atlantic only by a few of these barrier 
islands.   Being over there on the far shore, on the north shore of Iluikoyak Island,  would put us in an excellent position to be able to make 
progress toward Davis Inlet, almost regardless of what the weather did next.  Upon reaching the center of the channel we were surprised to 
see a ‘village’ of trailers down the direction of Davis Rattle, (i.e. next to the northwest mouth of Davis Rattle), and hear heavy equipment 
noises.  We’d heard of recent mineral discoveries in Labrador, and assumed that the mining had begun, but later on we learned that the 
community of Davis Inlet is to be relocated to this site.  The infrastructure for the new community was being built, and we what we saw was 
the construction camp. 
        We completed the crossing,  now chilled, tired and with the wind blowing strongly, and we’re ready to find a camp very soon.  Ed 
picked a spot close to the rattle, 55deg56.5'N, 61deg04'W.  It’s exposed to the wind, has little protection, and we have to go hunting for 
firewood, but it has lots of blueberries and bakeapples, so Ed liked it, and we stayed.  This involved lifting everything up maybe 20 feet 
across solid rock, to be sure the tide won’t surprise us overnight. Tents got pitched near the top of the hillside, in what little lees could be 
found and the fire went on the protecting side of a boulder.  Earlier in the day we had been talking about what food we had left, which was 
still plenty, and it seemed that nearly everyone had red beans and rice, so we collected packets from Tom, Ed, and Curt to make up a big 
community pot full, into which I also sliced a summer sausage. Ed & John had collected a few of the black mussels from the boulders, so 
those were steamed and tasted and pronounced excellent.  Unfortunately we didn’t know in advance if they would be edible, toxic, or 
excellent when we had the chance to collect a bushel of them.  We could have had a fine seafood supper.  John was angling to take a hike and 
use his legs and Ed decided to join him. They hiked up the hillside and were treated to a 360 degree view and had a good vantage point to 
observe the goings on below. Using his monocular, John learned that a fairly extensive camp had been set up to house upwards of 120 
construction workers. 

In some respects it could be said that this was a relaxing camp: our bellies were full, the pressure was off to make more miles, we 
still had plenty of food, it wasn’t raining on us and there were no signs a storm was coming.  The channel between us and the island to the 
north became calm with the approach of dusk, and a couple seals swam past.  Several small power boats went up and down the channel to the 
village across the way.  Commuters to the construction.  Just as it was beginning to get dark there was a series of dull, muffled blasts over 
near the village, and soon a large cloud of rock dust was seen, followed some minutes later by the odor of sulfide.   

John and Ed came back down the hillside after it was pretty dark.  The wind slowly decreased as it got darker, and the bugs again 
became a nuisance and drove us into the tents by 9pm.  We had resolved that there was to be no early morning wake-up call, as we had only 8 
miles to go, and were 3 days ahead of schedule, having ripped off  24 flatwater miles today.  At near-dark we thought we heard a small whale 
blowing out in the channel. 
 

23 Aug.   Another perfect Labrador morning, but unusual compared with the previous 20 we have experienced: no dew.  We’ve 
again gotten lucky: the sky is clear and the water calm. We were well aware that though only 8 miles remain to Davis Inlet, one of those not 
at all infrequent north Atlantic nor’easters could easily have pinned us down here for a week.  But the way I read the weather we’ll be in 
Davis today.  I think this is the only morning that the tent fly was dry when it got stuffed into the sack.  The heavy equipment noise had 
stopped when it became dark last night, so no interruptions to sleep, but they resumed early even though it was Sunday.   
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We still had plenty of food, and there was no longer any reason to be conserving it, so I poared together some pancake mix, bisquick, and 
Ed’s blueberries and made a big potful of batter to have another pancake breakfast.  Lacking syrup,  I made some stewed raisins as a topping 
but they were somewhat redundant with so many blueberries in there. It took a long time to get ready to float.  One of the last jobs done each 
morning was to stir the fire, make sure it was totally out, and pick up the bits of aluminum foil, residue from freeze dried meal pouches, 
Folgers coffee singles and a few other food packagings.  When I got home I weighed that foil: 125gms.  Not much considering it was the total 
non-burnable waste of 5 guys for 20 days eating.  The boats got dragged back down the rocks to reach the water, which was several feet 



higher than it had been last night, making boat entry more difficult.   At the last second I collected a small plant found growing in a crack on 
the rocks.  It is a succulent of some sort, perhaps a sedum, and I figured this tough little plant has a better chance than most of surviving at 
my dry, rocky housesite in Maryland. (It survived only one year.)  I wrapped it up in crowberry (Empetrum nigrum, Empetraceae) vines to 
keep it moist, and stuffed into a ziploc bag. Although the end of the paddling journey was only 8 miles away, it was a warm, calm and sunny 
morning, and the scenery along the coastal area was wonderful, those last few miles seemed to drag on interminably.  For the first time in the 
past 20 days I wanted the paddling to be done.  We’d done the hard work, and the thrills, excitement and challenge of the whitewater was 
past, so there was no longer anything worthwhile to look forward to.  The trip was over, and I couldn’t change that, but I wasn’t ready for it 
to be over.  That was the depressing part.   
         We worked our way along the rocky points of the north shore of Iluikoyak Island on which Davis Inlet is situated, seeing water birds we 
had not seen before, and continuing to see new and different saltwater creatures on the rocks and the bottom.  It was at this time that Ed 
decided to do something he had not throughout the trip:  roll the C-boat.  He just wanted to see if he could roll it with the extra weight in it.  
He did it, but said it came up slowly.  The challenge would have been greater on the first day of the trip when the food weight was greater. 
Continuing along the rocky coast in an easterly direction, we round a point ( ~55deg57'N, 60deg57'W),  and can see a few buildings, one of 
which looks like a big, pale-green, two-truck garage, that had a windsock nearby.  We’re headed toward the end of the Davis Inlet gravel 
airstrip.  To the right is the dump - a disgusting mess of debris scattered across many acres.  All the trees across 20 acres have been burned, 
almost certainly the result of a trash fire gotten away.  As we crossed the last bay a small, twin engine airplane circled and landed on the strip. 
 We reached a gravelly beach  in the midst of a continuation of the dump.  A rusting iron stove is there to tie off our painters, and a small, 
white painted wooden hexagon-shaped building, with the hole in the roof and graffiti everywhere, provides us a bit of shelter from the rain 
squalls that began to pass.  All the trees around here have been sawn off, and the ugly stumps and charred wood is laying around rotting.   

While we finished the final portage of the trip,  
Nate and John headed across the airstrip to try to find 
someone to talk with about our charter.  John was offered a 
ride into town by a local RCMP rep, and gladly accepted.  
After phoning Libby to check-in, he was able to finagle a 

charter flight out later that same day. 
There was no scheduled flight, and the 
standard procedure was to fly people 
and gear on separate flights at greater 
expense and time. Here we owe our 
thanks to the two young Lab Air pilots 
who were willing to forego their warm, 
sunny Labrador Sunday off to fly up and 
pick up a bunch of rag-tag, grisly-
bearded adventurers and their fragrant 
river gear! They also managed to put 
together about 500 lbs of cargo at short 
notice to drop off at Davis Inlet to help 
defray the cost of the flight.   

Returning sometime later John 
told us that Lab Air would send up a 
plane in about an hour, so we 
consolidated gear and portaged 
everything up to just outside the hanger. 
 Nate and Tom removed the saddles and 

a thwart from the boats.  Then Ed’s C-1 dropped inside Nate’s, and John’s T-Canyon fit inside Tom’s, and there was room to spare along the 
sides for paddles, poles and other river gear.   Ed had taken a walk with his camera through town, and now that he was back and all our gear 
read to be load, and with just a little time left while waiting for the plane to arrive, Curt and Tom had a chance to walk to town, such as it is.  
Davis Inlet is a disgusting dump in an absolutely beautiful setting. What a shame.   There was trash everywhere. There were bars on the doors 
and windows when there are doors.  Except for a couple buildings like the church nothing had been painted, or any upkeep performed in 
forever. Tasteless graffiti has been scrawled on the sides of buildings. Even on the public buildings like the clinic and school, pieces of 
siding, and even the insulation underneath, have been ripped off.  We saw no evidence of craftsmanship: no wooden totems, blankets, 
soapstone carving, anything that indicated pride in workmanship.  Kids, dogs and puppies were running around everywhere.   We stopped at 
the RNC post: the door was locked.  We had to push the buzzer to get in.  We let the constables know that the party they were expecting on 
the 26th had arrived, so they didn’t need to go search for us.  They said they didn’t know anyone was coming. Apparently our trip registration 
at Lab City never made it to them.  (I asked the RNC about this in Lab City later and was told that the chain of command was for Lab City to 
forward the information to the district office in Goose Bay, and it was their responsibility to forward it to Davis Inlet.  That system did not 
work.                   
 

   35. 
We learned that there were 4 constables assigned to Davis for a population of less than 100 families, 2 permanently and 2 who rotate on a 2 
week basis.  The population is nearly all Indian, (used to be called Naskaupi, now Innu) many who speak their own language and French, but 
little English. This is really a war zone, and the constables must feel that they are under attack 24 hrs a day.  A tough posting.  They even get 
rotated in and out of here frequently (2 weeks) for mental health reasons.  As we were talking a call came in: a domestic disturbance and I 
thought I heard the word suicidal, and all 3 of them grabbed their gear, and jumped in the truck. A snot-nosed, dirty-faced little 3 year old 



picked up a rock and hurled at their truck, hitting it.  There had been some sort of celebration just the previous night.  A ‘rock and roll’ band 
had been flown in to entertain.  Maybe this morning after was a little more difficult than other mornings, I really don’t know. We walked to 
the top of a hill toward the edge of town and found a ‘convenience store’ open for business.  There are several whites, young men, sitting on 
the front steps, and as we greet them it is obvious from their response that their first language is French.  They don’t have much for sale, 
really, snack foods, soft drinks, a few basics.  An Innu lady who works at this store is also the lady who handles the reservations for Lab Air.  
This is going to sound very politically incorrect, but this lady was the only Innu we talked with who was really ‘on the ball’, intelligent, 
educated, not affected by current or former substance abuse.  I asked her if she remembered my friends from North Carolina who were there 
several years ago.  When I mentioned Ferguson, she said, “Oh, yes!”.  There are a couple large, and pretty nice looking homes nearby which 
we assume belong to the store owner.  Aside from the Constables, we saw about 4 other whites around town, one of whom spoke French and 
had been there only 2 days.     I don’t know why the government made the decision to abandon Davis Inlet and relocate the population to 
another place, about 8 miles away, with the obvious expenditure of millions of dollars, but, as we heard from some folks familiar with the 
area, ‘In five years the new place will look just like Davis Inlet does now.’   I suspect they are right.  We heard that there had just been a vote 
and the community had decided to ‘Go Dry’.   I believe that is a step in the correct direction, but that won’t solve the big multiple problems 
these people have. Education is a part of it, but until there are some responsible young Innu to serve as community leaders, for example 
locals who have been to the Canadian military and learned to be police officers, and then get stationed in places like this, the problem will not 
be solved.   We believe that the new community will be named Sango Bay, and Davis Inlet, as a community, will cease to exist, except on old 
maps.  I wish I could say that I believed that a proper cleanup will be done at the site of the current Davis Inlet.   I don’t believe it will.  I 
believe that when the day to move arrives, they will just leave everything as it is to blow away, decay and rot.    Throughout the trip, coming 
and going, whenever we mentioned Davis Inlet the person got this unusual look on their face.  Typical of their reactions was  ‘You didn’t 
have to spend the night there, did you?’  Everyone up there regards Davis like a plague. 

 With softdrinks and Pringles in hand, Curt and I walked back to the hanger.  At the airstrip there is quite a crowd, the locals riding 
their ATV’s down to look at us and ask questions.   The regularly scheduled LabAir passenger flight today is filled by the rock and roll band 
and their electric equipment.  They load and leave, as does a portion of the populace.   Others hang around until our chartered plane  arrived 
around 4pm and unloaded its cargo.  The local kids were crawling all over everything. The two pilots (Trevor and ?) have to firmly, 
repeatedly, courteously ask the kids to leave the plane, not do gymnastics on the railing or cargo door.  One of them grabbed one of our 
detached saddled and hobby-horsed it across the sheets of lexan which had just been unloaded from the plane.  I said something like ‘Things 
never change, do they’, as I had seen similar shenanigans in other similar locations, and the pilot said, ‘I only wish’.  This sort of behavior by 
the kids happens every trip.  On Paul Ferguson’s trip they had 4 solo whitewater boats to be loaded, and had removed the thwarts, and 
sandwiched the hulls, somehow getting all four inside a twin otter, so we knew it could be done.  We loaded my boat first, the heaviest, then 
Nates on top, and finally, after removing the center thwart, Curt’s on top upside down. It took considerable jostling around of boats and gear 
to make everything fit.  It’s a tight fit, and there was just enough room for the 5 seats that we needed in the back of the Twin Otter.  But there 
was plenty of storage space for small things in the cargo compartment in the tail that we did not need.  An hour later we’ve landed at the 
Goose Bay airport. 

   My van was parked just outside the gate, within sight.  The baggage guy got a key, opened the gate, and I drove onto the tarmac 
next to the plane, and we loaded everything on and in.  The tall, skinny baggage man was impatient as we bolted the saddles back into the 
canoes, as it was the end of his shift and he was anxious to get us out of there. The van was a mess with much dust inside -- to be expected.  
And I found a couple inches of water in my thermoelectric icebox - a no no.  Jason must have bought a bag of ice, and forgot about it.  He 
had probably never seen a thermoelectric cooler before.  How often would you need one in Churchill Falls?   I emptied the water, and pushed 
the box back underneath the bed, not to be used during the drive home. (At home, I disassembled and thoroughly dried and cleaned the 
internals, and it does seem to work.)  

 While we were loading up, John took off with the tall baggage man to find the dispatcher and settle the bill. (John)-The dispatcher 
was a swarthy Scot who looked like he had just come from a curling match. He seemed very keen to know just what route we had taken for 
our trans-Labrador journey. After  pointing out our route on their wall-sized aeronautical map, he asked in a particularly critical tone “Why in 
the world did you pick this time of year to go in there”?  I answered with a question of my own, “What time of year would you recommend”? 
 His answer - “No time. I would never go in there a’tall”.  Now there’s a sobering perspective from the first civilized soul I met in 22 days.  I 
guess just because you live in a wilderness  region doesn’t mean you will necessarily appreciate it.  
 
          Finishing the loading and tying down, the rest of us went in search of the airport lobby to locate John.  John had to get to Frankfurt by 
Sunday, and in fact has a suitcase containing coat, tie and documents with him in the van for the meeting was to speak at, just in case we were 
delayed and he had to leave directly for Germany.   He checked at the ticket counter for connections and costs.  It could be done, but for over 
$1000, so he decided to ride back home with us. I guess you’ll have to ask  John if those next 3 days of torture were really worth $1000.  
While killing time in the terminal, Curt found a couple guys sitting, waiting for a plane, and started to chat with them.  It turns out these two 
guys are construction workers who, only a day before, had seen a group of wacky canoeists camped on a rocky point near Davis Rattle and 
wondered who the hell they were!  Curt explained our trip.  These guys seem surprised.  ‘You’d go up there in black fly season??!!   Curt 
asked when THEY would go up there.  No Time! Was the answer. This has become a familiar sounding theme!   It’s a small world - 
particularly up there. They obviously had been in one of those boats we saw commuting up the channel either Sat night or Sun morning.  One 
of the guys said he had caught a nice Char just about the place where we had camped a couple days before. They were headed home, back to 
‘The Rock’ (Newfoundland). We found the military gymnasium and got a wonderful hot shower (for free!), some spent a few minutes inside 
the sauna, then changed into mostly clean clothes that were in the van. The town of Goose Bay really didn’t exist before the US built this big 
air strip during WWII, one of many constructed in the north for the purpose of providing stopoff points, and refueling, for ferrying aircraft to 
Europe.  The airstrip is long, wide and paved.  The US military continued to use the base for some years for training, but the US is long gone. 
 The Canadian air force is still there, and several European countries have used this strip was a staging area for low level fighter training.  
The Germans and Dutch, as well as others have been there for many years.   But with the end of the Cold War, the scuttlebutt is that several 
of these are pulling out, so the mood around the community seems to be that economic hard times are coming for the Goose Bay/Happy 



Valley area.  This may explain the apparent enthusiasm for the construction of the Muskrat Falls hydro dam, and for mining development. 
      It is again cool and blowing drizzle.  Supper was at El Greco restaurant in Happy Valley, good enough but not Greek, but the waitress 
was nice.  From the restaurant I dialed the phone number of the guy who had befriended our ‘stranded’ group in 1980,  John Bookalam, but 
there was no answer. (I didn’t have numbers for John Thomas or Jim Berube, other acquaintances from 80).   I wish that I had had the time to 
visit with him.  I really owed him supper and much more for his kindness years ago. After supper we went in search of a way to satisfy an ice 
cream craving and found a place a little way away.  There’s not much open on a Sunday evening around Goose.  We drove to the docks 
where the ferry boat to Newfoundland leaves, and everything there was locked up, not even a schedule posted outside.  Floating downriver 
we had talked about jumping onto the ferry and saving that terrible gravel road drive back, but only if the ferry departed the day after we 
arrived in Goose Bay.  A lady in a snack bar nearby told me that it left on Tuesday night.  Part of the crew wanted to begin the drive back 
immediately - I can’t understand why.  I was very tired, the others had to be too.  I knew the Churchill road would be bad.  This was an 
accident waiting to happen.  We went looking for lodging in the military area first, as we had heard there was a ‘hostel’, but had no luck 
finding it, so end up at the Aurora hotel. Of all the possible ways I might have chosen to spend my birthday, what we had done on this day 
was exactly the least favorite. The end of the trip, depressing Davis Inlet, a return to ‘civilization’ - all at the very bottom of my list of things 
I really wanted to do. My idea of the perfect day would have been to paddle 15 miles, catch a few fish for supper, sit around the campfire 
until well after dark watching shooting stars and the aurora. From my perspective, nothing that I did on Sunday was enjoyable. I picked up a 
copy of  “The Examiner”, the Goose Bay weekly newspaper, (PO Box 9, Stn B, 709-8960566, examiner@CANCOM.NET) from the hotel 
lobby.  Ed and Tom slept in the van.  There was light drizzle overnight.  

6) The Drive Home          
         24 Aug.   In the morning, upon checking over the van and trailer prior to leaving,  I found that 3 of the 4 lenses on trailer lights were 
broken, bulbs broken, and some wires cut by flying rocks.  We spent some time doing rewiring, and replaced a couple bulbs, and got 3 of 4 
working before leaving.  Breakfast was at a little restaurant across the street.         Then we headed out of town on the Churchill Highway aka 
Trans-Labrador Highway, Rt 500, about 7am, not having seen anything of Goose Bay, Northwest River, Happy Valley, Mud Lake, Rigolet, 
Lake Melville, the Mealy Mountains or the area.  For the first  70 miles the road was really good for gravel.  We made a brief stop at Muskrat 
Falls, where plans are underway to build a second hydroelectric facility across the Churchill River.  If constructed, the lake it will form will 
extend more than 50 miles back up the Churchill Canyon, essentially eliminating it. (There is an article on this project in the Canadian 
Geographic magazine, Nov/Dec 1998).  I had portaged over the big hill on river left of the big rapid, the site for the proposed dam, back in 
1984, and knew the others would be impressed by the size of the rapid.  However,  the road ends well short of the rapid itself, and it would 
have taken some hiking to get to, so we moved on.  The next 120 miles are really pretty awful.  The provincial government is in the process 
of rebuilding, straightening, widening and improving this road, so have not maintained those sections that are to be abandoned, and some of 
the new sections are not yet finished.  There was a lot of construction equipment, detours, piles of gravel in the road that we had to wait until 
a dozer smoothed it over, etc., so this took a very long time.  While waiting at one place I collected some fireweed to carry back to the lab.  
We had to wait again while the worlds biggest weed eater trimmed large brush along the way.  This contraption must be 5 feet across, 
mounted on the end of an articulated ‘Cherry picker’ arm, and appears to be swinging a section of log chain.   It’s throwing off sections of 
wood the size of broken baseball bats.  The drive was maddeningly slow and punishing to body and equipment. 
      Back in Churchill Falls 6 hours later, it is Monday and the grocery store, which is where Jason works, was closed again. The post office 
was open and Ed bought stamps and mailed the postcards he had written 3 weeks earlier.  A couple of us made a stop at the Scotiabank to get 
some Canadian cash.  We found Shirley Philpot at the restaurant, and she pointed out the apartment where Jason lived.  We walked over 
there and talked with him for a few minutes.  He was startled to see us back to soon.  Jason had mentioned that he and his girlfriend Tammy 
were going to get married soon, (January ‘99?), and had plans to take some time to tour the states. We exchanged phone numbers and 
addresses, and invited him to stop by if they were in our area.  We gave him another $100 CDN for his trouble, (he’s got a really friendly 
dog).  Gassed up at the Ultramar, and told the guy there how to find Little Teddy if he got back up there again on his snow machine.   It 
would have been possible to wait until 7 pm and take the tour of the CF powerplant, but part of the group wanted to push on.  Why?  What 
was the rush?  We’d finished 3 days early.  But on to Lab City it was, and more really bumpy gravel road driving. Also couldn’t get up 
enough interest to stop at the bridge across the dry Churchill and take the 10 minute hike to the falls. The jolting of the rough road seemed to 
go right through to the kidneys. It was impossible to sleep, or even get comfortable in the back of the van.  At one stop along the road I made 
a collection of  ‘Canadian Burnet’, (Sanguisorba candensis, Rosaceae), a swamp weed we saw frequently during the trip, but it never grows 
in great profusion.  If I’d been able to locate the bags I brought along to collect plants, I’d have collected more things.  
      Arriving near supper time, we made a stop at the RNC to un-register our trip (also asked about the lack of notification to Davis Inlet- they 
said the ‘chain of command was for them to fax the registration to the main office in Goose Bay, and for that office to forward to Davis 
Inlet.....which didn’t happen),  the visitors center, also gassed up, and went to O’Donohues? Irish Pub. Another very friendly, helpful 
waitress. We asked about the local cuisine and were told there was no such thing.  Had the stew supper instead - and a piece of cake for 
desert. My ‘friends?’ sang a chorus of happy birthday.  The tour of the Iron Ore mines is only offered on Sun and Wed ($11.00), so we were 
not going to wait around for that, though it would have been interesting.  We had missed our chance on the way up, when we were here on 
Sunday.  Then the long drive started.  The road had not gotten any easier, better or faster in the past month.  Sleeping while lying on the foam 
pad in back was impossible.  The bumps seemed to transfer directly to your innards, and felt particularly sharp.  We traded off drivers every 
few hours.  Around midnight we reached the only gas station, (same one we had slept next to on the drive up), closed of course, but woke up 
the lady and bought gas, then continued.  At some point I remember pulling off to take a look at the aurora.   I was driving a big piece of the 
graveyard shift, I think about 1:30 to 4.  On one sharp curve I came up too close on the rear end of a slow moving truck full of logs that I 
didn’t know was there and had to hit the brakes hard.   The gas gage dropped lower and lower, and I wasn’t sure we were going to make it to 
the next station.  For sure we were going to need gas at the very first opportunity. Eventually my eyes just wouldn’t allow me to go on, so I 
pulled off to the berm, and shut off the van.  It really didn’t do any good to get to Baie Comeau at 5 in the morning, so we got a little sleep 
there.    

Rolling into Baie Comeau just before 8 am, we stopped at the big paper mill there (Donohue Corp) and John negotiated with them 
for a tour.  They don’t normally give tours. There is a large bronze statue of some guy paddling a canoe in front of the factory home office, 



which, of course, I had to photograph.  Our guide was Louis Babin from the personnel office.  This factory produces only newsprint, and 
until a few years ago was owned by the Chicago Tribune corp.  It has four ‘paper machines’, one of which is still dedicated to the Tribune.  
Breakfast was at Tim Hortons, a chain of Canadian fast food type restaurants, where they had really good filled blueberry pastries. But I can’t 
say much for their coffee.  We also made a stop at a grocery store (we had to wait for the store to open) and bought fresh fruit, breads, 
baguettes, cookies, and some local cheeses (cheddars, St.Fidele, Oka and others) to snack on during the drive back. Unfortunately, we no 
longer had an icebox, and could not locate a cheap styrofoam one to buy.   On down the road, we stopped at a roadside park overlooking the 
St.Lawrence and ate some of this for lunch. It was cool, somewhat overcast, but pleasant.  There was a quick stop at a roadside stand for John 
to buy a peck of fresh-picked wild bluets to take home.  At the Tadoussac ferry we were again lucky, almost not slowing down until rolling 
onto the boat, and having them close the gate behind us.    Approaching Quebec City in the early evening, i.e. 4:30 p.m.,  Ed and I had not 
been in the old downtown city, and wanted to do a brief tour, and find a good restaurant for supper.   Instead of staying on the highway, we 
turned into the city, and eventually followed many signs through many turns and found the visitors center.  John found some one to talk with 
who recommended a place to eat.  We parked in behind the visitors center, and walked up to the old fortress, on the highest point 
overlooking the river.  We continued along the walkway, dropping down closer to the water,  heading downriver, along a pedestrian 
‘boardwalk’, finding a park and the renowned Frontenac Hotel.  We went inside the hotel for a look around and spent a little time in the 
shops there.  By this time it was raining steadily.  I recommended finding the restaurant - it was still early and the French don’t eat that early, 
so we should be able to get in, and get served before the business of the night picked up.  The Restaurant was the Ancient Canadians, a place 
whose menu suggests the types of foods that would have been eaten by the French settlers a hundred years ago.  We all splurged, having the 
full 5 course meal.  The soup was good, a little salad, I had the caribou chunks, and sherbet for desert.  Others had ???, and the maple syrup 
pie.  It was excellent all round.  It also consumed about 3 hours.  At least the rush hour traffic had dissipated by the time we left town.  Since 
we had experienced delays on the south side of the river, we stayed on the north side and rolled on to Montreal.  We needed gas, so once past 
the center of the city we found a place open in the middle of the night.  I had noticed the trailer making some unusual  noises and took a look 
at it, finding a loose bolt that really couldn’t be tightened, so we used some wire and rope to snug up the parts so if the bolt broke it wouldn’t 
fall apart, but perhaps as important, I noticed sparking of the wires near this bolt.  The plastic insulation had been worn through.   Hard 
telling how long this had been the case, but it certainly would explain some of the electrical problems we’d had, including blown fuses, a turn 
signal that refused to work,  and burned out bulbs.  We again did a slap-dash repair, and I made another stop across the street where it took 
me a very long time to get a very poor cup of coffee at a Tim Hortons’.  But it kept me awake for another hour of driving until we made the 
stop at the duty free shop, getting rid of what little Canadian cash we still had, and past the border.  The US border guard had no reason to 
believe we were anything but canoeists who had been in the bush for a month, as we certainly looked the part: nobody had shaved, the van, 
trailer and boats looked like they had been spray-painted with mud.  We rolled on south in the early morning hours.  At a gas stop in New 
York Curt phoned home and (I hope) asked Dee about breakfast for us.   We got to Robbinsville at ?9:30?, unloaded Curts’ gear, and had 
juice, waffles, bagels and coffee with the Gellermans’, a sumptuous breakfast, and pleasant rest stop after the all night drive.     
      On the way out of town we stopped at a vegetable stand that Curt referred to as ‘The Corn Lady’ (the kid had earrings through his 
tongue), and Nate, Ed, and John bought fresh veggies for home.  Curt had almost immediately realized that he had left a clothes bag in the 
van, and drove after us, but unfortunately did not catch us.   We arrived in Frederick near 4 pm, van mileage, 95300.    Nate and Ed 
transferred their gear to their vehicles, and Libby came over to pick up John.   Ed commented that he had hoped to get back on Friday so that 
he could immediately drive to the Yough for a weekend of paddling,  rather than having to drive home, the wrong direction, and come back 
through Frederick two days later.  

I began the big cleanup process, and threw some stuff into the washing machine.   Since we had been on salt water the last 3 days, 
the cleanup needed to be more exhaustive than normal.  I turned on the garden hose and sprayed off the trailer, & canoe, paddles and poles, 
set up the tent and washed it with fresh water inside and out, etc. to get rid of salt residue.  I noticed some corrosion on my aluminum 
carabineers.  Everything got a fresh water rinse, then hung up to dry.    The seriously damaged Sunburst was rinsed, and hung up in the 
garage to dry for months, as it will take that long before I can try to force some epoxy resin into the matrix and try to fix it. The van got a 
thorough cold water wash-off.  I noticed that from about the windows up the water beaded on the wax, but below that there seemed to be no 
wax remaining. I also took all the curtains out of the van, the mattress, carpet covering and bench seat for cleaning, and mopped, used carpet 
cleaner, vacuumed and beat to get it as clean as possible.  I must have removed a pound of sand from the rear carpeting!  You wouldn’t 
believe unless you saw it for yourself.  The van curtains were thrown into the bathtub with Woolite, and washed by hand.  The water was the 
color of bad coffee. I changed the oil and oil filter, topped up the radiator and the power steering reservoir, and brushed and vacuumed the air 
cleaner filter.   Still needs electrical work. The trailer wiring was ripped out and new wire installed, this time running through a piece of PVC 
pipe to protect it.  The repair continues. 
 
Summary: 350 miles in 20 days of paddling.  Portages totaled ~5 miles.  Lake paddling and flat saltwater added up to ~150 miles.  Upstream 
lining & walking was probably 10 miles. 
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7) Post scripts: 

 As far as I know we completed this trip without illness or serious injury, not even a cold, though John did go to the doctor for wrist 
pain.  Seems like paddling the kayak for 20 days in a row caused repetitive motion injury, carpel tunnel syndrome, worse in the left hand than 
in the right.  John made his flight to Germany and carried his GPS along.  Coming back he flew over Merrifield Bay, the Notakwanon 
drainage, and Smallwood Reservoir, and with the GPS, knew exactly where he was at.  That was on the same day Swissair 111 went down 
near Halifax, NS.  



 
8) FOOD:   I was pretty well satisfied with the daily quantity of food I had to eat, and the ease and speed at which it could be 

prepared.   For the most part things worked pretty well.  This was the first time I had carried ghee (clarified butter, used in Indian cooking) 
that keeps pretty well without refrigeration, and I used it in place of butter or cooking oil.   That worked ok.  As I noted earlier, I had food 
packed into 3 bags for breakfast, 3 lunches, 3 suppers.  At the conclusion of the trip I was eating out of the third breakfast, third lunch and 
second supper pack. There was enough left that I could have gone another week.   

 
   9)   Without the help of several people in Labrador, executing this trip would have been much more difficult.     
Also thanks to   ?       ?    At LabAir, who arranged for a Sunday flight, and even threw in a little cargo to help keep our costs down. 

 
 

10)  Complete listing of topographical maps: 

[ I may be wrong, but I don’t think that the Canada Map office sells direct to the public any longer.  I think the operation has been 
‘privatized’.  I think the contractor for maps can be reached at 1-800-214-8524.  The cost of maps, and shipping has gone up quite a bit in 
recent years]. 
 

Be particularly careful to read the legend on each sheet because older maps were drawn in feet, and all the new ones are in meters. 
Likewise, the contour intervals are not always the same.  Even on some new maps there are sometimes 10 meter, sometimes 20 meter 
contours.    In making my calculations of elevations, I always multiplied meters by 39 then divided that number by 12 to get feet.  
 

1:250,000 scale, listed from Baie Comeau going north Rt.389) and east: 
     22F (Baie Comeau) 
     22K (Lac Berte) [Manic Cinq is on this one] 
     22N (Reservoir Manicouagan) [the big meteor crater lake 6km diameter, is on this - you really don’t see much of it from the road] 
     23C ( just a small corner, a few miles) 
     23B (Lac Opocopa) Rt number changes to Rt 530 when you cross the line into Labrador.   Lab City is near the north, center of this map - 
a portion of the QNS&L is on the upper right and a portion of Lake Ashuanipi- possible route into Moise basin) 
     23G ?missing?  Esker siding on QNS &L 
     23H (Ossokmanuan Reservoir), junction on N/S Rt. 530, with E/W Churchill Highway, includes sw corner of Smallwood Reservoir and 
Lobstick Control Structure. 
     13E  (Winokapau Lake) east toward Goose Bay 
 
ALSO : 23I (Woods Lake) north from 23H, covers much of central and western Smallwood reservoir, up to Adelaide lake and the 
Quebec/Labrador border 

 23P (Lac Resolution) north from 23I, has the George river running down the center of it in a N/S direction, and includes Lac 
Goelands, and just the westernmost end of Lac Rochereau 
 
 

1:50,000 scale topographical series; 
                           23H9   (Churchill Falls) includes Jacopie and Whitefish 
Next west is: -  23H10 (Raft River) road only 
            “ 23H11 (Way Bay) road along top of map, including turnoff to Lobstick, mostly Ossokmanuan Reservoir 
Next north is-  23H14 (Sandgirt Peak) includes road to Lobstick & Lobstick Structure, and road continuing west toward Esker Siding,       
                                   which is still 73km further west.  Most of this map is the southwest bay of Smallwood reservoir.      
Next east from Lobstick Structure is -  

23H15 (no name) dashed line along south shore of Smallwood is the road we traveled along to reach our put-in at about 
                                         64deg43', 53deg54'N. 

           (I also have 23H16, but there is nothing on it that is needed for the route we did). 
Next north of 23H15 is 23I2 (no name) includes the narrows leading into the eastern portion of Smallwood 
Next east of   23I2 is     23I1 (no name) 
Next north of 23I1 is     23I8 (Petscapiskau Hill) main body of Smallwood leading northerly 
Next north of 23I8 is     23I9 (Signal Hill) northernmost arm of Smallwood and southern part of Adelaide Lake 
 
Next north is            23I16 (Lac La Pinaudiere) includes height of land portage into Quebec, Hubbard and Elson (very small piece of Lac 
                                                  Hubbard is off my maps to the west on 23I15) and Cabot 
Next north is                 23P1 (Lac Lacasse) George river to Lac Resolution 
Next north is                 23P8 (Lac Raude) You need this, (much of Lac Goelands) but at the same time need: 
Next east of 23P8          23P7 (Lac Advance) the northwest corner of Lac Resolution and much of the eastern highwater side channel is on     

                               this one. 
Next west of 23P7        13M5 (Lac Chapiteau) includes portage up to Rochereau and all of Chapiteau, and ”tundra portage” 
Next east of 13M5        13M6 ( ) highlands including Lake 502 in Quebec & Lake 501 in Labrador - second height of land portage 
Next north of 13M6      13M11 sandy river down to “Esker Lake”  and Indian camp. Huw’s alternate route merges with ours at Esker Lake 
 
[not required for the southern route, but needed if you want to look at Huw Jenkins alternate northern route are: 



23P9 (Lac Leif) which includes the northeastern arm of Goelands from which you descend to Lac Leif at 416M, the low point of the route, 
before turning east to reach Lac Machault.   13M12, (Lac Machault), includes the  height of land portage from a lake on the Quebec side at 
477M to one on the Notakwanon side at 475M.   13M12 is the next quad west of 13M11.] 
 
Next east of 13M11 13M10 ( ) this is the steep gorge section of the Notakwanon including the falls. 
Next north of 13M10 13M15 ( ) end of upper gorge, and long straightwater section 
Next east of 13M15 13M16 ( ) last big rapids, including “The Wall” 
Next east of 13M16 13N13 ( ) last rapids 
Next north of 13N13  14C4 (Garland Bight) includes last bend of the Notakwanon, where it merges with Merrifield Bay  
Next TWO east:  north side: 14C/3 (Akpitok Island) part of Merrifield Bay 

             south side: 13N14 (Sango Bay)   Southern shore of Merrifield Bay, where our route went 
East of 13N14       13N15 (Davis Inlet)     
 

 

11)   Internet sites of interest: 

 
EG Lambert High School in Churchill Falls, with links to lots of information on the CFL hydro facility:   
http://www.k12.nf.ca/eglambert/index.htm 
 
Lobstick Lodge: not recently updated http://mgfx.com/fishing/travel/lobstick/index.htm#fish 
 
Innu Nation homepage, including some information on the national park proposed for the Mealy Mountains: 
 
Canada weather: http://www.tor.ec.gc.ca/forecasts/ 
 
Air Labrador: http://airlabrador.com 
 
Govt. of Newfoundland and Labrador, with links to the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary: 
http://www.gov.nf.ca 
 

 
 

10) Related publications: 

 
Labrador’s Unknown River,   article in CANOE magazine, by James West Davidson and John Rugge,  and movie of that trip titled 

One River Down   
 

‘Canoeing Labrador’s Notakwanon River’ by Paul Ferguson,   KANAWA magazine, Aug/Sep/Oct issue, 1997, pp46-53 
 

             Notakwanon    Harry Davis     Wild Rivers: Newfoundland and Labrador, published by Wild River Survey, Parks Canada, ARC 
Branch Planning Division, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, 1977 (now out of print)   
 

Labrador Canoe Adventure by Andrew Brown and Ralph Gray, National Geographic magazine, July 1951, pp65-99 
 

“Canoeing North into the Unknown”, by Bruce W. Hodgins and Gwyneth Hoyle,  pub. Natural Heritage/Natural History Inc.,   PO 
Box 95, Station O, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4A 2M8, 1997.   
 
              Some Edible Fruit and Herbs of Newfoundland by Peter J. Scott,  Breakwater Books Ltd.  ISBN 0-919948-58-8 

10) Non-Paddlers Glossary:   Slang & Acronyms that have been used,  

 
ATTAIN - term used to describe paddling upriver against the current, particularly a current so strong that it requires the paddler to 

utilize the rocks, and eddies behind rocks and along the bank to work upriver past places where the current is too strong to overcome by 
paddle power alone. 
 

BAKEAPPLES are what the Labradorians call cloudberries, Rubrus chamaemorus, Rosaceae, which only grown 3 or 4 inches tall, 
as 2 or 3 leaves, and puts out only one berry per year which looks like a white raspberry.  Very tasty, sweet, and with a taste something like 
baked apples..   Other wild fruits we ate were crowberries (Empetrum nigrum, Empetraceae) , dwarf blueberries (Vaccinium angustifolium, 
Ericaceae)  by the pound, and partridge berries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea, Ericaceae).   The bunchberry (Cornus canadensis, Cornaceae, is a 4 
inch tall cousin to the dogwood tree which grows everywhere, and has a cluster of bright red berries on its’ top-center.  These are called 
crackerberries by some Canadians, and are not poisonous, but flavorless, and rarely eaten.  Another berry often seen were various 
cranberries, mostly highbush varieties, (Viburnum trilobum, Caprifoliaceae).  We didn’t eat them, as they are quite tart, though could be 
made into a jelly if a lot of sugar was added.   On the drive home I collected some fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium, Onagraceae), which 
grown all across the north.  It is quit common along the disturbed areas of the roads, and there are large areas of the bright purple flowers. 



One of my books says that young shoots of this plant, collected in the spring, can be boiled and eaten as an herb. 
 

COASTALS = Shorthand for the Coastal Canoeists of Virginia canoe club,  http://www.coastals.org 
            
              CRCA = Canadian Recreational Canoeing Association, PO Box 398,  446 Main St. W. Merrickville, Ontario, Canada, K0G 1NO,   
613 269 2910   www.crca.ca/  
   

DEET - N,N diethyl metatoluamide, the active ingredient in bug repellents.  It works against both black flies and mosquitoes.  They 
still swarm around you, they still land on your skin, but they don’t bite if your skin has a coating of DEET on it.  We were using some pretty 
concentrated stuff, up in the high 90% range.    There were blackflies and mosquitoes everywhere along our route.   In a few places we 
noticed no-see-ums.  We were lucky that there were very few greenhead flies, deer flies, or Labrador bulldogs. 
 

CROAKIES - a brand of soft rubber strap used to hold on eyeglasses. 
 

Frostline, name of a company that makes outdoor clothing and kits that you can sew yourself. 
 
Labrador,   Politically, Labrador is the mainland portion of the Canadian province of  “Newfoundland and Labrador”.   It’s 

boundaries with Quebec are the watersheds: water draining east is Labrador, while water draining west or south is Quebec.  It has two great 
resources, waterpower and iron ore.  There are also some forests, but as slow as trees grow in Labrador, once they’ve been cut there won’t be 
a second crop for hundreds of years.  The region is largely roadless.  The population is less than 50,000 and that is clustered in a few places, 
mainly Lab City in the interior, and Goose Bay/Happy Valley region of the coast. The predominant language is English, but there is some 
French as well as Indian and Eskimo languages spoken.  
 

NRS, Northwest River Supply, Moscow, Idaho 
 

Paddle, Paddler - Hikers walk, or trek, and canoeists or kayakers, irregardless of what sort of boat they are in, are called paddlers.  
Likewise, since we don’t walk or climb, we paddle, and a long paddle is a distance of many miles taking many hours to complete. 
 

RNC,  Royal Newfoundland Constabulary - I don’t understand the divisions, as there were RNC posts in Churchill Falls and Davis 
Inlet, but an RCMP, Royal Canadian Mounted Police, post in Goose Bay.   They’re all in the same province.  Go Figure.  
 
             Svea - the brand name of a  small, lightweight, single burner gasoline stove traditionally used by backpackers.  Fuel is carried in 1 
pint aluminum bottles. 
 

Sven - the brand name of a small, collapsible backpackers saw.   Very handy for cutting firewood when the diameter of the wood it 
too great to break with your hands.  We carried only one saw. 
 

Sylvester Pole - Two sections of aircraft grade hollow aluminum each about 6 feet long, that can be joined together, and used to 
push off the bottom of a river or lake to propel the canoe forward.   Manufactured by the Beletz Brothers, Meramec Canoe Club,  of 
Missouri.  Ordered from A.C. Mackenzie River Co., P.O. Box 9301, Richmond Heights Station, Richmond Heights, MO 63117 
 

Ouananiche - a fresh water landlocked salmon 
 

Polypro  -   Polypropylene fiber, either fabric or fleece are excellent materials for use around water, because it does not absorb 
water, so can be wrung out and dried very quickly.  It is not the warmest material.  Wind tends to go through it.  And it also takes on a very 
characteristic and unpleasant odor after a few days of wear.  
 

11) Best accidents: 
             bag of roasted sunflower seeds tasted particularly good, light & sweet, while peanuts tasted strong and heavy. 
             lots of honey-lemon Lipton tea bags - tasted good at the end of the day. 
             in short supply - syrup for pancakes, white sugar 
             in excess - coffee 
 

12) Some things I did not write down that might be added: 
                      ED - where and when did you see frogs? 
      Where did we see loons? , other animals I did not note? 
        Jets going over on their way to London Paris Frankfurt. 
        Comments on food.  What worked and what didn’t. 
          Comments on equipment.  What worked and what didn’t. 
 

13) Tom’s Equipment list: 

 



Sunburst 2 with ethafoam saddle and foot pegs, 2 medium size air bags, bailer, 2 Norse paddles, life jacket with Tekna knife, Romer helmut, 
throw bag, about 5 full size carabineers and several small ones 
 
North Face Lunar Lite tent, REI lightweight hollow fiber summer sleeping bag & Granite Gear stuff sack (this was a new piece of equipment, 
of a different design than other stuff sacks I have used.  Though it worked, it was not as easy to use as some others, and it also developed a 
seam rip in the first week), black plastic ground cloth,  ridge rest foam sleeping pad.  Considering that the tent got stuffed wet for 190 
consecutive mornings it really did well. On those evenings that were dry the tent dried out quickly, and I slept warm and dry (though humid) 
every night.  Problems: The fabric along the front door zipper perpetually is getting caught in the zipper.  Sometimes a couple of the ferrules 
in the tent poles were sticky and did not go together easily.  The design of the tent is unusual in that there are plastic rings sewn to it which 
spool together onto a holder, and the tent pole sticks in this holder - then you un-spool the rings to erect the tent.  This had worked flawlessly 
on earlier trips, but 50% of the time on this trip I found one or both of the sets of rings had fallen off the holder.  I have not been able to 
figure out why.  I also noticed that sometimes these holders were 190deg out of phase when I erected the tent.  I think this was due to me 
being a little sloppy and unobservant when stuffing the tent.  It would be easy to allow this to happed during the striking of the tent if you 
were not paying attention. 
 
Cabelas telescoping graphite fiber fishing rod (tip-top fell off), Garcia 408 open face reel, lures & extra mono, mesh sack for live bag 
 
Two NRS waterproof bags, one mostly food, one mostly clothing etc.  This was the first trip for the NRS Paragon Pack, with waistbelt and 
many extra straps, and Fastex buckles rather then cinch fasteners.  I liked it.  Backpacking was easier than with the other pack, an old Bill’s 
Bag, though both have the same capacity.  Although I don’t know exactly why they are there, I found the extra straps going around the bag to 
be useful, and the padded handle at the top gives you a good place to grab for loading and unloading canoes.  If I was buying another 
waterproof bag, it would be another Paragon Pack, though they are not cheap. 
 
Pots & pans: largest is about 10 qt, and nesting inside it are 3 pots- all have lids, small Teflon skillet, and round plastic container holding salt, 
pepper, cinnamon, matches, candle lantern, lighter, alum foil, 2 spoons, 1 fork, ladle, spatula, including 4 cloth sacks: total weight: 7lbs 
( I had melted the wax and added citronellol to it to try to make a bug-repellent candle lantern.  I had hoped that lighting it near the campfire 
would help create a bug-free cooking and eating zone.   The candle didn’t burn well, gave off little light and little citronellol, so some 
improvement is needed to the wick.  Then I’ll have to give it another try.  But on this trip it didn’t work, so was excess weight.) 
 
large steel fire grate ( 20 “x 13 “) & bag to carry it in, Army leather gloves, bag for alum trash, Sven saw: total weight 7 lbs.  Yes, the grate is 
somewhat on the large side, but it sure is handy.  There were several occasions that despite it’s size we were juggling pots around, setting the 
water pot off to the side, so something to simmer on the ground near the fire.  It was handy to be able to simultaneously have 3 skillets of 
pancakes going. 
 

Clothing:   Dry Fashion avalastic dry suit 4 or 5 years old - gaskets replaced, bootie foot. 
     NRS Kodiak riverboot- a new product.  My hiking boots had proven inadequate on Baffin last year and I searched hard for a 

replacement. I wanted high tops for ankle support, thick, soft rubber soles for rock gripping, and plastic mesh side panels for quick drying.  I 
did not find what I was looking for.  These were a kind of ‘consolation prize’. They are high top, and have a thick rubber sole and are 
designed to be good rock grippers, but the design is like putting a rubber outer over a neoprene sock. I had inserted an arch support at home, 
as they are not contoured inside.  I had not used them before this trip, and had to fiddle with them quite a bit before I learned how to use 
them, like using the velcro strap at the top to cover the knot so it does not get untied by underbrush. .  Most of the time I wore a Polypro sock 
liner and heavy wool high top sock.  I did not have a good feeling about the ankle support - the shoes felt soft in that area, like they would 
very easily allow your ankle to roll over.  I re-laced a couple times to get them tighter. That helped, but they are still not perfect. And these 
do not meet one of the important criteria I was seeking: fast drying.  Once that neoprene lining gets wet, it will be wet for weeks.  My feet 
were varying degrees of moist all the time and I never had dry socks.  These boots would keep your feet somewhat dry if you only waded in 
water 3 or 4 inches deep. I was somewhat uncomfortable with the thick sole, and felt some increased susceptibility to foot entrapment.  I 
paddled the whitewater with the thigh straps looser than normal because of this concern.  I’ll talk with the manufacturer.  I’m thinking maybe 
cut out the neoprene sock, and replace that with an easily removable Polypro felt sock. On the good side, these boots did provide pretty good 
foot protection, particularly on that one occasion when a good sided rock came down on me.  I found that their ability to grab rocks was 
variable: in some places they worked well, and in other places I slipped around a lot.   I don’t know if that depends on the rocks, the slime on 
the rocks, or the vegetation growing on the rocks.  
                   Kokatat spray jacket 
                   Saranac neoprene gloves 
                   Cheap Rubberized fabric pants (primarily to protect the drysuit from kneeling damage) 

     Frog Togs rain jacket 
     Hat with brim all around 
     Nylon balaclava 
     Polypro long sleeved shirts (2) (one used for sleeping) 
     Polypro fleece pullover sweater 
     Polypro long johns, heavyweight (the only thing that did not get used) 
     Lightweight nylon pants REI (every day, rain or shine, including inside the drysuit) 
     Wool pants medium weight (several evenings around camp when it was reasonable dry) 



     Socks, 3 wool blend high top, 2 Polypro sock liners. 
     Speedo nylon briefs, fast drying (2) 
     Lightweight nylon boxer shorts (sleeping) 
     Cotton T-shirt (stuffed full of other clothes and used as a pillow) 
     Nylon turtle neck shirt - lightweight       

                   Heavy long sleeved shirt, cotton, Army blouse, with velcro between buttons and extra cuff inside sleeves ( 29 years old, patched, 
developed more rips during the trip) 
                   Lightweight white long sleeved shirt, Dectolene, for hot days, velcro between buttons 

     Nylon dickey (yellow) amazing how much warmth this adds 
     Hiking shoes, low top, old, with thick sole (Normally I wouldn’t take something this heavy as a second shoe, but I was concerned 

that the Kodiak boots would be unsatisfactory, and these would have to be my portaging backups). Used mostly around camp in the evening. 
 
1pt water bottle & 1.5 gal plastic water bag 
 
rain fly sewn by me, and the poles to put it up, including 100 ft. Light Polypro rope 

     
Small dry bag contained 35mm camera Pentax Spotmatic II, 55mm lens and 85/205 zoom lens. Also carried 10 rolls film Kodachrome 200, 
and a spare battery. 
 
butt pack, dark green, old, used on many previous trips,  containing frequently used items: butane lighter, pocket knife, toothbrush & paste, 
soap, iodine, duct tape, comb, dental floss, mini-mag lite with headband.  This is what got left behind just above the falls. 
 
spare glasses, personal medications: aspirin, benadryl, cough drops, pseudafed, lanabiotic, zinc oxide cream, sunscreen, hand lotion, myoflex.  
mosquito jacket - not used    
rain poncho, red nylon, REI (used as separator between wet/dry items, etc., only worn a couple times). 
I broke a lot of rubber bands.  Must get better ones next time. 

 

           14)  Finances: 

 
We tried to charge as much of the group expenses as possible to our VISA cards.  That has several advantages: you don’t carry 

much cash, you get a printed record of it at home so you don’t have to write down or remember everything, and for things from Canada, you 
don’t need to try to convert everything into US dollars.   I have found that I often get an excellent exchange rate from the VISA card, better 
than the currently prevailing rate in Canada.  For personal expenses, like food and souvenirs, that was mostly cash.    In keeping with 
previous long trips the owner of the van doesn’t pay for gas, but does pay a proportionate share of everything else.  About a month following 
the trip, and after everyone had received their VISA statement,  I got a listing of expenses, in US dollars, from everyone. 

 
NOTAKWANON  Group Expenses  (all US$, when converted from CDN$  I used 1.25) 
 

      ED               JOHN  NATE  TOM  CURT       (subtotal)  
gas      $47.08 194.67  87.88     0  95.53            425.16 
 
 
shuttle (Jason)          0              0  32.70  52.50  56.25          141.45  
 
air charter         0            1868.92  0  0  0                   1868.92 
 
food (Baie Comeau)    0  0  0  25.93  0            25.93 
 
outboard motor           0  0  0  0  150.00          150.00    
 
organizational 
(phone calls, maps)     0  ?  0  100.00*               26.22              126.22 
Subtotal                    47.08             2063.59              120.58  178.43  328.00 

                                 (  Grand Total      2737.68 ) 

 
  * (TM: I’m sure I spent much more on maps and phone calls, but don’t have good records, and besides, I’m keeping the maps, 
so charging full cost wouldn’t be right.)  ? (JE never gave me a figure for phone calls to Lab Air, and I know he made some.) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
The Split: 



 

Gas Total: $425.16 (less $40 - Frederick to Trenton and return)= $385.16 ÷ 4 = $96.29 
 

 
    $96.29 $96.29  $96.29   0  $96.29 

 ($40/3) =     $13.33 $13.33  $13.33   0      0  
 
subtotal gas            $109.62 $109.62              $109.62                0  $96.29            425.15 
 
air charter    $373.78 $373.78    $373.78          $373.78                  $373.78          1868.90 
 
all other(443.60)      $88.72 $ 88.72                $88.72           $88.72  $88.72            443.60 

$572.12 572.12  $572.12 $462.50 $558.79       $2737.65  
 

-525.04              +1491.47              -451.54          -284.07              -230.79 
     ED                   JOHN                  NATE             TOM                      CURT 

 
 hotel in Churchill Falls ( John 109.30) &  Goose Bay (Nate 109.25).    John and Nate are even here,         I don’t remember 
whether Curt slept in the hotels or not,  Ed & Tom did not.  So I’ll leave it up to Curt to square up this item. 
 
 

Prior to the trip I had contacted the Lands & Forests office in Labrador concerning a ‘forest travel permit’, which I had 
obtained in 1984.    I was told it was not needed where we were going.    There were no other permits or fees.   We did not buy 
fishing licenses, and in fact spent almost no time fishing.   A non-resident license for the few days we spent in Quebec would 
have been over $50., and I had heard some rumor that you can’t even buy a license in Labrador unless you hire a guide. That is 
an entirely impossible situation for wilderness trippers like ourselves. Registration of the trip with RNC or RCMP costs 
nothing.    If you have to get rescued, either because you really need it, or they just start looking for you because you are 
overdue, you are responsible for the costs of the rescue.   You could also be held responsible for the costs of a forest fire if you 
carelessly start one.  We saw evidence of forest fires at several locations, mostly during the drive up. 
 
15)  Some things I did not get from the trip: 
            Time to do some photography 
            Time to take some hikes to the top of hills and get a view of the area 
            Time to sit around the campfire and relax - partly bugs, partly weather 
            Did not get to bake bread over an open fire 
            Did not have time to study the plants of the area and make some collections. 
            Birthdays are not of much importance to me.   I’m just as happy if nobody says a thing about it.   But if I’d had my 
druthers, I would have spent a leisurely day paddling whitewater, going into camp at a reasonable time, getting cleaned up, 
catching a couple pounder trout for supper, and sitting around the campfire late into the evening with a group of good friends.  
That would have been the best of all possible birthday parties. 
 
 
 


